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1. Introduction
During spring 2009 the council consulted on the second formal stage – called
“Preferred Options” – of the preparation of its Local Development Framework (LDF).
The LDF will be a new style development plan for the borough. It will be made up of
several documents. The key document is the Core Strategy. This will set out a longterm vision and objectives for the borough, and the policies to achieve them. It will
also contain a delivery strategy and monitoring framework.
The second stage of producing the Core Strategy was to publish a “Preferred
Options” report. This stage built upon the work undertaken during the first “Issues
and Options” stage, the comments received during that earlier consultation and the
emerging evidence base.
The “Preferred Options” report set out:
• A spatial portrait
• A vision
• A set of objectives setting the future direction for the LDF
• The council’s preferred strategy for directing future development
• Policy directions for a range of topics
• A monitoring and implementation framework
The report was available for comment on the council’s website and on the Limehouse
consultation portal, at local libraries, at Access Oldham and the Planning Reception
in the Civic Centre, and at Oldham Business Centre. Statutory consultees and
groups and individuals on the LDF mailing list were notified of the consultation. A
public notice was also placed in the “Oldham Evening Chronicle”.
An exhibition to publicise the “Preferred Options” consultation was taken to all the
council’s area committee meetings. The exhibition was also held at Shaw Parish
Council and Saddleworth Parish Council, with a presentation and `questions and
answers` session also held at the latter. Exhibitions were also held at the Spindles
Town Square shopping centre, at Oldham Sixth Form College and at the Oldham
College during the consultation period.
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2. Summary of comments
This report sets out details of the representations that were received on the
“Preferred Options” report. A total of 147 respondents submitted comments. This
included 21 respondents from an Oldham College student focus group and 31
respondents in support of retaining land at Cowlishaw as protected open land.
Approximately 1,100 comments were submitted by all the respondents.
Most entries shown in this report are the actual comments submitted, although in
some instances these have been summarised or edited for clarity. Copies of the
actual submitted comments can be viewed via the Limehouse portal. The initial
responses indicate, if appropriate, how the council will make use of the comments in
taking forward the next stages in preparing the Core Strategy.
Table 1 illustrates the number of comments received by type of respondent:

Type of consultee
Individual
Commercial
The Oldham College student focus group
Specific Consultee
Other Consultee
OMBC
Interest Group
Councillor
Agent
Community Group
General Consultee
Government Department
Local Authority (non adjoining)
Religious Organisation
Total

Number of
consultees
63
24
21
12
10
6
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
147

% of
consultees
42.9%
16.3%
14.3%
8.2%
6.8%
4.1%
2.0%
1.4%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
100.0%
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Table 2 illustrates the areas where the comments came from:
Area
Crompton
Shaw
Saddleworth North
Saddleworth South
Saddleworth West and Lees
St James
Failsworth West
Failsworth East
Hollinwood
Werneth
Chadderton Central
Waterhead
Royton South
Royton North
Total

Number of consultees
23
10
8
6
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
64

% of
consultees
35.9%
15.6%
12.5%
9.4%
6.3%
4.7%
3.1%
3.1%
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%
100.0%

Notes: The table above does not include a further 62 respondents from individuals
and organisations with a boroughwide interest, a sub-boroughwide interest, or who
are located outside of the borough. A further 21 individuals (students of The Oldham
College) made comments through an online questionnaire designed by the college.

3. Summary of key messages from the consultation
The following summarises some of the key messages that came out of the
consultation. This is not a comprehensive summary. The submitted responses
should be read for full details.
Spatial Portrait
We asked: what do you think about the spatial portrait.
You said: Fifty one comments were submitted. Thirty five of the comments noted
that the portrait provides factual, useful information about the borough. A number of
the statutory agencies picked up on points that were relevant to their particular area
of interest. For instance, Natural England noted that the portrait is clear and fairly
comprehensive but would welcome more reference to agriculture, whilst English
Heritage would welcome greater reference to the heritage character assessments
that have been prepared for the borough.
Vision
We asked: what do you think about the vision.
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You said: Fifty nine comments were submitted. Thirty five comments emphasised
the need to ensure the plan is “development led”. The NWDA welcomes and
generally supports the vision. So does English Heritage. The Environment Agency
requested reference to waste in the vision. Government Office for the North West
(GONW) indicated that the vision should be more spatial with greater reference to
how the places within the borough will develop by 2026. They indicated that parts of
the spatial strategy could be incorporated into the vision and it needs to show more
clearly the links to cross-boundary issues.
Strategic Objectives
We asked: what do you think about the strategic objectives.
You said: Fifty eight comments were submitted. Thirty five comments were
supportive of the reference in the strategic objectives to providing high-value housing
as well as low cost housing. The Oldham College stated that the strategic objectives
have much strength although requested greater clarity for community cohesion.
NWDA generally welcomes and supports the strategic objectives. Sport England
supports strategic objective 6. The Environment Agency requested reference to
flood risk in strategic objective 1. GONW indicated that further development of the
vision may mean the objectives need to be reviewed.
Spatial Strategy
We asked: do you agree with Oldham’s preferred spatial strategy / key diagram.
You said: Fifty seven comments were submitted about the spatial strategy. 4NW (the
“regional leaders forum”) stated that the preferred strategy is generally in line with the
Regional Spatial Strategy. It supports the focus of development within Oldham town
centre, inner areas, regeneration areas and appropriate levels of development in
sustainable locations within built up areas. NWDA welcomes and supports the
approach set out in the preferred spatial strategy. So does Saddleworth Parish
Council and Sainsburys. Natural England considers that their environmental
interests are potentially best served by the preferred strategy. The National Trust
does not object to the strategy but it does highlight the critical importance of the
having a strong suite of environmental policies. Thirty five standard comments
submitted by the same agent questioned the focus of residential developments being
on the town centre and urban areas, although they accepted the preferred locations
for new employment land within the strategy. The Oldham/Rochdale HMR Pathfinder
supports the general thrust but feels that further elaboration is required to be fully
supported. GONW indicate that further work is needed to demonstrate how the
preferred strategy has been selected from the alternatives.
Policy Directions
We asked: what do you think about the policy directions.
You said: Wide-ranging comments were submitted on all the proposed policy
directions (see the full schedule for full details). The policy direction on climate
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change and sustainable development received most comments (79). This included
31 supports for the council’s decision to retain the land at Cowlishaw as “other
protected open land”. The economic and housing policies received a large number
of comments, the environmental policies fewer.
Strategic Sites
We asked: whether you support the proposed strategic sites.
You said: For Hollinwood Business District, thirteen individual comments were
received of which 77% supported the strategic site. There was additional support
from 48% (that is, 10) of the Oldham College student focus group. Overall there was
only one person who objected to the strategic site, the remainder tended to be of no
firm view.
You said: For Chadderton Technology Park, again thirteen individual comments
were received of which 62% supported the strategic site and 15% did not. There was
additional support from two-thirds (that is, 14) of the Oldham College student focus
group.
You said: For Oldham Town Centre, nine individual comments were received. 78%
supported the New West End strategic site and 67% supported the Mumps strategic
site. Additionally, 76% of the Oldham College student focus group supported the
proposed strategic sites. No one objected to either of the proposed strategic sites in
the town centre.
You said: For Foxdenton, fifteen comments were received with 47% supporting the
strategic site. 26% did not express a view. Four government agencies made specific
comments about the need to address particular issues, such as flood risk, if the
strategic site is to be taken forward in the core strategy.
Monitoring and Implementation
We asked: what do you think about the monitoring and implementation framework.
You said: Forty-four comments were received. Sport England supported indicators
39, 40 and 42. The Environment Agency suggested an amended indicator for waste
recycled. 35 comments supported annual monitoring of the plan.
Supporting Documents
Comments were also invited on key supporting documents that underpinned and
influenced the development of the “Preferred Options” report. These were:
• Sustainability Appraisal
• Habitats Regulations Assessment
• Equalities Impact Assessment
These documents attracted far fewer comments than the main report itself. Less
than a tenth of all respondents commented on any of the supporting documents.
5

Regard will be had to all the comments received and the issues raised in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

4. Next Steps
The council has just updated the LDF project plan – called the Local Development
Scheme. It sets out a timetable to adoption for the Core Strategy as follows:
• June / July 2010 – Approval of the Submission Core Strategy by Full Council
• September / October 2010 – Publication of Submission Core Strategy for
comments
• January 2011 – Submission of Core Strategy to Planning Inspectorate /
Examination start
• August 2011 – Receipt of Inspector’s Report
• October 2011 –Adoption
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General comments on the Preferred Options document
ID
Name
123 Mr
Alan
Hubbard

Organisation
General comments on Preferred Options
National Trust Following on from the Trust's submissions at the Issues stage, concern remains
that the overall approach set out is still skewed. Notwithstanding the statement at
para 1.2 regarding sustainable development the particular statement at para 1.5
that " At the heart of the LDF is achieving sustainable economic regeneration and
renewal of local housing markets" does not appear to meet the statutory
requirement to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development
(Section 39 of the 2004 Act), especially in the context of PPS1 and the need to
pursue an integrated approach to promoting outcomes in which economic, social
and environmental objectives are achieved together over time (e.g. paras 4 and
13[i]). There is no specific reference to issues and challenges that will be tackled
in respect of the Borough's cultural heritage, bio-diversity resources or its
landscapes. The reference to improvement schemes at para 1.6 is something of
a catch-all and does not deal with wider issues such as the management of
heritage assets, for example as of last year (EH Heritage Counts 2008) the
borough had no Conservation Area Management Plans in place and none of its
Conservation Area Appraisals had been up-dated in the previous 5 years.
Paragraphs 2.15 also suggests that there may be a need to take a more robust
look at how well the emerging LDF is picking up and addressing a range of
environmental issues. Furthermore the headline messages from the previous
issues consultation at para 3.3 are quite clear on the overwhelming importance
attached to greenspaces and to cultural/archaeological assets. Paragraphs 4.17,
4.18 & 4.20 - It is noted that the Sustainable Community Strategy is weak in its
consideration of relevant (in sustainable development terms) environmental
issues, e.g. how climate change issues will be reduced and addressed, how
landscape character will be safeguarded and reinforced, what role heritage will
play in the regeneration of the borough, how natural resources will be managed
and prudently used, and how bio-diversity will be protected and enhanced.

Council Response
Section 1 is an overview that sets the
LDF in context, a lot of the detailed
points raised are covered in the other
sections of the preferred options
document which needs to be read as
a whole. As acknowledged by the
Trust, the opening sentence in
paragraph 1.2 makes clear that the
LDF "seeks to promote sustainable
development". The LDF is `spatial
expression` of the Sustainable
Community Strategy, and it will have
to be consistent with national policy
and in general conformity with regional
policy. Therefore, the LDF will have to
have regard to the points made by the
Trust.
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ID
Name
151 Lisa
Henderson

Organisation
General comments on Preferred Options
Highways
The report outlines in paragraph 3.21 that a ‘robust' and ‘credible' evidence base
Agency
must be presented and also goes on to confirm that Public Transport Accessibility
work has been undertaken. The Agency would welcome the opportunity to
appraise this information and see how the outputs correlate with the site selection
process for employment and residential developments. OMBC have also
identified that work is on-going with AGMA and the Greater Manchester transport
agencies with regard to Transport Modelling work. The Agency is an active
partner in this work, however we are also preparing initial TIAT outputs to provide
an interim appraisal of highway implications through a less complex and more
indicative assessment of site selections. It is hoped that the tool will provide an
opportunity for continued discussion and debate whilst helping refine the site
selection process. The Agency has been consulted with by neighbouring
authorities and it is imperative that OMBC take this early opportunity to discuss
any synergies and opportunities associated with adjacent Councils. The spatial
element of the Core Strategy must consider the interactions of policies and site
selections on a wider geographical scale than those defined by the immediate
administrative boundary. The Agency welcomes the comments in paragraph 4.3
where cross border relationships and influences are considered. Any evidence of
consultation and the subsequent implications for site appraisal will need to be
discussed in future policy documents. The proximity of the M62 which caters for
strategic Cross-Pennine movements means that there is a clear need for the
wider implications of not only local traffic but those associated with neighbouring
authorities.

Council Response
The council has now submitted its
public transport accessibility mapping
work to the Agency for review and/or
comment. The comments about the
transport modelling work and
neighbouring local authorities is noted,
and the council will have regard to the
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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ID
Name
169 Gail
Richards

Organisation
General comments on Preferred Options
Oldham
The shared objective of delivering a seamless provision of health and well-being
Primary Care services across Oldham represents the right way forward. Furthermore we remain
Trust
fully supportive of Oldham Council providing more and improved social housing;
better leisure, cultural and educational opportunities (for people of all ages)
together with meaningful employment initiatives. We recognise that together with
good health, successful initiatives in each of the above areas are essential for
community cohesion and contribute to the wider regeneration of the borough. In
supporting the council's long-term spatial vision, NHS Oldham remains committed
to implementing its affordable long term investment strategy in order to improve
the primary care infrastructure in order to deliver more responsive health and well
being services for the population of Oldham. Our proposals which are outlined in
the 2007 Strategic Services Development Plan (to which Oldham Council are a
co-signatory) identifies new facilities across the borough. In addition, and
recognising that one of the key indicators to addressing ill health, is to increase
the number of primary care services within a given population size, NHS Oldham
has recently made a significant investment in additional GPs in new facilities in
Coldhurst, Hollinwood and Hathershaw & Fitton Hill. As the Strategic Services
Development Plan (SSDP) outlines the strategic direction for the development of
primary health and well being services across Oldham, could I suggest that the
development of health and well being services forms an integrated but discrete
part of the new strategy. I would be keen to involve my staff and our partner,
Community 1st Oldham, in the approach. Good health is not just province of the
NHS, and NHS Oldham would endorse the proposed move to ring fence existing
Green belt boundaries and promoting its use for leisure and farming in support
the local economy. NHS Oldham remains fully supportive of the council's
investment in replacing old housing stock with new affordable housing and
particularly in those localities which are known to suffer from over crowding. We
are equally supportive of the national BSF programme recognising that through
the structured investment in education lies the key to giving the next generation
more informed choices through a better educated workforce which in turn should
help narrow areas of health inequalities. It is equally right for the council to
incentivise and promote inward economic investment with a bias towards new
technologies in the wealth creating sector. With more employment at or above
average wage rates helps support health and prosperity not just for the individual
but their families and ultimately for the Community as a whole.

Council Response
Comments noted. The council will
continue to work with the PCT to
ensure that the spatial elements of the
borough's health and well being
agenda are fully reflected in the LDF.
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ID
Name
170 Mr
Richard
Clowes

180 Mr
Steven
Broomhead

Organisation
General comments on Preferred Options
GMPTE
GMPTE is generally in support of the document particularly strategic objective
SO1 as it aims to deliver sustainable development and reflects GMPTA/E's
policies such as the promotion of more sustainable transport choices and the
promotion of accessibility by public transport to services, jobs and facilities. The
preferred spatial strategy should help reduce the amount of car travel, promote
social inclusion, and generally help achieve a more sustainable pattern of
development.
Northwest
We are pleased to note that many of the comments and suggestions we made at
Regional
the Issues and Options stage have been incorporated within the Preferred
Development Options paper. Our detailed comments are attached.
Agency

198 Judith
Nelson

English
Heritage

199 Mr
Tony
Marlor

Saddleworth
Parish
Council

Council Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted. In relation to the
specific comments about the proposed
strategic sites and policy directions,
please see the individual responses
under those sections of this report.
As described in the report Oldham has a significant amount of heritage assets
Comments noted. We will have
both statutorily designated and locally important. Policy Direction 23 set out in the regard to the points raised in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
report is supported and it will be important for the strategic approach to the
management of the historic environment to have influence throughout the
development and implementation of the whole of the core strategy. We note the
very high level of support in the borough for the protection and enhancement of
heritage assets revealed in your survey work. The spatial portrait gives a
statistical overview of the borough's designated heritage assets and notes the
large number of mills. The heritage section of the report provides further
information but given the significant challenge of planning for a sustainable future
for these mills it is considered that the Core Strategy should set out the council's
strategic approach to this issue in more detail. The spatial portrait describes five
sub areas of the borough but does not include any information on the distinctive
character or heritage assets of these areas. Information from the heritage
assessments could be helpful here.
In the comments on the draft which follow, the key issues below emerge: 1. In the Comments noted. We will have
recent past Saddleworth & Lees have both had more then their fair share of
regard to these points in taking
housing developments. 625 new dwellings have been built in the last five years, forward the next stages of the LDF. A
much of this in Saddleworth and way in excess of the proportion that would have number of the specific comments
been expected from the available land. This is of deep concern to residents who made are responded to under the
believe that the character of Saddleworth has been eroded by over-development. relevant sections of this report.
The Parish Council would like to see a cap introduced on the amount of new
development that is permitted in Saddleworth with a view to ensuring that
numbers are commensurate with land availability. Leaving this to the market will,
we believe, lead to a loss of character. 2. A large number of employment sites
have been lost recently to housing development. We welcome the proposal to
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ID

Name

Organisation

General comments on Preferred Options
maintain existing employment sites. This was seen as very important by
respondents to the questionnaire. We believe that, whilst Saddleworth is not an
ideal place for manufacturing, warehousing, logistics or general industries where
heavy vehicles are involved, it is ideally suited to small to medium sized new
creative industries as well as high-tech, professional, financial and service
industries. Quality of life issues are an important ingredient in these situations
and Saddleworth scores heavily in this respect. Already many individuals are
conducting these kinds of businesses from home. This should be encouraged
and developed. We submit that present strategic plans to focus these industries
in Chadderton and Hollinwood are flawed and that they should be redrafted to
include Saddleworth as a strategic area for these new industries. 3. We are
concerned at the way Uppermill has been classified as a Town Centre. The
terminology here is wrong and treating Uppermill in the same way as other town
centres across the borough ignores the need to ensure the communities in the
other villages remain vibrant and viable. Local village centres would be a better
term to describe Saddleworth. 4. Protection of the green belt and other protected
open land is seen as very important. The majority of residents do not wish to see
any more greenfield sites sacrificed to development, whether for housing,
employment or education. 5. Residents overwhelmingly feel that the character of
Saddleworth is being eroded by inappropriate development. We believe that
conservation policies, particularly relating to local distinctiveness need
strengthening and their enforcement improved through better training of planning
officers in relation to vernacular architecture and good architectural design.
Building high density development in the form of flats is a particular concern as is
the residential development of gardens. 6. The importance of the rail service in
Saddleworth, the need for improved services, better park and ride facilities and
an additional station need to be prioritised. 7. The importance of the Fletchers Mill
site cannot be understated and plans for its development need to feature heavily
in the LDF. The site is unique and presents an opportunity for something of
regional or national importance. It would be a missed opportunity to use it merely
for residential purposes. Its use as a gateway to the National Park should feature
heavily as possibility. It would also be an ideal site for creative industries.

Council Response
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ID
Name
232 Mr
G
Swallow

Organisation

246 Louise
Dale

Defence
Estates

249 Mr
Ian
Goldstraw

Derbyshire
County
Council
Environmental
Services

250 David
Finch
251 Nigel
Allen

Tameside
MBC

General comments on Preferred Options
Council Response
Having read the greater part of the Core Strategy and accompanying documents Comments noted.
on the Limehouse website, I have to say that the overall impression gained was
one of a greater and more achievable vision and strategy than any of the three
previous strategies that had been proposed. It would seem eminently sensible to
provide housing, employment and shops to where people them rather than
intensifying specific sites around the borough. All in all I found the document
positive and I am confident that with consultation the best sustainable way
forward will met.
On reviewing the site allocations within the core strategy document, the sites
Comments noted.
identified fall outside of a statutory safeguarding area. However, at present the
safeguarding maps are currently being reviewed and this status may change in
the future. At present the MOD have no safeguarding concerns.
Comments noted.
I am writing to inform you that there are no comments we wish to make at this
stage. However, we would like the opportunity to comment on subsequent LDF
documents as and when they are produced.
Biodiversity and environmental issues seem to be well covered on the policies
and in the report by GMEU. We have nothing to add.
We have no comment to make on the preferred options.

Comments noted.
Comment noted.
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ID
Name
260 Ailie
Savage

273 Les
Morris
277 Tony
Allen

Organisation
General comments on Preferred Options
Atkins Global Circular 3/98 ‘Planning for Future Prison Development' highlights the continuing
overcrowding within the prison estate and the need to replace outdated and
inadequate facilities. Specifically there is a need to identify more sites for new
prisons. The Secretary of State expects that local planning authorities will work
together with the Prison Service to identify land for new prisons through the
development plan process. The Circular advises that in order to enable
authorities to make provision for prisons within their development plans the
Prison Service will consult with authorities about likely areas of future need
(paragraph 7). Circular 3/98 recognises at Paragraph 2 that there should be
guidance in development plans on community facilities and infrastructure
requirements and also that they should take account of the need for new prison
developments, which should be identified through the planning system. While
there are no specific proposals for new prison development in your district at
present nor specific sites identified, in line with Government guidance NOMS
requests that you consider the inclusion of a criteria based policy to deal with a
firm prison proposal should it arise during the plan period. I would be pleased to
propose a detailed policy for inclusion in your Development Plan Document and
would welcome your views on how this proposal should be taken forward.
National Grid General comments submitted about the role and function of National Grid and its
Plc
desire to be fully engaged in the LDF. (See original letter via the Limehouse
website.)
Oldham MBC This is a joint response on the specific subject of managing alcohol-related
industries and the night time economy. It is submitted jointly by NHS Oldham,
Trading Standards, Licensing and Greater Manchester Police and is in addition to
any other responses that our respective organisations will be submitting. We
believe that it is important to include a policy direction for the "Management of the
Night Time Economy" within the LDF. Our suggestions for the proposed policy
direction would be further informed by ongoing work to develop an Oldham
Partnership Alcohol Strategy which should be complete by the autumn. See
general letter on Limehouse portal for details.

Council Response
Comments noted, in particular that the
Prison Service has no plans for a
prison in Oldham. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points and will work
with key partners to ensure that the
role and function of the night time
economy is fully taken into account in
the next stages of the LDF.
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ID
Name
278 Helen
Telfer

Organisation
General comments on Preferred Options
Environment We acknowledge that the council is currently working to complete the Strategic
Agency
Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) in support of the Core Strategy. However until
the SFRA is complete we are unable to endorse the Preferred Options at this
time for the reasons as outlined below. The current Greater Manchester SFRA is
only at its first sub regional stage and has yet to undertake a more detailed level
two assessment which considers flooding from all sources (Canals, Sewers,
Pluvial etc). Although we accept that work is ongoing to complete the SFRA, and
that the strategic sites would not be taken forward without a completed SFRA, we
would expect that a completed SFRA is in place so that this can inform the
sustainability appraisal of the DPD and spatial options. The LPA can then also
apply the sequential and exceptions test where necessary. The risk associated
with not having the SFRA in place is in directing development in the preferred
spatial option to areas that could ultimately be at risk from flooding from other
sources. In considering the broad spatial options, we note that some of them
include potential development site that are in flood risk areas (Mumps,
Foxdenton). Paragraph 3.39 of the Practice Guide to PPS25 states that where
land can not be accommodated outside of flood risk areas, the scope of the
SFRA needs to be widened in a level 2 SFRA. Therefore, before the publication
stage of the Core Strategy, the SFRA needs to be completed to a level 2
assessment and that the sequential test needs to be applied in order to justify the
potential development sites/preferred option. Failure to do so at the publication
stage may result in an objection from the Environment Agency. An incomplete
evidence base may result in the DPD not being considered ‘justified' during the
test of soundness at the inspection stage. We are keen to continue to work
closely with AGMA in respect of ensuring the completion of the final stage of the
SFRA as early as possible. For information we will also likely to be adopting a
similar position to other authorities who do not have a complete SFRA at the
preferred options stage of their Core Strategy.
301 Wm
Wm
The core strategy should contain a realistic summary of the need for both
Morrisons
Morrisons
convenience and comparison retail development in the borough, taking account
Supermarkets Supermarkets of quantitative and qualitative considerations. This should be informed by an upPLC
PLC
to-date retail study, as required by the guidance set out in PPS6. The core
strategy should provide a positive strategic policy framework for retail uses and
town centres, which fosters a competitive and innovative retail sector and enables
people to have access to a diverse range of quality shopping provision. We
also request that the core strategy recognises the important role that the retail
sector has in the local economy. Retail development not only provides
employment for the local population, but also assists in the regeneration of the
area and this should be reflected in the core strategy.

Council Response
Comments noted. The council has
appointed consultants to undertake a
Level 2 SFRA and the Agency is a key
partner on the project team.

Comments noted. The role of the
retail sector is picked up in policy
direction 17. The council has
commissioned WYG to prepare a
retail and leisure study that will inform
the next stages of the LDF.
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ID
Name
338 Simon
Artiss

433 Mr
D.
Hind
453 Mrs
A
Heathcote
454 Mr
D
Fisher
455 Mr
I
Corbett
456 Mr
P
Ward
457 Mr
J
Downs
458 Peter
Martin

Organisation
General comments on Preferred Options
Bellway
Bellway Homes remains committed to seeking opportunities within Oldham
Homes Ltd
borough, although the current market has diminished our ability to respond fully to
the above document. We support RSS figures as minimum targets plus the uplift
provided by the successful Growth Point bid of which Oldham is part. We ask that
the core strategy be driven by the need to deliver new homes, including
aspirational homes to the borough. We ask that the core strategy be sensitive to
the current market and works with developers and stakeholders in order to realise
development on the ground. We seek policies that avoid making such
development unviable. We ask that it (and the SHLAA) takes a realistic approach
to the apartment market and densities. We ask that it considers the prospect of
greenfield release under conditions whereby previously developed land has a
higher non-residential value. These approaches should ensure a more effective
core strategy for the delivery of new investment as part of the economic strategy
and regeneration of Oldham, being a sustainable borough located within the
Manchester City Region.
Weir Caravan The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Park
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
c/o Chorlton The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Planning
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
c/o Chorlton The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Planning
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
P&D Northern The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Steels Ltd
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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ID
Name
459 Mr
S
Ingram
460 Dronsfield
Mercedes
461 John Dixon
Associates
Ltd
462 Mr
R.M.
Eglin
463 Mr
R
Thomas
464 Robert Scott
and Sons
465 Indo African
Exports Ltd
466 Splash
Properties
467 Mr
Samuel
Brian
Sanderson
468 Mr
L
Perrins
469 Mrs
P
Lutener

Organisation
General comments on Preferred Options
Design Studio The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
Dronsfield
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Mercedes c/o use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Chorlton
looks at the regional and national context.
Planning
John Dixon & The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Associates
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Ltd
looks at the regional and national context.
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
Robert Scott The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
& Sons Ltd
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
Indo African The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Exports Ltd
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
Splash
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Properties
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
Sanderson
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Bros
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Commercials looks at the regional and national context.

Council Response
Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

Comments noted.

The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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ID
Name
470 Charles
Lees

Organisation

General comments on Preferred Options
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
471 Mr
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
B.H.
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Tomlinson
looks at the regional and national context.
472 Mr
c/o Chorlton The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
C
Planning Ltd use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Taylor
looks at the regional and national context.
473 Quantum
Quantum Star The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Star Ltd
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
474 Mr
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
J
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Fitton
looks at the regional and national context.
475 Peter
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Sykes
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
476 Mr
c/o Roland
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
S
Gaskell
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Cox
looks at the regional and national context.
477 Mr
c/o Chorlton The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
R
Planning
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Cocking
looks at the regional and national context.
478 Mr
c/o Chorlton The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
J
Planning
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Jaskolka
looks at the regional and national context.
479 Mr
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
C.P.
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Dawson
looks at the regional and national context.
480 Mr
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
F
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Winterbottom
looks at the regional and national context.
481 Mr
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
J.
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
McLintock
looks at the regional and national context.

Council Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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ID
Name
482 Yorkshire
Mills Ltd
483 Mr
Walker
484 Mr
S
Howarth
485 Mr
J
Lees
486 Mr
P
Wood
1104 Susan
Stewart

Organisation
General comments on Preferred Options
Yorkshire
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Mills Ltd
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
c/o Chorlton The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Planning
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
c/o Chorlton The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Planning
use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
looks at the regional and national context.
c/o Taylor and The ‘Preferred Options' document is well set out, clearly referenced and easy to
Wood Estate use. It provides factual information relating to Oldham in 2008/2009 and also
Agents
looks at the regional and national context.
Medlock &
I must object most strongly to the proposal put forward by Persimmon Homes to
Tame Valley build 40 houses on land bounded by Ashton Road, Bardsley Vale Avenue and
Conservation Park Bridge Road. The site lies within a green belt and it would be detrimental to
Association
the amenities of the Medlock Valley.

1105 B
Stringer

1145 Students of
The Oldham
College

The Oldham
College

Council Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

The site has been discounted from the
SHLAA. The council is not proposing
to make any changes to the Green
Belt boundary through the core
strategy.
Objects to attempt by Persimmon Homes Ltd to build 40 houses on green belt
The site has been discounted from the
land in the Medlock Valley. It is government policy that brownfield sites should be SHLAA. The council is not proposing
considered in preference to greenfield sites for residential and other
to make any changes to the Green
development.
Belt boundary through the core
strategy.
Comments were received from 21 students of The Oldham College in response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to a questionnaire on the Preferred Options document. The comments and the
to these points in taking forward the
questionnaire can be viewed via the Limehouse consultation portal.
next stages of the LDF.

Comments in response to the Overview Chapter
ID Name Organisation
Comments on Overview Chapter
17 Ms
The Oldham 1.9: Education is very important, so we endorse this statement. Mention of the 3 new
Anne
College
academies, one of which is sponsored by the Oldham College, would be a useful

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
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ID

Name Organisation
Comments on Overview Chapter
Falloon
addition. The academies will be in new, purpose built buildings opening in or around
2012. The Science Centre is a part of the Oldham Sixth Form College. 1.13: In the
'challenges' list, there is mention of 'community safety' but none of 'social or community
cohesion'. At this strategic level, it is surprising not to see a reference to cohesion
outside the context of crime, safety and deprivation. To quote the Cantle report, section
VIII, Housing: 'Oldham's approach to tackling ingrained segregation in housing needs to
go beyond the Housing Market Renewal project. A long-term strategy should be
developed founded on a positive and compelling vision for the future of Oldham with
more integrated communities'.
352 Barbara OMBC
General agreement with section, but would like to raise following specific points: 1.11 Neville Economy
Oldham's population is indeed younger than the national average, but also has a
Place and
growing ageing white population whose needs must also be taken into account. This
Skills
includes the need to foster community cohesion between different ages and
Directorate
ethnicities, and to ensure that sources of friction between young people from different
BME communities are addressed. 1.13 - In order for regeneration initiatives to have the
best chance of success, there is a need to tackle inequalities across the borough and
also achieve significant and sustained improvements in environmental quality.

Council Response
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments in response to the What is the LDF? chapter
ID Name Organisation
Comments on “What is the LDF?” chapter
57 Mr
It would be better for consultation purposes if greater use of `plain English` could be
Peter
made in documents.
Buckley
353 Barbara OMBC
Need to demonstrate how the process can be influenced / will be monitored, reviewed
Neville Economy
and updated throughout the (long) life of the LDF.
Place and
Skills
Directorate

Council Response
Comments noted.
Comments noted. The LDF includes a
monitoring framework which will assess
the effects of the planning policies.
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Comments in response to the What we’ve done so far chapter
ID
Name
18 Ms
Anne
Falloon

Organisation
Comments on “What we’ve done so far” chapter
The Oldham I am interested to see the consultation finding: 'There was a majority (57.7%) of
College
overall respondents in agreement that a greater mix of housing tenures and types
within new residential developments should be encouraged as a means of
achieving more balanced communities'. From my reading of the rest of the LDF
plan, it isn't immediately clear what the planning is for developing balanced
communities.

30 Mr
David
Hardman

United
Utilities

The SFRA only contains minimal information about public sewer flood risk. If you
consult United Utilities about our capacity to serve proposed development, we will,
as part of our response, advise on sewer flood risk.

339 Arnis
Oldham MBC Paragraph 3.23 - No reference is made to the ongoing work by local historical and
Buklovskis
civic societies and volunteers in relation to identifying and nominating buildings and
structures of local significance and value. This body of work will inform any
emerging policy direction in relation to a non statutory local list of buildings and
structures of local significance.
354 Barbara
OMBC
Agree that we need to make spaces attractive to children and young people, but
Neville
Economy
consider that we need to be more ambitious and address accessibility
Place and
and functionality for all ages, people with impaired mobility, people with sensory
Skills
impairment, etc. While we accept the responses around housing issues, also need
Directorate
to ensure that energy efficiency is improved in existing homes as well as new build.
Changes in housing mix need to be very carefully considered, particularly given
rapidly changing market conditions. If mixed tenure communities are undeliverable
in the current economic climate, then need to focus on mixed income communities.
Also require policies that are flexible enough to address changing market conditions
that may well arise during the lifetime of the LDF. Overcrowding continues to be a
major problem in Oldham, affecting 39% of Bangladeshi / Pakistani households.
Need to ensure that housing mixes on new developments reflect this, as scope for
enlarging many existing terrace houses is limited / outcomes are not always
satisfactory. Whatever spatial option is chosen, the community cohesion
implications need to be considered in full.

Council Response
The reference to the survey findings was
taken from the LDF `issues survey` that
was undertaken in 2007. The LDF will
set out the approach towards balanced
communities through the vision, the
strategic objectives, the strategy and the
policies.
Comments noted. The council has
appointed consultants to undertake the
borough's strategic flood risk
assessment. We will engage with United
Utilities during the next steps of the LDF,
in particular the infrastructure study.
The list included studies that had been
commissioned by either Oldham Council
or AGMA, rather than work that may be
being undertaken by others. The work on
local heritage is noted.
Comments noted. The LDF cannot affect
the energy efficiency of existing homes.
The LDF will be based on a robust and
credible evidence base that will take
account of current economic
circumstances. Community cohesion will
be addressed in the LDF.
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Comments in response to the Context chapter
ID
Name
19 Ms
Anne
Falloon

Organisation
Comments on Context chapter
The Oldham It is important to note the Oldham College offers a wide range of courses and
College
programmes. It may be useful to refer to the role of external and Oldham based
sponsors in the leadership of three BSF academies, one of which is the Oldham
College.
340 Arnis
Oldham MBC Paragraph 4.36 - The paragraph overlooks the contribution made by the Oldham
Buklovskis
College and the Oldham Sixth Form College in widening participation in higher
education. Various planning applications have recently been approved for the large
scale redevelopment and modernization of the College campus with state of the art
facilities. The Oldham Sixth Form College (OSFC) is also seeking to expand by
providing a Regional Science Centre on the former Pennine Way Hotel site on John
Street. The Centre would have science, technology, engineering and mathematics
facilities for students from the OSFC, secondary schools and University College on
connected courses. Whilst the future of these schemes at this time is uncertain due
to the review of funding commitments by the LSC, these are still aspirations that are
critical to the development of higher education in the borough.
355 Barbara
OMBC
The evidence base and supporting documents were compiled before the full extent of
Neville
Economy
the economic downturn became apparent. We have some concerns around the
Place and
ability to deliver the targets set out in present circumstances. We need to avoid losing
Skills
sight of our long term strategic aims in order to ‘catch up' with LDF targets. Oldham
Directorate
has so far escaped the worst of the ‘inner city apartment glut', but we would not want
to see pressures to build flats in Oldham in future in order to make up numbers of
completions, irrespective of housing need. Paragraph 4.18 - improving environmental
conditions should be recognised as a key driver in the LDF. Paragraph 4.30 - need to
use the LDF to show how we can re-skill and up skill people who are currently
working but in declining industries. The needs of not so young people also need to be
reflected in the document.
361 Ms
Countryside Paragraph 4.32 - We welcome the recognition that the site can make to the aims of
Jane
Properties
the HMR and the New Deal for Communities programme, to regenerate Hathershaw
Aspinall
and Fitton Hill, to the south of Oldham Town Centre. The 'Borough Mill triangle' site is
a key development site and provides a good opportunity to improve the choice and
quality of homes, and to develop new modem offices and retail facilities.

Council Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted. The role that
education has to play in the future
regeneration of the borough is
embedded throughout the LDF,
particularly in the strategic objectives
and policy directions.

Comments noted. The LDF will be
based on robust and credible evidence
base that will have regard to current
economic circumstances.
Environmental and economic
considerations form an integral part of
the LDF.

Comments noted.
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Comments in response to the Spatial Portrait chapter
ID
20

Name
Ms
Anne
Falloon

78

John
Earnshaw
Mr
Andy
Pepper

90

101 Stephen
Hughes

124 Mr
Alan
Hubbard

200 Mr
Tony

Organisation
Comments on Spatial Portrait
The Oldham Paragraph 5.21 - The report refers to UCO's success and aspirations and mentions
College
the two post 16 colleges in passing. This does not fully represent the status of the
two colleges which were both given the national Beacon College accolade by the
government and which both received 'outstanding' reports from OFSTED in 20078. These institutions are remarkable for these attainments against the backdrop of
a number of low achieving feeder secondary schools. The colleges are crucial in up
skilling not just young people, but in the Oldham College's case the whole post-16
population in and out of work.
Royton
See original letter for comments.
Happy Circle
British
British Waterways (BW) is pleased to note the reference to the restoration of the
Waterways
Rochdale and Huddersfield canals and its contribution towards tourism within
Oldham. BW is pleased that the contribution of the Rochdale and Huddersfield
Narrow canals in providing habitats and corridors for wildlife as well as
opportunities for recreation, tourism and regeneration is recognised. Reference to
the international importance of the Rochdale canal, recognising its SAC, SSSI and
SBI status is also welcomed.
Sport
The absence of any reference to sport and recreation or presentation of the
England
borough's assets in terms of sports facilities is surprising given the reference to
health and activity in the vision, the focus of Strategic Objective 6, and the
development of policy on the topic. Whilst there are fleeting references in the area
profiles, the overall impression is one of marginalisation of what should be an
important aspect of the borough's quality of life, underplaying its potential
contribution.
National
This is improved from the earlier version and generally agreed. As landscape
Trust
characterisation work is now more advanced, it is considered that it would be
appropriate to refer to the seven landscape character types identified in the
Landscape Character Assessment (LCA), both in overall spatial portrait and also
the sub area sections. In the overall section, use of the LCA overview (para 7.1)
would be helpful together with some flavour of the ‘Forces for Change' section and
the concluding remarks (para 7.8) of the LCA.
Saddleworth Paragraph 5.52 - The list of main settlements should include Grasscroft, Grotton
Parish
and Springhead, and possibly Austerlands and Scouthead. Paragraph 5.53 - The

Council Response
Comments noted.

Comment noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
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ID
239
247
252
261

Name
Marlor
Lyn
James
B&J
Read
C
Moorhouse
Jean
Johnson

Organisation
Comments on Spatial Portrait
Council
list of internationally important birds should include Twite.
It would be better if the consultation documents made greater use of `plain
English`.
See original letter for comments.
See original letter for general comments.

Council Response
forward the next stages of the LDF.
Comment noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Campaign to
Protect Rural
England
(Lancashire
Branch)
Environment
Agency

The spatial portraits of the different areas of the borough highlight a significant and Comments noted.
consistent link between increasing population density and poor health. This should
be regarded as a major consideration in planning for future residential
development.

392 Janet
Belfield

Natural
England

We note that the spatial portrait is clear and fairly comprehensive, but would
welcome a little more comment to include reference to agriculture and the rural
area.

408 Unknown

Grasscroft
Homes and
Property
Limited
Oldham MBC
Economy
Place and
Skills
Directorate

279 Helen
Telfer
341 Arnis
Buklovskis

420 John
Studholme

434 Mr
D.
Hind

Paragraph 5.29 - Although there is some reference to river valleys within this
section, the Agency would recommend that this is expanded to reference the
specific catchments of the Irk, Medlock and Beal.
Oldham MBC Queries the number of Listed Buildings.

As well as the masterplans for the West End and Mumps there is also the TC-wide
Oldham Beyond Heart of Oldham Masterplan Paragraph 5.5 - this paragraph
suggests that OTC is the focus for retail and the other TCs are foci for
economic/commercial/civic matters. Paragraph 5.22 sets things out better.
Paragraph 5.43 - this needs clarifying, e.g. (changes in italics): " This area includes
Oldham Town Centre, is the heart of the borough's commercial, office, retailing,
cultural and educational quarters. In addition to Oldham Town Centre, this area
also includes 177 hectares of Primary Employment Zones (27% of the borough
total) in the Ashton Road and the Mumps employment areas."
Weir Caravan This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.
Park

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF
The number of Listed Buildings will be
clarified in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comment noted.
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ID
Name
487 Mrs
A
Heathcote
488 Mr
D
Fisher
489 Mr
I
Corbett
490 Mr
J
Downs
491 Peter
Martin
492 Mr
S
Howarth
493 Mr
J
Lees
494 Mr
S
Ingram
495 Dronsfield
Mercedes
496 John Dixon
Associates
Ltd
497 Mr
R.M.
Eglin
498 Mr
R
Thomas

Organisation
Comments on Spatial Portrait
c/o Chorlton This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.
Planning

Council Response
Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

P&D
Northern
Steels Ltd
c/o Chorlton
Planning

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

Design
Studio

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

Dronsfield
This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.
Mercedes c/o
Chorlton
Planning
John Dixon & This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.
Associates
Ltd
This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

Comment noted.
Comment noted.
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ID
Name
499 Robert Scott
and Sons
500 Indo African
Exports Ltd
501 Splash
Properties
502 Mr
Samuel
Brian
Sanderson
503 Mr
L
Perrins
504 Mrs
P
Lutener
505 Charles
Lees
506 Mr
B.H.
Tomlinson
507 Mr
C
Taylor
508 Quantum
Star Ltd
509 Mr
J
Fitton
510 Mr
P
Wood
511 Peter
Sykes
512 Mr

Organisation
Robert Scott
& Sons Ltd
Indo African
Exports Ltd
Splash
Properties
Sanderson
Bros
Commercials

Comments on Spatial Portrait
This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Council Response
Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

Quantum
Star

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

c/o Taylor
and Wood
Estate
Agents

c/o Roland
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ID

513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
1109

Name
S
Cox
Mr
R
Cocking
Mr
J
Jaskolka
Mr
C.P.
Dawson
Mr
F
Winterbottom
Mr
J.
McLintock
Yorkshire
Mills Ltd
Mr
Walker
Mr
P
Ward
Judith
Nelson

Organisation
Gaskell

Comments on Spatial Portrait

Council Response

c/o Chorlton
Planning

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

This section is largely factual and provides useful information about Oldham.

Comment noted.

The spatial portrait gives a statistical overview of the borough's designated heritage
assets and notes the large number of mills. The heritage section of the report
provides further information but given the significant challenge of planning for a
sustainable future for these mills it is considered that the core strategy should set
out the council's strategic approach to this issue in more detail. The spatial portrait
describes five sub areas of the borough but does not include any information on
the distinctive character or heritage assets of these areas. Information from the
heritage assessments could be helpful here.

Comments noted. The council has
updated its information on the
numbers and locations of mills in the
borough. The Greater Manchester
urban historic landscape
characterisation study for Oldham is
due to be completed by autumn 2009
and the council will have regard to the
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

English
Heritage
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Comments in response to the Vision
ID
15

Name

Comments on Vision
Why are the Saddleworth villages being singled out in the "vision"??

The Oldham
College

This is a strong vision. It is hard to see where community cohesion is referred to
in the bulleted list - all four other key elements are easy to track. I assume
community cohesion is seen as an aggregate or outcome of the other four. See
my comments on the strategic objectives in the next section.
"The Vision" is just hollow words, they are the same for any council in the country. The LDF is required to set out a spatial
What is and has always been required from Oldham are positive actions and
vision which will set the context for the
positive results not visions.
rest of the Core Strategy. The vision
has to reflect local distinctiveness and
a sense of place.
Seeing Oldham has many cultural ethnic origins, the vision could be favourable. Comment noted.

Mr
usman
azam

21

Ms
Anne
Falloon

44

Mr
Brian
Lee

79

Organisation

John
Earnshaw
102 Stephen
Hughes
117 Mr
Phil
Lally

Royton
Happy Circle
Sport
England
Government
Office North
West

Sport England welcome the vision as a well rounded summary of the aspiration
for sustainable community which uses its assets to full advantage.
The vision needs further development. PPS12 (paragraph 4.1) indicates that the
core strategy should contain an overall vision which sets out how the area and the
places within it should develop, and that it should be informed by an analysis of
the characteristics of the area and its constituent parts and the key issues and
challenges facing them. Many of the issues facing the Saddleworth villages, for
example, will be quite different from those facing other parts of the borough. The
spatial portrait provides a number of statistics for the various parts of the borough
but these should be further developed in terms of the issues facing these areas.
Other parts of the document seem to contain aspects of the vision. For example,
paragraph 7.1 sets out what the LDF is seeking to achieve but this is not part of
the vision and it's not clear how it relates back to the vision. Paragraphs 8.6 and
8.7 set out the scope of the preferred spatial strategy and parts of this are spatial
and could be seen as part of the vision. It is suggested that these sections be
combined and developed so that a single and more spatial vision is expressed

Council Response
The vision is a spatial vision that has to
make reference to places that
contribute towards the borough's local
distinctiveness. The Saddleworth
villages are not being `singled out` as
reference is also made to Chadderton,
Failsworth, Lees, Oldham, Royton and
Shaw.
Comment noted.

Comment noted.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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ID

Name

126 Mr
Alan
Hubbard

152 Lisa
Henderson

181 Mr
Steven
Broomhead

195 Charles
Wilson

Organisation

Comments on Vision
that deals with the borough and the places within it. There is a need to set the
borough within a wider spatial context and to identify cross-boundary issues. The
vision for Oldham, located as it is within a major conurbation with the Pennine
moors (which includes part of the Peak District National Park) to the east, cannot
be an isolated one. The role of the borough within the wider Manchester City
Region therefore needs to be set out. RSS policy MCR2 and MCR5 should be
referred to.
National
The changes made to the fourth bullet point are particularly helpful and overall
Trust
address the specific comments made earlier by the Trust. However, the Trust
does remain concerned that the ‘lead vision' as set out in the first sentence (and
to an extent in the second sentence) is not sufficiently comprehensive and that
the reference to ‘sustainable development' still sits uncomfortably in a sentence
that makes specific reference to its economic aspirations. Either separate social
and environmental aspirations should be added, or the introductory sentence
should embrace all the elements of sustainable development by including the
wording previously recommended: " the safeguarding and enhancement of its
landscapes, heritage and nature conservation assets ".
Highways
The Agency welcomes this vision and considers the opportunity to bring forward
Agency
development in locations which benefit from strong public transport connections
to be fundamental to the core strategy. There is scope to expand the vision to
emphasise the sustainable credentials which will underpin the core strategy and
will be particularly crucial in developing the strategic sites.
Northwest
The Agency welcomes and generally supports the spatial vision that now refers to
Regional
economic diversification as well as growth and prosperity, and which reflects
Development comments made at the Issues and Options consultation stage. The Agency notes
Agency
the references to Oldham Town Centre, Hollinwood Business District and
Chadderton Technology Park as key strategic locations but also notes the
absence of reference to the proposed Foxdenton strategic site. (The Agency
comments further on the strategic sites in response to Question 8). Whilst
the vision has not been amended to make reference to climate change as
suggested at the Issues and Options consultation stage, we are pleased to note
that Strategic Objective SO1 has been revised to refer to mitigation and
adaptation to climate change alongside the promotion of sustainable development
and inclusive communities.
CABE
General comments submitted about the role all LDF visions should address: Does
it provide a locally distinct vision, setting out what the area will be like? Is the
vision communicated clearly and effectively? And in a way that others will
understand? Does the vision reflect the Sustainable Community Strategy? Does

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF
Comments noted.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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ID

Name

201 Mr
Tony
Marlor

238 Lyn
James
248 B & J
Read
253 C
Moorhouse
262 Jean
Johnson

280 Helen
Telfer

303 Mr
Len
Harris

Organisation

Saddleworth
Parish
Council

Campaign to
Protect Rural
England
(Lancashire
Branch)
Environment
Agency

Oldham
Rochdale
Partners In
Action HMR

Comments on Vision
the vision reflect the key characteristics and issues of the area? Has the
functionality of the place and its role within the surrounding context been
considered?
First bullet - It would be better to just refer to "its housing needs are met including
the need for affordable housing". High value housing appears to be well provided
for in Saddleworth. Is there evidence there is a shortage? "Housing needs"
encompasses both high value and low cost. Second bullet - Should not mention
Oldham Town Centre, Hollinwood and Chadderton to the exclusion of
Saddleworth. This is a point elaborated further under proposed policy directions.
In the vision leave out reference to specific locations. Third bullet - the word
"modern" should be omitted. This is a weak and subjective term which by its very
definition implies it will outdate. We would suggest it has no place in an objective
plan.
Don't know.

Council Response

Noted.

See original letter for general comments.

Noted.

See original letter for general comments.

Noted.

Although the points set out in this section include a reference to Oldham's
residents leading healthy and active lives, there is no reference to the provision of
such services for vulnerable groups, including in particular disabled people. A
commitment to the achievement of the potential of such groups would be
welcome here.
The vision contains no direct reference to waste, although the reference to use of
environmental technologies could include the use of new technologies to
recycle/re-use waste. A vision statement for improved sustainable waste
management could assist in the achievement of the targets set out in RSS Policy
EM10.
The pathfinder supports in principle the re-wording and re-focusing of the Vision
to provide a "transformational" approach; this sits comfortably with the aim of the
pathfinder programme in Oldham and Rochdale. We also support, in principle, the
inclusion of a new reference to "economic diversification". We would like to
suggest, however, that some elements of the Vision that could be amended to
make it more robust and defensible. General - The Vision contains references to
"economic diversification, growth and prosperity, regeneration, sustainable
development and community cohesion", all of which are supported individually by
the Pathfinder. However, the document does not clearly explain how these

Comments noted. The reference to
"residents" referred to all people in the
borough. The LDF can only address
planning-related matters.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF
vision has to be spatial and locally
distinctive, and therefore it has to make
references to the places within the
borough.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF
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ID

Name

330 Lord
Mowbray
347 Mr
C
Casey
356 Barbara
Neville

Organisation

c/o Smiths
Gore
The Casey
Group

Comments on Vision
Council Response
different elements support, and impact upon, each other. It is suggested that a
more robust Core Strategy will emerge if these linkages are clarified. Housing To produce a more "rounded" Vision in relation to housing there should be a
reference to the need to both improve housing quality and reduce polarisation.
Although it is recognised that "quality" should apply to all developments, not just
housing, both of these issues lie at the heart of the HMR agenda in Oldham. The
importance of quality and dwelling mix is recognised in paragraphs 9.85 to 9.87
and elsewhere in the report, and this is welcomed. However we feel that referring
to quality and mix within the Vision itself would also provide a much stronger
linkage between planning and regeneration strategy and provide a much more
internally consistent approach. The housing element also suggests that the aim of
the Vision is to ensure that the borough's "local housing market needs are met".
We have two points to make in relation to this phrase. Firstly, for the avoidance of
doubt, it would be useful if the Core Strategy used consistent terminology
(Objective SO2 refers to "needs and demands"). Secondly, it is not immediately
clear how the strategy is meeting both the totality of need/demand and the
locational demands of prospective occupiers. We therefore suggest that the
Vision would be stronger if the implications of this statement were explored and
explained in more detail. Employment - The economic approach focuses on
attracting business based on hi-tech, innovation, knowledge and creative
industries and environmental technologies. However this could probably be said
for many economic strategies from around the country. To be effective, the Core
Strategy will need to be able to convey how Oldham can best place itself to
compete with other areas. This will require a more complete explanation of the
link between housing and economic objectives than currently exists. Whilst, the
reference to "high quality employment opportunities for local residents" is
supported in principle, the Vision would be stronger if the meaning of "high
quality" was clarified - if this refers to jobs, what exactly is a "high quality" job?
Who will a "high quality" job benefit?
Support is given for the council's vision, with specific reference to the need to
Comment noted.
provide ‘...affordable, low-cost and high-value market housing.'
Our client is generally supportive of the core strategy in terms of its vision and
Comments noted.
proposed policy.

OMBC
Economy
Place and
Skills

Future housing requirements should address residents' demands as well as their
needs - e.g. bungalows for older people, not just flats. Also need for this section
to stress that new housing should be of a high quality. ‘Highly skilled and well
educated‘ should not just focus on young people, instead stress links to life-long

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF
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ID

Name

393 Janet
Belfield

422 John
Studholme

435 Mr
D.
Hind

521 Mrs
A
Heathcote

522 Mr
D
Fisher

Organisation
Comments on Vision
Directorate
learning with everyone afforded the opportunity to increase their skills. The vision
should embrace the need for high quality neighbourhood management / services
in order to deliver the desired outcomes.
Natural
Welcome the revisions to the vision to explicitly include key elements of the
England
natural environment in particular valuing, protecting, conserving and enhancing
green infrastructure, biodiversity, geodiversity, and landscapes. We would still
value mention of the value of access to good quality countryside and green
spaces for recreation purposes for the borough population.
Oldham MBC Paragraphs 6.1 and 7.2 - respectively these include the whole town centre as a
Economy
strategic area and include reference to implementation of Oldham Beyond as well
Place and
as the local area masterplans. These references need to be consistently applied
Skills
in so far as many references elsewhere in the report are to just the West End and
Directorate
Mumps, implicitly excluding the core area.

Weir Caravan This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
Park
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a "feel good" factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
c/o Chorlton This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
Planning
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF
Comments noted. The LDF has
identified the West End and Mumps
areas as strategic sites as a means of
taking forward the two local area-based
masterplans through the statutory
planning system. The LDF recognises
the overall approach towards the town
centre outlined in Oldham Beyond
through the strategic objectives and the
policy directions.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will
be a positive strategy with policies
to support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes
in circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
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ID

Name

Organisation

523 Mr
I
Corbett

524 Mr
P
Ward

525 Mr
J
Downs

c/o Chorlton
Planning

526 Peter
Martin

P&D
Northern
Steels Ltd

527 Mr
S

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Vision
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should be
‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs

Council Response
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
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ID

Name
Howarth

528 Mr
S
Ingram

529 Dronsfield
Mercedes

530 John Dixon
Associates
Ltd

531 Mr
R.M.
Eglin

Organisation

Comments on Vision
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
Design
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
Studio
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
Dronsfield
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
Mercedes c/o reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
Chorlton
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
Planning
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
John Dixon & This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
Associates
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
Ltd
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should be
‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should be
‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control

Council Response
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
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ID
Name
532 Mr
R
Thomas

Organisation

Comments on Vision
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should be
‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
533 Robert Scott Robert Scott This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
and Sons
& Sons Ltd
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should be
‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
534 Indo African Indo African This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
Exports Ltd Exports Ltd
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should be
‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
535 Splash
Splash
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
Properties
Properties
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should be
‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
536 Mr
Sanderson
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
Samuel
Bros
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
Brian
Commercials action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
Sanderson
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should be

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
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ID

Name

537 Mr
L
Perrins

Organisation

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

538 Mrs
P
Lutener

539 Charles
Lees

540 Mr
B.H.
Tomlinson

541 Mr
C
Taylor

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

Comments on Vision
‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should be
‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should be
‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.

Council Response
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
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ID

Name

542 Quantum
Star Ltd

Organisation

Quantum
Star

543 Mr
J
Fitton

544 Mr
P
Wood

c/o Taylor
and Wood
Estate
Agents

545 Peter
Sykes

546 Mr
S

c/o Roland
Gaskell

Comments on Vision
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs

Council Response
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
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F
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Comments on Vision
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.

Council Response
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
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Comments on Vision
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should be
‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
This section is based on the aims, objectives and hopes for the future including
reference to a number of other strategies and plans. However a vision needs
action to make it happen. I would strongly request that the LDF plans and policies
are based on the need to encourage and make development happen.
Development on the ground encourages a “feel good” factor and in turn attracts
further investment. Whatever strategy and ‘plan' is eventually adopted it should
be ‘development led' and contain positive policies that encourage investment and
innovation rather than the emphasis being on development control.
The vision which recognises the importance of the borough's historic environment
is supported.
The Core Strategy's Vision highlights the aim of creating a " thriving low-carbon
economy (that) offers high-quality employment opportunities for local residents,
based on high technology, innovation, knowledge and creative industries and
environmental technologies...." 4NW support this overarching vision.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The LDF will be
a positive strategy with policies to
support the plans for the borough's
regeneration and it will be flexible so as
to be able to address future changes in
circumstances.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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Comments made in relation to Strategic Objectives
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Carl
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59
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Organisation
Comments on Strategic Objectives
Council Response
The Oldham These proposed strategic objectives have many strengths. However, community Comments noted.
College
cohesion is bullet point (x) in the SO1 objective that incorporates climate change,
sustainable development and inclusive communities. The NDC in Hathershaw
and Fitton Hill is the single example of an active scheme. Given that community
cohesion appears as one of the five key aspects of the vision statement, this
seems lacking. SO2 - is a wider response to the issue of low quality housing and
implicitly housing segregation although it does not have a clear segregation and/or
cohesion statement within it. The HMR is strongly recommended by Cantle as an
important element of the response to poor community cohesion. SO3 and SO7 Bearing in mind the important role of The Oldham College in educating and
training the older workforce, it would be welcome for us to see a fuller reference to
its work with the employed through apprentices and Train to Gain, the
unemployed through its extensive employability schemes and job creation. It does
not only deal with children and young people as implied in S07 - its role is a lot
closer to the University and UCO than credited.
United
United Utilities Water plc supports the strategic objective SO1 vii "guiding
Comments noted.
Utilities
development to the most accessible and sustainable locations". We are very
happy to assist any investigation which checks if we have water and wastewater
utility services available to support development and where there is less sewer
flood risk. Also, SO4 i "promoting the prudent use and sustainable management of
natural resources (land, soil, air and water) and man-made resources". United
Utilities Water plc supports conservation of drinking water.
The strategic objectives are great. We await their accomplishment.
Comments noted.
Coal
Authority

The Coal Authority supports the strategic objective SO4 in relation to mineral
safeguarding as being in line with the requirements of MPS1.

Comments noted.

Coal
Authority

Strategic Objective SO4 Coal Mining Legacy As you will be aware, the Oldham
area has been subjected to coal mining which will have left a legacy. Whilst most
past mining is generally benign in nature potential public safety and stability
problems can be triggered and uncovered by development activities. Problems

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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Name

Organisation

Comments on Strategic Objectives
can include collapses of mine entries and shallow coal mine workings, emissions
of mine gases, incidents of spontaneous combustion, and the discharge of water
from abandoned coal mines. These surface hazards can be found in any coal
mining area where coal exists near to the surface, including existing residential
areas. The new Planning Department at the Coal Authority was created in 2008 to
lead the work on defining areas where these legacy issues may occur. The Coal
Authority has records of over 178,000 coal mine entries across the coalfields,
although there are thought to be many more unrecorded. Shallow coal which is
present near the surface can give rise to stability, gas and potential spontaneous
combustion problems. It is estimated that as many as 2 million properties of the
7.7 million properties across the coalfields may lie in areas with the potential to be
affected by these problems. In our view, the planning processes in coalfield areas
needs to take account of the coal mining legacy issues. Within the area there are
recorded mine entries and other coal mining related hazards. Mine entries may be
located in built up areas, often under buildings where the owners and occupiers
have no knowledge of their presence unless they have received a mining report
during the property transaction. Mine entries can also be present in open space
and areas of green infrastructure, potentially just under the surface of grassed
areas. Mine entries and mining legacy matters warrant investigation by the Local
Planning Authority to ensure sites allocations and other policies and programmes
will not lead to future public safety hazards. Although mining legacy is a minerals
related development it is important that new development delivered through the
Local Development Framework, recognises the problems and how they can be
positively addressed. Land instability and mining legacy is not a complete
constraint on the new development, rather it can be argued that because mining
legacy matters have been addressed the new development is safe, stable and
sustainable. The changes which The Coal Authority would like to see in relation to
mining legacy issues are: Test of Soundness Justified Effective Consistency With
National Policy x The Coal Authority would like to see the issue of mining legacy
considered within the strategic objectives of the Core Strategy. Guidance on
ground stability issues is set out in PPG14, and this requires development plans to
set out appropriate policies to deal with ground stability issues within relevant
areas. Consequently to cater with the mining legacy present in the Borough it is
important that the Core Strategy sets out a strategic policy perspective on ground
stability issues. The Coal Authority would wish to see an addition to strategic
objective SO4 dealing with improving and valuing the borough's environment as
follows: "i. promoting the prudent use, appropriate reclamation where necessary
and sustainable management of natural resources (land, soil, air and water) and
man-made resources." Reason - To comply with the guidance set out in PPG14

Council Response
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Comments on Strategic Objectives
on ground stability
The strategic objectives are good.

Royton
Happy Circle
Sport
Sport England welcome Strategic Objective 6 in particular as an important
England
reference point for the development of a policy approach to sport and recreation
which seeks to protect and provide sport and recreation opportunities for all
sectors of the community. In doing so, there is a significant contribution to the
maintenance and enhancement of quality of life in the borough. The commitments
made in Strategic Objectives 1, 4 and 5 are also welcomed as aspirations towards
which sport and recreation can make an important contribution.
Government PPS12 (paragraph 4.3) indicates that strategic objectives form the link between
Office North the high level vision and the detailed strategy. It goes on to say that they should
West
expand the vision into the key specific issues for the area which need to be
addressed, and how that will be achieved within the timetable of the core strategy.
The development of the vision as set out above may result in a need to reconsider
the objectives. In addition, the objectives will need to be developed so that they
have clear outputs, targets and indicators. In the light of the above there is merit
in re-casting the objectives.
National
SO1 - the change to the introductory sentence to refer to climate change
Trust
mitigation and adaptation is welcomed and adequately addresses the Trust's
earlier submission. SO4 - a number of changes have been made, including the
fundamental addition of the word ‘protecting' in the second bullet point - this was
necessary and is strongly supported. However, there is concern that the earlier
Objective of ‘protecting the Green Belt' is no longer present; it is unclear what the
basis for this change is, and indeed it is not considered to be warranted in the
context of adopted RSS and its general expectation that Green Belt boundaries
will not need to be reviewed for the foreseeable future (indeed such an approach
forms part of the preferred spatial strategy). The National Trust also remains of the
view that the understanding of our environmental resources through
characterisation work, and the protection of the wider settings of heritage assets,
are both key elements that should form part of the borough's objectives.
Accordingly the Trust is disappointed that its earlier suggested changes in respect
of these matters have not been included.
Northwest
The Agency generally welcomes and supports the strategic objectives. These
Regional
provide a succinct summary of the issues to be addressed through the LDF Core
Development Strategy. We are again pleased to note that Strategic Objective S01 has been
Agency
amended to include a reference to `economic diversification`.
Saddleworth Strategic Objectives 7.1 First bullet point should indicate that sufficient land should

Council Response
Comment noted.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. Now that the
borough's landscape character
assessment has been completed and
the Greater Manchester urban historic
landscape characterisation study for
Oldham is due to be completed by the
autumn, we will have regard to
these findings in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted.

First bullet - Comment noted. We will
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Parish
also be included for education, leisure and recreational activities. SO3 - Point iv.
Council
and v. should be omitted or revised. The present policy to focus high-tech and
creative industries in Chadderton and Hollinwood is in our view wrong. The quality
of life factors in Saddleworth make them more suitable areas for these industries.
SO4 - Point iii. Difficult to see how the borough could influence this. The
development and introduction of new technologies such as electric cars or fuel
cells are required to achieve this. This is outside of local control and will depend
entirely on national policies. SO5 - Point i. No need to mention Oldham Town
Centre and other district centres as this is equally important everywhere. SO7:
Needs to mention adult education, lifetime learning and the provision of the
council's supported educational and cultural facilities and activities.

Campaign to
Protect Rural
England
(Lancashire
Branch)

See original letter for general comments.

Council Response
have regard to this point in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
SO3 - The strategic objectives aim to
show the actions that will be required
to achieve the higher-level spatial
vision. The Hollinwood and
Chadderton areas are key elements of
the borough's regeneration plans
which are supported as part of the city
region agenda, therefore these
areas are central to the delivery of the
LDF. The LDF policies would not
preclude high technology
developments in Saddleworth. SO4 This is a key role of the planning
system and the LDF. By locating new
developments in places which
allows people to use alternatives to the
car, such as using public transport or
walking, will benefit the global climate
and local air quality. SO5 and SO7 Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Noted.

See original letter for general comments.

Noted.

SO2 - This strategic objective should include a commitment to provide suitable
sites for gypsies and travellers and travelling showmen. SO4 - This strategic
objective should include at criterion iv the requirement for developers to draw up a
Site Waste Management Plan in respect of all development and demolition sites.

SO2 - Sites for Gypsies and Travellers
and Travelling Showpeople will be
dealt with as part of the Site
Allocations Development Plan
Document which will follow on after the
Core Strategy has been adopted. SO4
- Site Waste Management Plans are
dealt with by other legislation, not the
LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard

Environment SO1 - The Agency would wish to see some reference under this strategic
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Comments on Strategic Objectives
Agency
objective of climate change to flood risk. The Core Strategy should seek to avoid
developing in areas of flood risk and mitigate where necessary.
Oldham
SO1 - The general thrust of this objective is supported. SO2 - The general thrust
Rochdale
of this objective is supported and the reference to integrating HMR and council
Partners In
strategies is welcomed. SO3 - The general thrust of this objective is supported,
Action HMR however, as with housing above, we suggest that it would benefit from further
elaboration and development. See original letter for detailed comments.
c/o Smiths
Support is given to SO2 relating to Housing, particularly in respect of the
Gore
acknowledged need to provide a mix of house sizes, types and tenures to provide
choice and diversity. It is submitted that there should also be a reference in this
objective to the need to provide for a choice of housing sites in terms of size and
location in sustainable locations within the borough.
OMBC
SO5ii - management and promotion of these spaces should positively encourage
Economy
interaction, in order to bring people together. SO7 - only focuses on children and
Place and
young people - need to expand. SO2 - little mention of the quality of the housing
Skills
offer - should be explicit. Within the timescale of the LDF, it is likely that other
Directorate
regeneration / delivery vehicles will be introduced as well as HMR (e.g. local
housing company supported by an asset backed vehicle) - need to recognise that
this is dynamic and acknowledge that focuses of regeneration will shift up
2025/26.
Countryside S01 xii) - We support the recognition that implementation of the New Deal for
Properties
Communities masterplan will improve the quality of life in Hathershaw and Fitton
Hill and thus promotes sustainable development and inclusive communities in the
borough.
Natural
We are satisfied with the revisions made to the Strategic Objectives to take
England
account of our comments made at Issues and Options stage. However, we would
also welcome further text concerning 'adapting to climate change' and 'agriculture'.
Grasscroft
Grasscroft generally support objectives SO1- SO7 and the intention to provide
Homes and sufficient land for new homes, businesses and jobs to further improve the
Property
economic performance of Oldham. SO2 - aims to ensure the borough's housing
Limited
market is balanced and a sustainable mix of house sizes, types and tenures are
provided. The objective should be refined and look to retain those living in Oldham
and encourage people from outside to relocate to the area. The supporting text at
bullet two of SO2 should be revised to encourage all types of new homes not just
low cost and high-value homes. SO2 should read as follows (proposed changes
are in bold):- To ensure the borough's housing market is balanced and
sustainable with a mix of house sizes, types and tenures that provide choice and
diversity, which will ensure existing residents remain in the borough and attract

Council Response
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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Comments on Strategic Objectives
people from outside to relocate to the area by: i. No change proposed ii. Providing
sufficient housing to meet the needs and demands of the borough's urban and
rural communities, from low cost to high-value housing iv. No change proposed
iii. No change proposed
Oldham MBC Paragraphs 6.1/7.2 - respectively these include the whole Town Centre as a
Economy
strategic area and include reference to the implementation of Oldham Beyond as
Place and
well as the local area masterplans - which is fine but isn't consistently applied in so
Skills
far as many references elsewhere in the report are to just the West End and
Directorate
Mumps, implicitly excluding the core area.
Weir Caravan We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
Park
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
c/o Chorlton
Planning

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

P&D
Northern
Steels Ltd
c/o Chorlton
Planning

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comment noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

Design
Studio

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing

Comments noted.
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Planning
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
John Dixon & We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
Associates
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
Ltd
We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Council Response

Comments noted.
Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

Robert Scott
& Sons Ltd
Indo African
Exports Ltd
Splash
Properties
Sanderson
Bros
Commercials

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

Quantum

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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Star
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
c/o Taylor
and Wood
Estate
Agents

Council Response
Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

c/o Roland
Gaskell

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.
We support the content of this section, in particular the reference to providing
high-value market housing as well as low cost housing.

Comments noted.

Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

English

The strategic objectives are supported.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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Council Response

Comments made in relation to the Spatial Strategy and the Key Diagram

Note: Respondents were asked “Do you support Oldham’s preferred spatial strategy / key diagram?” and were able to make any further
comments.
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Comments on Spatial Strategy and Key Diagram
The Oldham Although 'community cohesion and inclusive communities' are mentioned as the
College
last bullet point in 8.8, they are not referred to again in the rest of this section.
Does that imply that they are implicit? In that case, it is not clear how issues of
housing segregation are planned to be addressed. Also it is unclear how the
vision which includes cohesion at a top priority will be carried through.
United
United Utilities Water plc support the environmental overview: "Minimising the
Utilities
impact of, and mitigating against, flooding The preferred spatial strategy will be
guided by PPS25 and the findings of the SFRA. Mitigation measures against
flooding will be put in place, as necessary, for new developments. The
encouragement of sustainable drainage systems and the protection and
enhancement of green infrastructure will also contribute towards meeting this
objective." We will be very pleased for the opportunity to advise on sewer flood
risk and avoidance of development which would increase flood risk and pollute
the environment.
Yes.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Royton
Yes. Providing all Oldham will be included in all development.
Happy Circle
4NW
4NW recognise that our previous comments in our response on the issues and
options stage have been taken on board within the production of the preferred
options document. However we still have various comments to make at this
stage and these are as follows - In terms of the overall ‘Preferred Spatial
Strategy' within the document this is generally in line with the RSS, taking into
consideration the RSS Spatial Framework and the development principle policies
DP1, DP2, DP3, DP4, DP5, DP6, DP7, DP8 and DP9 which include spatial
principles, promoting sustainable communities, promote sustainable economic

Comment noted.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF

Noted.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF
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development, making best use of existing resources and infrastructure,
managing travel demand, increasing accessibility, marrying opportunity and
need, rural issues, promoting environmental quality and addressing climate
change. In relation to the ‘Spatial Strategy' set out within the preferred options
document, 4NW support the focus of development in Oldham town centre, inner
areas, regeneration areas and appropriate levels of development set out in
sustainable locations within built-up areas - in line with RSS policy RDF1
(Oldham is included in the list of towns / cities stated as a third priority for
development in the region). The preferred options document does fit well within
the spatial priorities defined in RSS for the Manchester City Region.
It is unclear how the preferred spatial strategy has emerged from an appraisal of
the previous options or the results of public consultation. There is need to
demonstrate that the chosen strategy is the most appropriate when considered
against the reasonable alternatives. PPS12 says that, having set out a vision and
strategic objectives, the core strategy should contain a delivery strategy for
achieving the objectives. This should set out how much development is intended
to happen where, when, and by what means it will be delivered. It needs to
demonstrate that the agencies/partners necessary for its delivery have been
involved in its preparation, and the resources required for its delivery have been
given due consideration and have a realistic prospect of being provided in the life
of the strategy. Paragraph 8.6 says that the preferred strategy is about
transformational regeneration, promoting economic diversification, growth and
prosperity, and creating healthy and safe, strong and sustainable communities.
Paragraph 8.7 says that the preferred spatial strategy will achieve what is set out
in paragraph 8.6 by a number of measures. These measures are very broad
based and do not comprise a delivery strategy. Does the spatial strategy in effect
comprise the spatial aspects of the proposed ‘policy directions' set out in section
9? If so, can these be drawn out so that a clearer expression of spatial strategy
can be presented? Paragraph 8.7 includes reference to the role of strategic sites
(Kingsway in Rochdale; Ashton Moss in Tameside; and Central Park in
Manchester) in terms of their impact on the borough's economy. There is no
reference to the role of the Regional Centre. This also needs to be picked up in
Policy Direction 14. Also in paragraph 8.7 there is mention of the need to
address the spatial elements of the transforming education agenda and the
programme for new health and well-being centres and facilities. The spatial
implications, though, are not set out. It needs to be clear what the spatial
implications of these health and education issues are so that they can be
adequately dealt with in the spatial strategy.

Council Response

The preferred options main report
included details of the outcomes from
previous consultation stages.
The sustainability appraisal reports
(both at the issues and options stage
which set out three alternative spatial
options, and also at preferred options
stage which sets out the preferred
strategy) outlined the assessment
findings for the alternatives and the
preferred spatial strategy. In taking
forward the next stages of the LDF, the
council will make greater use of
commentary/tables in the main reports,
rather than the associated reports, to
show how the spatial strategy has been
derived from the various alternatives
and consultations. The council will have
regards to the points made about
incorporating other parts of the main
report into the preferred spatial strategy.
The council is working on a study
looking at infrastructure needs that will
inform the delivery strategy which will be
available for the publication/submission
stages. References to the role of
the regional centre will be included
alongside the regional strategic sites. At
the time the preferred options report
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Council Response
was compiled the position regarding the
location of new schools in the borough
through the BSF programme was still
under consideration, however now that
there is greater clarity about these sites
then references can be included in the
LDF. We will have regard to these
points in taking forward the next stages
of the LDF.
Whilst the National Trust does not wish to object to the preferred spatial strategy The sustainability appraisal
it notes that the environmental overview of the sustainability appraisal is silent
report includes an appraisal of the
upon the implications of this spatial strategy for the borough's key environmental preferred spatial option against the
sustainability objectives that have been
assets, i.e. its landscapes, heritage and nature conservation. It is therefore
consulted upon and agreed. It includes
considered that it will be of critical importance to ensure that a suite of strong
environmental policies is included in the LDF that ensures that a) the character an appraisal against objectives ENV6
of the borough's landscapes and heritage is fully understood and informs future (`To conserve and enhance the
borough's historical, archaeological and
decisions on new development such that key elements and their wider settings
are effectively protected and enhanced; and b) existing nature conservation sites cultural heritage and its settings, and its
landscape and townscape character`)
and protected species are safeguarded and enhanced, along with securing the
and ENV7 (`To protect and improve the
extension and linkage of habitats - including the creation of new habitats in
borough's green infrastructure,
appropriate locations.
biodiversity and geodiversity`). The
Preferred Options main report outlines
proposed policy directions on `green
infrastructure`, `protecting natural
environmental assets` and `heritage`
which will address the points raised.
In delivering the hybrid options a mix of schemes have been identified, the ones Comments noted.
of particular interest to the Agency are: Focusing housing, retail and employment
development on Oldham Town Centre and the borough's local town centres, in
regeneration areas (such as Housing Market Renewal and New Deal for
Communities), at the strategic sites (such as Hollinwood Business District,
Chadderton Technology Park and Foxdenton), at key transport points like future
Metrolink stops, whilst at the same time permitting appropriate levels of
development in sustainable and accessible locations within the built up areas of
the borough including the Saddleworth villages. Maximising opportunities to
recycle brownfield land and conversion of buildings, ensuring that new
developments are built using sustainable construction techniques and securing
high quality design of new development. Recognising the role the regional
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strategic sites (at Kingsway in Rochdale, at Ashton Moss in Tameside and at
Central Park in east Manchester) offer to the borough's economy, whilst at the
same time providing quality employment land for businesses locally. Securing an
efficient transport system including the Metrolink proposals through Oldham, and
promoting alternative means of travel to the private car such as encouraging
walking, cycling and use of public transport. These core elements should allow
for development to be located in sustainable locations whilst taking account of
cross boundary issues. The importance of effective public transport connections
is given due weighting and it is clearly being promoted from the offset. The
document goes on to explore the opportunities to focus developments at key
transport points which shows an emphasis towards delivering upon the strategic
objectives. Furthermore, paragraph 9.10 discusses how housing should be
developed in locations that offer access to a range of community facilities, jobs,
key services and infrastructure. In facilitating mixed-use schemes in both new
and existing environments the spatial plan can go a long way towards creating
sustainable communities consistent with national government guidance.
Northwest
References to the Foxdenton site in the 1st and 5th bullet points are somewhat
Regional
ambiguous. The 1st bullet refers to it as a strategic site whereas the 5th bullet
Development refers to the continued protection of safeguarded/open Iand with the possible
Agency
exception of 4 sites including Foxdenton. We appreciate that more detailed work
may be underway to assess the deliverability of this site and the position will
become clearer by the time the core strategy is submitted for examination Bullet
4 refers to making changes to the boundaries of Primary Employment Zones. We
consider this to be a matter for the site allocations plan, rather than the core
strategy. We are pleased to note that bullet 6 recognises the role of the strategic
regional sites (as identified in the RegionaI Economic Strategy) at Kingsway,
Central Park and Ashton Moss in helping to meet the borough's employment
needs. The Agency is in the process of updates the list. The council's preferred
spatial strategy is a hybrid, combining the best elements of the three spatial
options put forward for consideration at the lssues and Options stage. The
Agency welcomes and supports this approach which is in line with our comments
on the Issues and Options paper.
CABE
General comments submitted - Has a holistic approach to the function, role and
key characteristics of place been adopted? Has urban design evidence base
and analysis informed the identification of issues and development of the
options? Does the Core Strategy reflect the Sustainable Community Strategy
vision and objectives? Has there been involvement and buy in from LSP's,
internal and external stakeholders? Is the plan realistic - has a delivery and
implementation plan been set out? Does the strategy understand, analyse and

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council regards
the Primary Employment Zones (PEZ's)
as central to the delivery of the
economic policies and objectives and
therefore the council is of the opinion
that it is appropriate to identify any
amendments or de-designations of
PEZ's within the core strategy.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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integrate transport, employment, residential, environmental and other spatial
themes? Are these issues communicated spatially and effectively? Does the
document maximise the use of maps, diagrams, illustrations, photographs and
examples to illustrate key points and characteristics? Are available mapping,
layering and analysis technologies used?
The preferred spatial strategy is supported. Paragraph 8.7 - First bullet again
should be reviewed in the light of the need to target high tech developments and
knowledge based industries in places other than Hollinwood and Chadderton.
Saddleworth villages are in need of development which creates employment
opportunities rather than more residential development. This needs to be made
clear. Third bullet point is strongly supported. Paragraph 8.8 - This is rather
bland and general. It could apply to every authority in the country. Paragraph
8.10 - How is the strategy to build the majority of new housing developments in
Oldham Town Centres and Regeneration areas will be achieved. Policies need
to support and ensure this takes place and ensures social housing is provided in
areas where it is most needed. As already indicated, the strategic site
assumptions for employment need revision. Table 2 Economic Overview - More
housing development in Uppermill, as a district centre, is not required.
Employment and retail developments are more important as a contribution to
village vitality. This applies equally to other villages in Saddleworth. Innovative
and knowledge based industries. See earlier comments. Table 2 Social
Overview - Promoting a healthy and balance housing market needs policies that
will deliver and ensure this, otherwise housing will take place where the
economic returns are greatest.
See original letter for general comments.
See original letter for general comments.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Noted.
Noted.

Turley
Associates

Sainsbury's support the spatial strategy to focus retail development within
Comments noted.
Oldham Town Centre and the borough's local town centres, in regeneration area
and at strategic sites.
No opinion.
Not applicable.

Oldham
Rochdale
Partners In
Action HMR

The Pathfinder supports the general thrust of the preferred option, however we
Comments noted. We will have regard
feel that further elaboration is required to be fully supported. HMR do support the to these points in taking forward the next
basic thrust of the preferred option which is based on a transformational agenda stages of the LDF.
(para. 8.6); however the degree to which the detail is transformational is unclear.
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To provide a stronger basis for LDF proposals, the preferred option needs to
provide a clearer explanation of what "transformational" means and how this
differs from the approach taken by the adopted UDP - some elements of the
strategy appear to be derived from current policies. The strategy also seems to
have the contradictory aims of both focussing and spreading growth. Although
the rationale behind this statement is understood, this approach would benefit
from further explanation and possibly the use of different terminology. Further,
the spatial relationship between housing and employment development needs to
be stronger with a more obvious explanation of how both of these land-uses can
be complimentary; to be effective and truly transformational this relationship
needs to form the heart of the preferred option. This "intertwining" of housing and
the economy is recognised in paragraph 1.5 of the Overview section, and this is
very much welcomed; again it is a question of developing and clarifying this
approach rather than going back to "square one". See original letter for detailed
comments.
With reference to paragraph 8.10 there are concerns about the concentration of
the majority of new housing development within Oldham Town Centre and
regeneration areas. It is submitted that it is important to provide a variety of sites
in terms of size, location and character throughout the borough. This will require
the development of greenfield sites for housing to provide for variety in housing
provision as envisaged in both the ‘Vision' and the ‘Strategic Objectives'. For the
reasons already stated it is not considered that the concentration of development
in Oldham Town Centre, regeneration areas and the identified Strategic Sites will
provide for a ‘healthy and balanced housing market.' There needs to be a
recognition that greenfield sites outside of the Green Belt will need to be brought
forward throughout the plan period in order to provide for the essential variety
and choice of housing sites. In particular the approach outlined is unlikely to
provide for high-value market housing.
Our client supports the overall strategy set out by the Preferred Options Report,
including the spatial strategy which involves permitting appropriate levels of
development in sustainable and accessible locations within the built up areas of
the borough and maximising opportunities to recycle brownfield land, together
with the associated policy direction of promoting economic diversification. This is
consistent with the appropriate emphasis on regeneration for Oldham.
There is reference to NDC, but this will be wound up by the time the LDF is
published. References to Metrolink should be more explicit, as it is key to
securing the ongoing prosperity of the town centre, assisting local people in
accessing a range of high quality job opportunities over a wider area, etc.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
prepared and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment which will inform the next
stages of the LDF. Regional Spatial
Strategy sets out an indicative target for
brownfield housing development for the
borough which the council has to plan
for.
Comments noted.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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Directorate
Paragraph 8.8 - consider these bullet points are in the wrong order if order
reflects relative priority. HMR provides focused regeneration via housing market
intervention, rather than broader based comprehensive regeneration.
Mechanism is unclear - how can identifying a few areas for development
promote a healthy and balanced housing market?
Natural
We note that you consider that your choice of a mix of options is the best for the
England
borough. We are satisfied that our own environmental interests are potentially
likely to be best served by that option.
Grasscroft
We do not support all aspects of the preferred spatial strategy. We generally
Homes and support comments made in paragraphs 8.2-8.6 and the intention to adopt a
Property
hybrid of the proposed spatial options. The adopted spatial option should
Limited
incorporate enough flexibility to ensure changing circumstances can be
accommodated, be they in land use, economic, phasing or other matters. This
approach would be consistent with emerging policy guidance in draft PPS4 and
with RSS. Paragraph 8.7 provides a list of how the spatial strategy will be
achieved. The text makes the assumption that only brownfield sites are
developable and are the most sustainable. This is not the case, there are some
greenfield sites located in more sustainable and accessible locations than some
previously developed sites. Some of these are located on the edge of a
settlement, classified as safeguarded land. We propose the wording is altered to
ensure that the policies do not restrict new development and encourage growth
(see original letter for suggested amendment). Paragraph 8.10 comments on
Oldham Town Centre and regeneration areas being the main focus for the
majority of new housing. The paragraph goes on to state the spatial strategy will
allow small amounts of safeguarded land, and possibly locally protected land at
Foxdenton, to be released for employment uses and maybe some housing and
sports under the preferred spatial strategy which links to option C. The term
‘maybe' should be removed from paragraph 8.10 as the term offers no clarity on
the ability of a safeguarded site to come forward to meet supply requirements.
The over reliance on town centre re-development particularly residential
apartment schemes will lead to a shortfall in supply as the market for this type of
development has reduced significantly. The sites at Haven Lane (LR7 and LR8)
have potential to meet any shortfall that arises. The first paragraph (Economic
Overview) - We support the release of land for future housing development
including land at Haven Lane. We object to the sites being classified for
development in the ‘longer term'. This surmises these sites can and will only be
developed in the latter LDF period. Strategic sites (e.g. Land at Haven Lane),
particularity those that are classed suitable, available and deliverable have the
potential to meet an identifiable future shortfall in annual requirements/targets in

Council Response

Comments noted.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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Council Response
the short, medium and long term. We propose some of the wording is altered to
ensure that the policies do not restrict development of strategic sites where they
are required to meet potential supply shortfalls. The ‘Environment Overview'
discusses the efficient use of land and buildings in the most sustainable locations
and achieving the RSS target of 80% on brownfield land. Whilst national policy
promotes the re-use of previously developed land, it is not always the case that
previously developed land is in the most sustainable locations. The paragraph
should also make reference to efficient use of greenfield sites in sustainable
locations. The ‘Social Overview' section and first paragraph discuss the release
of land at Haven Lane to promote a healthily balanced housing market. The
paragraph is generally supported, but reference should be made to delivery in
the short, medium and long term.
Oldham MBC Paragraphs 8.1/9.115/PD9 - for town centre housing is some commentary
Comments noted. We will have regard
Economy
needed on the mix and type of housing given the current market position? Are to these points in taking forward the next
Place and
private sector apartments the right thing for the town centre and if not what are? stages of the LDF
Skills
Directorate
Weir Caravan It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid, Comments noted. We will have regard
Park
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options' to these points in taking forward the next
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
stages of the LDF. The council has
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
published and consulted upon its
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
Strategic Housing Land Availability
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C - details of the amount and location of
"Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It potential housing land in the borough.
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
comments.)
in light of comments received.
c/o Chorlton It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid, Comments noted. We will have regard
Planning
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options' to these points in taking forward the next
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
stages of the LDF. The council has
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
published and consulted upon its
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
Strategic Housing Land Availability
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C - details of the amount and location of
"Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It potential housing land in the borough.
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
comments.)
in light of comments received.
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid, Comments noted. We will have regard
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of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed

Council Response
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
strategic housing land availability
assessment that sets out details of the
amount and location of potential housing
land in the borough.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
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comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C -

Council Response
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
strategic housing land availability
assessment that sets out details of the
amount and location of potential housing
land in the borough.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
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"Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
Dronsfield
Dronsfield
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
Mercedes
Mercedes c/o of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
Chorlton
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
Planning
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
John Dixon John Dixon & It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
Associates
Associates
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
Ltd
Ltd
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
Mr
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
R
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
Thomas
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
Robert Scott Robert Scott It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
and Sons
& Sons Ltd
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of

Council Response
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
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ID

Name

602 Indo African
Exports Ltd

603 Splash
Properties

604 Mr
Samuel
Brian
Sanderson

605 Mr
L
Perrins

Organisation

Comments on Spatial Strategy and Key Diagram
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
Indo African It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
Exports Ltd
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
Splash
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
Properties
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
Sanderson
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
Bros
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
Commercials stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
c/o Chorlton It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
Planning Ltd of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the

Council Response
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
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ID

Name

Organisation

606 Mrs
P
Lutener

607 Charles
Lees

608 Mr
B.H.
Tomlinson

609 Mr

c/o Chorlton

Comments on Spatial Strategy and Key Diagram
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,

Council Response
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
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ID

Name
C
Taylor

610 Quantum
Star Ltd

611 Mr
J
Fitton

612 Mr
P
Wood

Organisation
Comments on Spatial Strategy and Key Diagram
Planning Ltd of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
Quantum
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
Star
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
c/o Taylor
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
and Wood
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
Estate
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
Agents
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed

Council Response
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
strategic housing land availability
assessment that sets out details of the
amount and location of potential housing
land in the borough.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
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ID

Name

Organisation

613 Peter
Sykes

614 Mr
S
Cox

c/o Roland
Gaskell

615 Mr
R
Cocking

c/o Chorlton
Planning

616 Mr
J
Jaskolka

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Spatial Strategy and Key Diagram
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C -

Council Response
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
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ID

Name

Organisation

617 Mr
C.P.
Dawson

618 Mr
F
Winterbottom

619 Mr
J.
McLintock

620 Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

Comments on Spatial Strategy and Key Diagram
"Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of

Council Response
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
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ID

Name

Organisation

621 Mr
Walker

1112 Judith
Nelson

English
Heritage

Comments on Spatial Strategy and Key Diagram
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
It is noted that the council's preferred spatial strategy is a combination, or hybrid,
of the best parts of each of the alternatives put forward at the ‘Issues at Options'
stage. However whilst the employment strategy of dispersing sites around the
borough due to locational requirements, especially in relation to existing
employment areas, is accepted, the proposal for a high concentration of
residential development in Oldham Town Centre and urban regeneration areas is
questionable. At the Issues and Options stage we strongly supported Option C "Urban Concentration including Planned Expansion" for a number of reasons. It
is considered that these reasons still hold good. (See original letter for detailed
comments.)
The preferred spatial strategy focuses on "transformational regeneration". It will
be important for this to build upon the special character and appearance of
Oldham and whilst the points listed in paragraph 8.7 address high quality design
and the protection and enhancement of the historic environment, I suggest that it
should also include the need to safeguard and capitalise upon the borough's
distinctive qualities, character and appearance.

Council Response
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. The council has
published and consulted upon its
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) that sets out
details of the amount and location of
potential housing land in the borough.
The SHLAA is currently being reviewed
in light of comments received.
Comments noted. The Greater
Manchester urban historic landscape
characterisation study for Oldham is due
to be completed in the autumn and we
will have regard to its findings in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments made about the Policy Directions chapter overall
ID
Name
82 John
Earnshaw
120 Mr
Phil
Lally

Organisation
Royton
Happy Circle
Government
Office North
West

Comments on Policy Directions chapter overall
No policy direction for the town centre. Our market is failing, especially when
compared with a market centre like Bury.
It is in this material that the strategy begins to be expressed. As indicated above,
there is an opportunity here to draw out the spatial aspects of these policies so that
this section can be reformulated with the aim of presenting an integrated spatial
strategy which deals with the various places in the borough. This can be
supplemented by appropriate development management policies where necessary.

Council Response
Policy Direction 17 deals with the town
centre.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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ID

Name

Organisation

242 Lyn
James
256 C
Moorhouse

Comments on Policy Directions chapter overall
Development management is all about the role of translating the council's strategies
into development and facilitating the delivery of the proposals that will help shape the
community. Development management policies in the core strategy will need to be
linked to the implementation of the strategy. So, what is proposed is that this section
is reorganised so that there is a focus initially on spatial strategy followed by a
number of development management policies needed to secure its implementation. In
addition, it will need to be clear what physical, social and green infrastructure is
needed to enable the amount of development proposed for the area, including the
specific infrastructure requirements of any strategic sites, taking account of the type of
development and its distribution. It will be necessary to indicate who will provide the
infrastructure and when it will be provided. This information is currently lacking and
further consultation may be necessary once the strategy is developed further in order
to ensure that those identified as infrastructure providers are clear about their role.
This will ensure that there are no surprises at the publication stage. It would be helpful
if the core strategy contained a housing trajectory and a brownfield land trajectory
(see PPS3 paragraphs 43 and 55 respectively).
See original letter for general comments.
Noted.
See original letter for general comments.

Council Response

Noted.

Comments made in relation to Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable Development
ID
24
70

Name
Ms
Anne
Falloon
Mr
Carl
Banton

Organisation
The Oldham
College
Coal
Authority

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
This seems to be a substantive approach to sustainability.

Council Response
Comment noted.

The Coal Authority supports this general policy direction; however it considers that Comments noted. We will have
it can be improved in relation to how the Core Strategy proposes to deal with the
regard to these points in taking
re-use of brownfield land. It is imperative that such land must be appropriately
forward the next stages of the LDF.
remediated to ensure that no future liability to the public purse arises, and to further
ensure that public safety for future occupiers is secured. It is a crucial policy
function to promote the re-use of previously developed land, and this can help
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ID

Name

128 Mr
Alan
Hubbard

Organisation

National
Trust

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Council Response
Development
address issues such as mining legacy that may be present. The presence of issues
such as mining legacy need not be a constraint on development, indeed to the
contrary the positive impact that new development can have on treating and
remediating land cannot be underestimated. The policy as currently written does
not make it explicit that any brownfield land to be used should be appropriately
remediated. The Coal Authority considers that the seventh bullet point should be
amended as follows: "ensure the efficient and effective use of land within
sustainable and accessible locations by requiring development on appropriately
remediated and treated Brownfield land and conversion of buildings, ensuring
appropriate densities of new developments and promoting the reuse of the
borough's mills. To comply with the guidance in PPG14 in relation to unstable land
given the presence of mining legacy issues across the Borough.
Overall this is welcomed and supported by the Trust, but there are three particular Comments noted. We will have regard
matters that it is requested are given further consideration: The final ordering of the to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
bullet points should reflect the energy hierarchy with that relating to energy
efficiency and conservation preceding the bullet point that solely deals with
renewables. The final two paragraphs of the Policy Direction relate to matters
(OPOL and LRFD) that are not referred to at all in the supporting text, and more
particularly nor are the site specific issues that are referred to - including how they
address "climate change and sustainable development". It is recommended that
text is added to paragraphs 9.4 to 9.15 to deal in general terms with the approach
to OPOL and LRDF and how this will approach will achieve climate change and
sustainable development objectives. Furthermore it is considered that the site
specific references should be removed from this section and dealt with as separate
policy issues - including a clear justification of how the allocations will assist in
achieving the strategic objectives of the Plan (i.e. by supplementing proposed
Policy Direction 2). It is requested that the policy is supplemented to make specific
reference to the wider setting of the Peak District National Park, in particular: a) to
recognise the landscape character importance of the setting which is in addition to
its fulfilment of the green belt objectives in PPG2 and accords with Adopted RSS
(NB Policy EM1(A) and the reference to the setting of the Peak District National
Park in the second bullet point); and b) to note the importance of this area as a
major carbon store and the need to safeguard and manage it so that greenhouse
gases are not emitted to the atmosphere - relevant management relates to factors
such as: i) safeguarding the integrity of the moorland areas by not permitting new
development other than in exceptional circumstances; ii) managing water
resources so that excessive erosion does not occur which would expose peat so
that it dries out; and iii) managing fire risks.
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ID

Name

160 Lisa
Henderson

204 Mr
Tony
Marlor
265 Jean
Johnson

283 Helen
Telfer

306 Mr
Len
Harris
333 Lord
Mowbray
365 Cllr

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
Highways
The report outlines that the first policy direction will set out the overall context for
Agency
the LDF. It is therefore critical that the principles which must be adhered to in all
developments are stated clearly. There are two principle elements to Policy
Direction 1 which focus development in sustainable/accessible locations and
ensure the efficient/effective use of land within these sustainable/accessible
locations. The Agency welcomes these themes and would hope that they are
retained in the ultimate Policy Direction in support of the Core Strategy. If the
council is able to identify clear criteria to define sustainable/accessible sites there is
an opportunity to reference any such document(s) in the wording of the direction.
Saddleworth Paragraph 9.10 - Agree, this supports the need for office and creative industries in
Parish
Saddleworth as well as other areas of the borough. The conversion of buildings,
Council
particularly re-use of the borough's mills, is strongly supported. It should be made
clear that appropriate densities of building should not merely be interpreted as
maximum density.
Campaign to The commitment to promote the use of renewable energy should be qualified by
Protect Rural reference to paragraph 9.13 which asserts the need to conserve soils, such as
England
peat, which act as a carbon sink. The excavations and ditching associated with
(Lancashire wind-farm construction cause peat to dry out over time due to a progressive fall in
Branch)
the water table. Once dry, the surface layers of peat oxidise and its stored carbon
is converted to CO2 and released into the atmosphere. This causes a gradual
further fall in the water table and the cycle repeats. In many areas of peat
moorland, particularly in Scotland, Wales and Lancashire (Scout Moor), the peat
has thus been degraded by the installation of wind farms, releasing CO2 and
destroying its natural ability to absorb carbon dioxide in order to produce what has
proved to be insignificant amounts of electricity.
Environment We support the policy direction with regards to the implementation of the Strategic
Agency
Floodrisk Assessment (SFRA) and would expect that this would inform the policy
once complete.
Oldham
Rochdale
Partners In
Action HMR
c/o Smiths
Gore
OMBC

This policy direction is supported, in particular the references to quality
development, sustainable locations, and the effective use of brownfield land.

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. AGMA has
commissioned an Energy Study and
we will have regard to its findings in
taking forward the renewable energy
policies of the LDF.

Comments noted. We have appointed
consultants to undertake the
borough's SFRA and will have regard
to its findings in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comment noted.

The support for the council's LDF
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Name

Organisation

John
Dillon

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

366 Denise
Ogden

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

367 Malcolm
Walker

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

368 George
Bickerstaffe

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

369 D.
Bowers

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

370 Cllr
Philomena
Dillon

OMBC

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

371 Mrs A Lord

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

372 F & W
Hopkinson

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

373 Derek
Laws

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

374 K

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its

Council Response
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
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Name
Jackson

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

375 Mr
I. B.
Waterhouse
376 W
Cox

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".
Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

377 Michael
Patterson

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

378 Sheila
Patterson

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

379 M
Whitehead

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

380 Mrs
Asha
Gulati

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land"

381 Mr & Mrs
Shore

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

382 Mrs
A
Fisher

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

383 Mrs
S

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

Council Response
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is noted
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
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Jackson
384 Patricia
Lord

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

385 Patricia
Lord

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

386 Mr
Gerard
Carter

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

387 Graham
Lester-Smith

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

388 Mrs
June
Earnshaw

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

389 Mrs
M
Holt

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

390 S & F
Eades

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

391 Mrs
M
Wild

Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

397 Janet
Belfield

Natural
England

We welcome a policy direction for sustainable design and construction in all new
development, and would welcome a wider adaptation to climate change direction

Council Response
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
Comments noted.
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Name

412 Unknown

428 Gemma
Grimes

429 Alan
Thorpe
430 Gaynor
Thorpe
431 Mr
A
Dyson
432 Mrs
I
Dyson
439 Mr
D.
Hind

Organisation

Grasscroft
Homes and
Property
Limited
British Wind
Energy
Association

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
rather than just flood risk.
Grasscroft generally supports Policy Direction 1 and the desire to promote
sustainable development. However, we object to the use of term ‘possible', which
should be removed from the final paragraph, in relation to release of Land
Reserved for Future Development (LRFD) including land at Haven Lane.
Minimising Environmental Impact - BWEA strongly recommend that the council
avoid using generic phrases which simply seek to encourage the use of energy
efficiency, renewable energy and the minimisation and management of waste and
pollution, for example, as such phrases lack the detail and commitment necessary
to ensure that such aspirations are achieved. BWEA therefore strongly recommend
the inclusion of an overarching climate change policy within the Core Strategy
document, addressing the above issues, and the inclusion of discrete, proactive
policies on energy efficiency, renewable energy, sustainable design and
construction, within the Development Control Development Plan Document, in
order to provide detailed policy direction on each issue and to ensure that such
environmental measures are delivered.
Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. Policy Direction 1
is titled `Climate Change and
Sustainable Development` and
addresses the points raised.

The support for the council's LDF
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
The support for the council's LDF
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
The support for the council's LDF
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
Supports the council's proposal in the LDF that the land at Cowlishaw retains its
The support for the council's LDF
current designation as "Other Protected Open Land".
proposal to retain Cowlishaw as
"Other Protected Open Land" is
noted.
Weir Caravan Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
Park
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
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623 Mrs
A
Heathcote

Organisation

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development.
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
locations ...".Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend that
this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over-strict
control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council intends to
maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial Strategy
sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries there will
be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the boundary
could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. This should
be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made to Other
Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can be
reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.

624 Mr
D
Fisher

Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
locations ........." . Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would
recommend that this be qualified by "as a general rule or wherever possible" to
avoid an over-strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that "The
Council intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries." Whilst Regional
Spatial Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt
boundaries there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt,
where the boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned
development. This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar
reference is made to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of
these areas can be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.

625 Mr
I
Corbett

Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an overstrict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries .". Whilst Regional Spatial
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries

Council Response
intends to maintain the extent of the
current Green Belt boundaries.
Likewise, the council has clearly
stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Locating new developments in
sustainable and accessible locations
is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the extent of the
current Green Belt boundaries.
Likewise, the council has clearly
stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Locating new developments in
sustainable and accessible locations
is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the extent of the
current Green Belt boundaries.
Likewise, the council has clearly
stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Locating new developments in
sustainable and accessible locations
is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the extent of the
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626 Mr
P
Ward

627 Mr
J
Downs

c/o Chorlton
Planning

628 Peter
Martin

P&D
Northern
Steels Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development.
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.

Council Response

current Green Belt boundaries.
Likewise, the council has clearly
stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
The council has clearly stated in the
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
proposed policy direction that it
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- intends to maintain the extent of the
current Green Belt boundaries.
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
Likewise, the council has clearly
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
stated in the proposed policy direction
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
that it intends to maintain the current
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. OPOL boundaries except for
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made Foxdenton.
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
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629 Mr
S
Howarth

c/o Chorlton
Planning

630 Mr
J
Lees

c/o Chorlton
Planning

631 Mr
S
Ingram

Design
Studio

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.

Council Response

stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
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632 Dronsfield
Mercedes

633 John Dixon
Associates
Ltd

634 Mr
R.M.
Eglin

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.

Council Response

that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Dronsfield
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
Mercedes c/o locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
Chorlton
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
Planning
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
John Dixon & Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
Associates
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
Ltd
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
intends to maintain the extent of the
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
current Green Belt boundaries.
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
OPOL boundaries except for
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
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635 Mr
R
Thomas

636 Robert Scott Robert Scott
and Sons
& Sons Ltd

637 Indo African
Exports Ltd

Indo African
Exports Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.

Council Response

OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
intends to maintain the extent of the
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
current Green Belt boundaries.
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
OPOL boundaries except for
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
OPOL boundaries except for
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638 Splash
Properties

639 Mr
Samuel
Brian
Sanderson

640 Mr
L
Perrins

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development

Council Response

Foxdenton.
Splash
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
Properties
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Sanderson
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
Bros
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
Commercials that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
c/o Chorlton Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
Planning Ltd locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
intends to maintain the extent of the
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
current Green Belt boundaries.
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
OPOL boundaries except for
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Foxdenton.
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ID

Name

Organisation

641 Mrs
P
Lutener

642 Charles
Lees

643 Mr
B.H.
Tomlinson

644 Mr

c/o Chorlton

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an overstrict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development.
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.

Council Response

Locating new developments in
sustainable and accessible locations
is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the extent of the
current Green Belt boundaries.
Likewise, the council has clearly
stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
intends to maintain the extent of the
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
current Green Belt boundaries.
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
OPOL boundaries except for
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
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ID

Name
C
Taylor

645 Quantum
Star Ltd

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
Planning Ltd locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an overstrict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development.
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Quantum
Star

646 Mr
J
Fitton

647 Mr
P

c/o Taylor
and Wood

Council Response

sustainable and accessible locations
is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the extent of the
current Green Belt boundaries.
Likewise, the council has clearly
stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
intends to maintain the extent of the
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
current Green Belt boundaries.
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
OPOL boundaries except for
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
intends to maintain the extent of the
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
current Green Belt boundaries.
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
OPOL boundaries except for
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
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ID

Name
Wood

Organisation
Estate
Agents

648 Peter
Sykes

649 Mr
S
Cox

c/o Roland
Gaskell

650 Mr
R
Cocking

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an overstrict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development.
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.

Council Response

is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the extent of the
current Green Belt boundaries.
Likewise, the council has clearly
stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
intends to maintain the extent of the
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
current Green Belt boundaries.
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
OPOL boundaries except for
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
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ID

Name

651 Mr
J
Jaskolka

652 Mr
C.P.
Dawson

653 Mr
F
Winterbottom

Organisation

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development.
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.

Council Response

council has clearly stated in the
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the extent of the
current Green Belt boundaries.
Likewise, the council has clearly
stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
intends to maintain the extent of the
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
current Green Belt boundaries.
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
that it intends to maintain the current
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
intends to maintain the extent of the
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
current Green Belt boundaries.
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
OPOL boundaries except for
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
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ID

Name

Organisation

654 Mr
J.
McLintock

655 Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

656 Mr
Walker

Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development.
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.

Council Response

proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the extent of the
current Green Belt boundaries.
Likewise, the council has clearly
stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
intends to maintain the extent of the
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
current Green Belt boundaries.
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
OPOL boundaries except for
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
council has clearly stated in the
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
proposed policy direction that it
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
intends to maintain the extent of the
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
current Green Belt boundaries.
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development. Likewise, the council has clearly
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
OPOL boundaries except for
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
Foxdenton.
Bullet point 6 refers to "Focused new development in sustainable and accessible
Locating new developments in
locations ...". Even at this stage the policy is too precise. We would recommend
sustainable and accessible locations
that this be qualified by " as a general rule or wherever possible " to avoid an over- is a key principle for the LDF. The
strict control of development. Policy Direction 1 also states that: “The Council
council has clearly stated in the
intends to maintain the existing green belt boundaries.". Whilst Regional Spatial
proposed policy direction that it
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ID

Name

1136 Debra
Holroyd

Organisation

4NW

Comments on Policy Direction 1 Climate Change and Sustainable
Development
Strategy sees no reason for a major strategic revision the green belt boundaries
there will be a number of sites, on the edge of the existing green belt, where the
boundary could be changed to encourage small-scale well planned development.
This should be made clear in the final policy document. Similar reference is made
to Other Protected Open Land (OPOL). Again the boundaries of these areas can
be reviewed and this should be referred to in the final document.
4NW support the text and policy context, however we would encourage the
separation of ‘climate change' and ‘sustainable development' into two policies as
they are both important and key areas of policy (which do relate to each other)
however need to be considered in their own right. 4NW also support the policy
which gives a clear focus to brownfield land and re-use of buildings. This is clearly
in line with Policy DP4 within the RSS. In relation to climate change, there is a
need to ensure that new development integrates sustainable design such as
Sustainable Drainage systems (SUDS) and the use of Green Infrastructure to help
tackle and adapt to climate change effects. Please see RSS policies DP9 and
EM5. In terms of air pollution and energy issues, Oldham should ensure that the
borough supports sustainable development; if the population can access jobs and
services near to their homes then this has a positive affect on climate change.

Council Response
intends to maintain the extent of the
current Green Belt boundaries.
Likewise, the council has clearly
stated in the proposed policy direction
that it intends to maintain the current
OPOL boundaries except for
Foxdenton.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF

Comments made about Policy Direction 2 Regeneration – Question on strategic sites: Do you support the proposed
Hollinwood Business District strategic site?
ID
33
47
60

Name
Mr
David
Hardman
Mr
Brian
Lee
Mr
Peter
Buckley

Organisation
Comments on Hollinwood strategic site
Council Response
United
United Utilities Water plc will be happy to advise our capacity to serve this proposed Comments noted.
Utilities
development at Hollinwood Business District when plans have progressed.
Yes, Hollinwood Business District Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

Yes, Hollinwood Business District Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.
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ID
83

Name
John
Earnshaw
146 Mr
Alan
Hubbard
155 Lisa
Henderson

Organisation
Comments on Hollinwood strategic site
Royton
Yes, Hollinwood Business District Strategic Site supported.
Happy Circle
National
No opinion on Hollinwood Business District Strategic Site.
Trust

175 Mr
Richard
Clowes
192 Mr
Steven
Broomhead

GMPTE

233 Mr
G
Swallow
296 Mr
Raymond
Cocking
322 Mr
Len
Harris
1146 Gail
Richards
1151 Debra
Holroyd

Highways
Agency

The Agency would welcome the opportunity to review the Hollinwood Masterplan
Transportation Study (2008) given that the site extends across Junction 22 of the
M60. The deliverability of any travel planning measures and the interaction of
Metrolink will need to be explored.
Yes, Hollinwood Business District Strategic Site supported.

Northwest
We feel that the proposed strategic site at Hollinwood Business District has greater
Regional
potential, although we are unclear why the site boundary (as shown on the plan at
Development Appendix 4) includes the extensive residential area in the northern part of the site.
Agency

Oldham
Rochdale
Partners In
Action HMR
Oldham
Primary Care
Trust
4NW

Council Response
Comments noted.
Comment noted.
Comments noted. The transportation
study has now been sent to the
Agency.
Comments noted.

Yes, Hollinwood Business District Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted. The site boundary
included within the Preferred Options
document is the wider Hollinwood
Masterplan Area. We will have regard
to this point in taking forward the next
steps of the LDF and may amend the
site boundary as appropriate.
Comments noted.

Yes, Hollinwood Business District Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

Yes, Hollinwood Business District Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

NHS Oldham supports the council’s development of the proposed strategic sites as Comments noted.
outlined in your consultation document.
The strategic sites of Hollinwood Business District, Chadderton Technology Park
and in and around Oldham Town Centre are presented in the document. The
appropriateness of these strategic sites should be considered through the council's
Employment Land Review, however from the detail provided in the document 4NW
would support these sites.

Comments noted.
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Comments made about Policy Direction 2 Regeneration – Question on strategic sites: Do you support the proposed
Chadderton Technology Park strategic site?
ID
6

34

Name
Wilkinson

Mr
David
Hardman
62
Mr
Peter
Buckley
84
John
Earnshaw
147 Mr
Alan
Hubbard
156 Lisa
Henderson

Organisation
Comments on Chadderton Technology Park strategic site
Jupiter
This area contains many varied businesses and properties, some of which will be
Investments harmed if their future use is restricted to exclusively technology or high quality
Ltd
offices for example. To develop such buildings is expensive and often not viable.
Such a restriction will cause economic damage and will in some cases devalue land
and property and should be avoided. A technology park is more suitable when
located in a greenfield site.
United
United Utilities Water plc will be happy to advise our capacity to serve this proposed
Utilities
development at Chadderton Technology Park when plans have progressed.

Council Response
Comments noted. The masterplan has
been prepared to take forward the
proposed technology park which forms
part of the borough's economic
regeneration plans.
Comments noted.

Yes, Chadderton Technology Park Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

Royton
Yes, Chadderton Technology Park Strategic Site supported.
Happy Circle
National
No opinion on Chadderton Technology Park Strategic Site.
Trust

Comments noted.

Highways
Agency

Comment noted.

The highway implications of the technology park will need to be explored and how
Comments noted. All strategic sites will
the site can be delivered whilst addressing any additional car movements at source. be appraised against a number of
criteria, including traffic implications
before being taken forward into the
core strategy. Work is currently
underway on two pieces of transport
modelling for the LDF evidence base.
One is being carried out at the AGMA
level on the Greater Manchester
Strategy Planning Model which is a
key tool for appraising transport and
land use schemes. The council is also
liaising with the Highways Agency on a
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ID

Name

176 Mr
Richard
Clowes
191 Mr
Steven
Broomhead
234 Mr
G
Swallow
297 Mr
Raymond
Cocking
323 Mr
Len
Harris
1147 Gail
Richards
1152 Debra
Holroyd

Organisation

GMPTE

Comments on Chadderton Technology Park strategic site

Yes, Chadderton Technology Park Strategic Site supported.

Northwest
In the current economic climate the council will need to consider carefully the
Regional
deliverability of the proposed Chadderton Technology Park given the likely cost of
Development relocating a number of existing businesses in order to assemble the site.
Agency
Yes, Chadderton Technology Park Strategic Site supported.

Oldham
Rochdale
Partners In
Action HMR
Oldham
Primary Care
Trust
4NW

Council Response
TAIT Model which will assess the
impacts of potential housing and
employment developments within
Oldham on the strategic road network.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.

Yes, Chadderton Technology Park Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

Yes, Chadderton Technology Park Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

NHS Oldham supports the council’s development of the proposed strategic sites as Comments noted.
outlined in your consultation document.
The strategic sites of Hollinwood Business District, Chadderton Technology Park
and in and around Oldham Town Centre are presented in the document. The
appropriateness of these strategic sites should be considered through the council's
Employment Land Review, however from the detail provided in the document 4NW
would support these sites.

Comments noted.

Comments made about Policy Direction 2 Regeneration – Question on strategic sites: Do you support the proposed New
West End strategic site?
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ID
48
63
85
148
177
235
324

Name
Mr
Brian
Lee
Mr
Peter
Buckley
John
Earnshaw
Mr
Alan
Hubbard
Mr
Richard
Clowes
Mr
G
Swallow
Mr
Len
Harris

Organisation

Comments on New West End strategic site
Yes, New West End Strategic Site supported.

Council Response
Comments noted.

Yes, New West End Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

Royton
Yes, New West End Strategic Site supported.
Happy Circle
National
No opinion on New West End Strategic Site.
Trust

Comments noted.

GMPTE

Oldham
Rochdale
Partners In
Action HMR
1148 Gail
Oldham
Richards Primary Care
Trust
1153 Debra
4NW
Holroyd

Comments noted.

Yes, New West End Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

Don't know if support New West End Strategic Site.

Comments noted.

Yes, New West End Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

NHS Oldham supports the council’s development of the proposed strategic sites as
outlined in your consultation document.

Comments noted.

The strategic sites of Hollinwood Business District, Chadderton Technology Park and Comments noted.
in and around Oldham Town Centre are presented in the document. The
appropriateness of these strategic sites should be considered through the council's
Employment Land Review, however from the detail provided in the document 4NW
would support these sites.

Comments made about Policy Direction 2 Regeneration – Question on strategic sites: Do you support the proposed
Mumps strategic site?
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ID
64
86
149
179
236
292

Name
Mr
Peter
Buckley
John
Earnshaw
Mr
Alan
Hubbard
Mr
Richard
Clowes
Mr
G
Swallow
Helen
Telfer

325 Mr
Len
Harris

Organisation

Comments on Mumps strategic site
Yes, Mumps Strategic Site supported.

Council Response
Comments noted.

Royton
Yes, Mumps Strategic Site supported.
Happy Circle
National
No opinion on Mumps Strategic Site.
Trust

Comments noted.

GMPTE

Yes, Mumps Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

Don't know if support Mumps Strategic Site.

Comments noted.

Environment Part of this site falls within flood zones 2 and 3 as shown on our flood maps. Once
Agency
complete the SFRA should inform both the sequential and exception test of any
development proposals as outlined in PPS25. There could be opportunities as part of
the development proposals to provide additional flood storage using the principles of
Green Infrastructure.

Oldham
Rochdale
Partners In
Action HMR
1149 Gail
Oldham
Richards Primary Care
Trust
1154 Debra
4NW
Holroyd

Yes, Mumps Strategic Site supported.

NHS Oldham supports the council’s development of the proposed strategic sites as
outlined in your consultation document.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. Oldham Council has
appointed consultants to prepare a
strategic flood risk assessment (SFRA)
which will include a Level 2 SFRA for
Oldham Town Centre and will cover
the Mumps masterplan area. The
findings from the study will inform the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

The strategic sites of Hollinwood Business District, Chadderton Technology Park and Comments noted.
in and around Oldham Town Centre are presented in the document. The
appropriateness of these strategic sites should be considered through the council's
Employment Land Review, however from the detail provided in the document 4NW
would support these sites.
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Comments made about Policy Direction 2 Regeneration – Question on strategic sites: Do you support the proposed
Foxdenton strategic site?
ID
35

Name
Mr
David
Hardman
49
Mr
Brian
Lee
66
Mr
Peter
Buckley
87
John
Earnshaw
150 Mr
Alan
Hubbard
159 Lisa
Henderson

Organisation
Comments on Foxdenton strategic site
Council Response
United
United Utilities Water plc will be happy to advise our capacity to serve this proposed Comments noted.
Utilities
development at Broadway Business Park when plans have progressed.
Yes, Foxdenton Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

Yes, Foxdenton Strategic Site supported.

Comments noted.

Royton
Yes, Foxdenton Strategic Site supported.
Happy Circle
National
No opinion on Foxdenton Strategic Site.
Trust

Comments noted.

Highways
Agency

Comments noted. Any sites selected
for development will need to be
subject to a sustainability appraisal to
ensure that they are in a sustainable
location. All strategic sites will be
appraised against a number of criteria,
including traffic implications before
being taken forward into the core
strategy. Work is currently underway
on two pieces of transport modelling
for the LDF evidence base. One is
being carried out at the AGMA level on
the Greater Manchester Strategy
Planning Model which is a key tool for
appraising transport and land use
schemes. The council is also liaising
with the Highways Agency on a TAIT
Model which will assess the impacts of
potential housing and employment
developments within Oldham on the

The Agency has previously acknowledged the work undertaken in the Employment
Land Review which initiated the debate about bringing forward the Foxdenton site.
We will again need to be satisfied that such a site can be facilitated under the
sustainable/accessible themes identified as being integral to the delivery of the core
strategy.

Comments noted.
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ID

Name

Organisation

Comments on Foxdenton strategic site

Council Response
strategic road network.
178 Mr
GMPTE
Yes, Foxdenton Strategic Site supported. Whilst parts of this site are accessible by Support and comments noted. Any
Richard
public transport (there are frequent bus services on Broadway and Foxdenton Lane) sites selected for development will
Clowes
other parts of the site are beyond what is considered to be reasonable walking
need to be subject to a sustainability
distance (400 metres) from the bus stops. The site layout will therefore be important appraisal to ensure that they are in an
ensuring accessibility.
accessible and sustainable location.
193 Mr
Northwest
The NWDA reserves its position on Foxdenton pending the ongoing studies to
Comments noted. We will have regard
Steven
Regional
assess its suitability for allocation.
to these points in taking forward the
Broomhead Development
next stages of the LDF.
Agency
237 Mr
Don't know if support Foxdenton Strategic Site.
Comments noted.
G
Swallow
293 Helen
Environment Wince Brook and several tributaries flow through this site. Therefore we expect that Comments noted. We will have regard
Telfer
Agency
as part of any regeneration proposals, that these watercourses are protected and
to these points in taking forward the
integrated into the proposals. Protection of natural assets should be at the heart of next stages of the LDF. Policy
any development, ensuring there is no degradation on ecological value and
Direction 4 seeks to ensure that
preferably enhancement where possible. This site will need to be considered within culverting or channelisation of
the SFRA as the watercourses are a potential source of risk for any development
watercourses are avoiding where
proposals.
possible. The council has appointed
consultants to prepare a strategic
flood risk assessment (SFRA) which
will include a Level 2 SFRA for
Chadderton and will cover Foxdenton.
The findings from the study will inform
the next stages of the LDF.
298 Mr
Yes, Foxdenton Strategic Site supported.
Comments noted.
Raymond
Cocking
302 Mr
Yes, support the Foxdenton Strategic Site.
Comments noted.
J
Blakeman
326 Mr
Oldham
No opinion on Foxdenton Strategic Site.
Comments noted.
Len
Rochdale
Harris
Partners In
Action HMR
1137 Debra
4NW
We note within the document that ‘safeguarded land' and possibly ‘locally protected Comments noted. Policy Direction 1
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ID

Name
Holroyd

1150 Gail
Richards

Organisation

Comments on Foxdenton strategic site
land' at Foxdenton is planned to be released for employment uses, including some
for housing and sports. We recognise that this land was allocated within the Oldham
UDP (2006). However we would like to state that if the Council did propose to use
any green belt land in the future that RSS Policy RDF 4 (Green Belts) states that
there is no need for any exceptional substantial strategic change to Green Belt and
its boundaries in the North West within Greater Manchester before 2011. In relation
to the land at Foxdenton, the site is clearly considered important in terms of the
delivery of the employment land requirements and as such is considered to be a
strategic location. Notwithstanding that we note that there appears to be issues
associated with flooding on this site. The council may need to consider alternative
spatial approaches should the flooding constraints affect delivery of the site.

Oldham
NHS Oldham supports the council’s development of the proposed strategic sites as
Primary Care outlined in your consultation document.
Trust

Council Response
states that the council intends to
maintain the Green Belt boundaries
shown on the current UDP Proposals
Map during the plan period of the core
strategy. Foxdenton is not Green Belt.
The council has appointed consultants
to prepare a strategic flood risk
assessment (SFRA) which will include
a Level 2 SFRA for Chadderton and
will cover Foxdenton. The findings
from the study will inform the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.

Comments made about Policy Direction 2 Regeneration
ID
65

Name
Mr
Carl
Banton

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 2 Regeneration
Council Response
Coal
Whilst the Coal Authority has no comment to make specifically in the choice of
Comments noted. We will have regard
Authority
strategic sites, it should be noted that they all lie in the area of the borough
to these points in taking forward the
underlain by surface coal resources. As such the Coal Authority considers that it is next stages of the LDF.
necessary to consider the potential sterilisation effect that development may have
on the surface coal resources in order to be sound proposals in relation to the
guidance set out in MPS1 and MPG3. The presence of surface coal resources
need not prevent the council's development aspirations for the borough, as through
appropriate consideration of the economic viability of potential prior extraction of
suitable coal resources in a relevant site masterplan, the potential for prior
extraction or not of the mineral can be determined in line with the advice in MPS1.
To address this point the Coal Authority would suggest the following wording
addition to the third paragraph of the policy: "The strategic sites would only be
taken forward at the publication/submission stages following satisfaction of
assessments in respect of flooding, highways, habitats, and*(*delete)
infrastructure, the potential sterilisation of minerals by the development and the
potential or not for prior extraction of those mineral resources ." It is noted that only
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ID

Name

184 Mr
Steven
Broomhead

194 Mr
Len
Harris

205 Mr
Tony
Marlor

243 Lyn
James
257 C
Moorhouse
291 Helen
Telfer
307 Mr

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 2 Regeneration
Foxdenton is a greenfield strategic site, however where comprehensive urban
regeneration is proposed prior extraction can also be a possibility and has indeed
been undertaken in areas such as the Black Country. This is to comply with the
advice in MPS1 and the MPS1 Companion Guide in relation to new development
not leading to the unnecessary sterilisation of mineral resources.
Northwest
In its response to the issues and options consultation, the Agency referred to its
Regional
involvement with the council in looking at the potential of key employment sites at
Development Hollinwood Business District, Chadderton Technology Park and the West End of
Agency
Oldham Town Centre. In commenting on the preferred options document the
Agency is making no commitment that it will be directly involved in the delivery of
the strategic sites. We would, in principle, support the allocation of strategic sites
in the core strategy and their identification on the proposals map on the basis that
this would provide greater clarity and certainty to prospective developers.
Oldham
The identification of strategic "sites" is supported. Some of these "sites" are in fact
Rochdale
large areas encompassing numerous sites, land uses and ownerships. The main
Partners In
focus of these sites in terms of an end use is employment, with some potential for
Action HMR mixed use development incorporating residential. To offer a truly strategic vision
that is transformational we would like to discuss the possibility of expanding the
definition of a strategic site to incorporate areas currently the focus of HMR
investment (the First Wave Neighbourhoods and Other Intervention Areas). The
current ORESA draft prospectus takes a similar approach.
Saddleworth Paragraph 9.16 - The choice of strategic sites is not supported. Saddleworth is
Parish
much better suited to knowledge based industries than the strategic sites chosen.
Council
Paragraph 9.18 - Hollinwood Business District is well suited to general industry
and warehousing as well out of town large retail outlets. It is not a good area for
knowledge based industries or professional services where quality of life factors
are important. Paragraph 9.26 - Chadderton Technology Park. Same arguments
apply as for 9.18 above.

Council Response

Comments noted.

Comments noted. The term "strategic
sites" has been used in the LDF for
consistency with the term in PPS12.
We will have regard to these points in
taking forward the next stages of the
LDF.

See original letter for general comments.

Comments noted. The strategic sites
that have been identified reflect the
borough's regeneration plans. The
LDF policy directions do not exclude
knowledge based industries in
Saddleworth. The Hollinwood
Business District and the Chadderton
Technology Park masterplans do not
include proposals for warehousing or
large scale retailing in these areas.
Noted.

See original letter for general comments.

Noted.

Environment We support that council's stance (paragraph 9.17) that these sites will not be taken Comments noted.
Agency
forward without the SFRA being complete.
Oldham
This policy direction is generally supported, and the reference to supporting the
Comments noted. We will have regard
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ID

Name
Len
Harris

405 Janet
Belfield
440 Mr
D.
Hind
657 Mrs
A
Heathcote
658 Mr
D
Fisher
659 Mr
I
Corbett
660 Mr
P
Ward
661 Mr
J
Downs
662 Peter
Martin
663 Mr
S
Howarth
664 Mr
J
Lees
665 Mr
S
Ingram
666 Dronsfield
Mercedes

Organisation
Rochdale
Partners In
Action HMR
Natural
England
Weir Caravan
Park

Comments on Policy Direction 2 Regeneration
HMR initiative welcomed. However, in line with previous comments it would be
useful to outline the evidence that Oldham is, or can be, an attractive destination
for hi-tech and innovative industries.
We have no comment to make about the suggested strategic sites.

This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential
c/o Chorlton This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Planning
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential
c/o Chorlton This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Planning
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential
P&D
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Northern
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
Steels Ltd
residential
c/o Chorlton This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Planning
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential
c/o Chorlton This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Planning
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential
Design
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Studio
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential
Dronsfield
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Mercedes c/o site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some

Council Response
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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ID

Name

Organisation
Chorlton
Planning
John Dixon &
Associates
Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 2 Regeneration

Council Response

residential

667 John Dixon
Associates
Ltd
668 Mr
R.M.
Eglin
669 Mr
R
Thomas
670 Robert Scott Robert Scott
and Sons
& Sons Ltd

Comments noted.

671 Indo African
Exports Ltd

This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
Indo African This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Exports Ltd
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential
Splash
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Properties
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
Sanderson
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Bros
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
Commercials residential.

Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

Comments noted.

672 Splash
Properties
673 Mr
Samuel
Brian
Sanderson
674 Mr
L
Perrins
675 Mrs
P
Lutener
676 Charles
Lees
677 Mr
B.H.
Tomlinson
678 Mr

c/o Chorlton

This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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ID

Name
C
Taylor
679 Quantum
Star Ltd

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 2 Regeneration
Planning Ltd site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
Quantum
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Star
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
680 Mr
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
J
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
Fitton
residential.
681 Mr
c/o Taylor
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
P
and Wood
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
Wood
Estate
residential.
Agents
682 Peter
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Sykes
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
683 Mr
c/o Roland
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
S
Gaskell
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
Cox
residential.
684 Mr
c/o Chorlton This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
R
Planning
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
Cocking
residential.
685 Mr
c/o Chorlton This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
J
Planning
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
Jaskolka
residential.
686 Mr
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
C.P.
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
Dawson
residential.
687 Mr
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
F
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
Winterbottom
residential.
688 Mr
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
J.
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
McLintock
residential.
689 Yorkshire
Yorkshire
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development
Mills Ltd
Mills Ltd
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential
690 Mr
This supports the development of part of Foxdenton as a strategic development

Council Response

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
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ID

Name
Walker

Organisation

1100 Unknown

Quantum
Services

1113 Judith
Nelson

English
Heritage

Comments on Policy Direction 2 Regeneration
site. We would support its development as a mixed use scheme, including some
residential.
The policy direction continues to support local regeneration schemes. As identified
in the vision regeneration is envisaged as a major element in achieving the
overarching aims of the core strategy. The redevelopment of 146 - 158
Huddersfield Road would contribute to these objectives and specifically
regeneration of the Huddersfield Road District Centre and surrounding Housing
Market Renewal area.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. In should be
noted however that individual sites will
be dealt with in the Site Allocations
DPD which will follow on after the core
strategy has been adopted.
Five strategic sites are identified in the report. Whilst English Heritage does not
Comments noted. We are gathering
have access to the full range of information about the historic environment in these evidence on the historic environment
for each strategic site, including the
areas, I do note that there are a number of listed buildings in and around these
listed buildings. The Greater
sites. Whilst the description of each site includes information about the natural
environment there is no corresponding information about the historic environment. Manchester urban historic landscape
characterisation study for Oldham is
It will be important to consult the Greater Manchester Archaeological Unit in the
due to be completed by the autumn.
same way that you have information from the GMEU. Information on locally
Strategic sites will only be taken
important buildings in addition to designated assets together with an area
forward subject to satisfying a number
characterisation will help in planning the high quality development sought in the
of policy considerations. We will have
Borough. For example, the Foxdenton site includes the grade II listed building
regard to these points in taking
Foxdenton Farmhouse and surrounds the grade II* Foxdenton Hall, the site and
setting of these assets will need to be protected. The sustainability appraisal report forward the next stages of the LDF,
including the sustainability appraisal.
includes a minimal amount of commentary and nothing on mitigation. It is not
therefore very help in understanding and mitigating any impacts upon cultural
heritage as for example at Foxdenton. I enclose for your information an extract
from our guidance SEA SA and the historic environment relating to the
Environmental Report.

Comments made about Policy Direction 3 Energy
ID
67

Name
Mr
Carl
Banton

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 3 Energy
Council Response
Coal
The Coal Authority is concerned nationally about the potential effect wind
Comments noted. We will have
Authority
developments are having on the sterilisation of mineral resources. Whilst they are regard to mineral sterilisation in taking
purportedly a temporary land use, they do have a life expectancy of over 25 years forward the next stages of the LDF.
and have a degree of permanence not found in other temporary land uses. The
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ID

Name

129 Mr
Alan
Hubbard

206 Mr
Tony
Marlor
266 Jean
Johnson

284 Helen
Telfer

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 3 Energy
Coal Authority would wish to see Policy 3 include the potential effect on mineral
sterilisation included within the criteria against which the Council will assess wind
developments. The Coal Authority would suggest the following wording addition to
the third paragraph: "In relation to wind developments, the policy direction may set
out a series of locational criteria against which the impacts of proposals will be
assessed. The criteria may include: Green Belt; green infrastructure; landscape;
natural environmental assets; heritage assets; natural resources including mineral
sterilisation ; visual amenity; highway safety; aviation safety; residential amenity;
workplace amenity; human health; and the public access to the countryside."
National Trust It is unclear from the current draft what emphasis will be given to a range of energy
reduction/conservation measures; for example, including the role of insulation both
in new build and by retro-fitting (e.g. when a house is being extended, or a
commercial building refurbished). It is apparent that standards well in excess of the
current Building Regulations are achievable (such as at the major residential
development undertaken by two volume house builders on National Trust land at
Stamford Brook in Greater Manchester). It is requested that this policy is
supplemented to promote the highest standards of energy conservation in both
new build and conversion proposals. The extent to which this is achieved should
be reflected in the policy requirement for renewable energy provision. It is
considered that such an approach is entirely appropriate having regard to the
energy hierarchy.
Saddleworth Paragraph 9.44 - Need to make clear whether the renewable energy targets are
Parish
actual power generated or installed capacity. Paragraph 9.48 - We welcome this
Council
study and look forward to some hard numerical data being available. Policy
statement needs to clarify the meaning of terms used - passive solar gain etc.

Council Response

Comments noted. The council, and
AGMA, have commissioned an
Energy Study which will provide
further guidance on the approach to
be taken towards energy in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will consider
using the term 'total generating
capacity' as stated in RSS. We will
consider developing and clarifying
terms used in taking forward the LDF.
Campaign to The criteria set out in relation to wind turbines should include a reference to carbon Comments noted. We will consider a
Protect Rural sinks (see above). There should also be awareness that the generation of
reference to carbon sinks in taking
England
decentralized electricity distributed through the local network can also reduce
forward the next stages of the LDF.
(Lancashire energy security. The reason for this is that accurate prediction of electricity
Branch)
requirements by the national grid is not possible if the production of part of the
electricity supply is not within its control.
Environment There is no mention of hydropower as a renewable source of energy. Hydropower Comments noted. We will have
Agency
has seen a marked increase in investment interest and public awareness in recent regard to hydropower in taking
years. Hydraulic power can be captured wherever flow of water falls form a higher forward the next stages of the LDF.
level to a lower level. This may occur where a stream runs down a hillside, or a
river passes over a waterfall or man made weir, or where a reservoir discharges
water back into a main river. There are a number of weirs within the borough that
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ID

Name

308 Mr
Len
Harris
427 Gemma
Grimes
1129 Debra
Holroyd

1135 Wm

Organisation

Oldham
Rochdale
Partners In
Action HMR
British Wind
Energy
Association
4NW

Wm

Comments on Policy Direction 3 Energy
has potential for hydropower development. This current policy direction does not
recognise the potential for hydropower developments, which if protection of the
environment is built into the design, can contribute locally to the council's
renewable obligations. In respect to the possible delivery of hydropower within the
borough, there is a need for the applicant to consult the Environment Agency as
early as possible for guidance and advice.
Promoting energy efficiency and use of renewable energy is supported, however
policies need to ensure that fuel poverty is referenced and that the use of
technologies designed to reduce carbon emissions do not actually increase fuel
costs to occupiers.
See general letter about role of BWEA and importance of renewable energy.
The text within the preferred options document is positive in terms of the natural
environment but there is a need to ensure this is continued throughout the future
preparation of the Strategy. There are a number of RSS policies which would offer
further support to the document, in particular policy DP1, DP7, EM1 and EM3.
There is also a need to ensure that within new development measures are taken to
ensure we conserve energy and protect the natural environment, for example
taking steps towards the Code for Sustainable homes. We are pleased to note that
one of the key Strategic Objectives for the Core Strategy is the promotion of high
quality, well designed, carbon neutral homes to meet the needs of all sectors of
the communities. EM5, EM15, EM16 and EM18 establish a framework for
sustainable design and construction, including water management, energy
efficiency and use of decentralised, renewable or low carbon energy. It is
important to ensure that the sustainable design measures are incorporated in the
development. In addition the requirements of policy EM18 should be considered
i.e. the setting of targets for the energy to be used in the new development to
come from decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy resources. For
information, the Sustainable Energy Strategy for the region reinforces relevant
policies from the RSS but more importantly offers important practical advice and
information on taking these issues forward, we recognise that the recent study
commissioned by 4NW on renewable energy has been taken on board within the
document. 4NW (in association with a number of partners) have also produced a
Sustainability Appraisal Toolkit [1] for use with a variety of strategies and
development plans. The toolkit aims to ensure integrated plans and projects create
sustainable developments within the North West.
Morrisons acknowledges that PPS22 states that local planning authorities may

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
The findings from the Greater
Manchester PPS1 study will inform
the next stages of the LDF with
regards to setting targets for energy
to be used in new developments to
come from decentralised and
renewable or low carbon energy
resources.

Comments noted. We will have
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ID

Name
Morrisons
Supermarkets
PLC

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 3 Energy
Morrisons
include policies that require a percentage of energy requirements to come from
Supermarkets onsite renewable energy generation. However, the caveat to this is that policies: (i)
PLC
Should ensure that requirement to generate on-site renewable energy is only
applied to developments where the installation of renewable energy equipment is
viable given the type of development proposed, its location and design; and (ii)
Should not be framed in such a way as to place an undue burden on developers,
for example, by specifying that all energy to be used in a development should
come from on-site renewable generation. It is acknowledged that a number of
authorities are seeking a percentage of on site renewable energy generation in
new development. In some cases, these requirements are not subject to any such
caveat, as directed by PPS22, and as such resulting policies may be considered
unsound at Examination. Any such policy must have regard to the viability of a
scheme. There should certainly be scope for flexibility within policy as by placing
unduly onerous requirements on developers, many development schemes may be
considered as unviable which is likely to lead to a direct loss of potential
investment and regeneration in the borough.

Council Response
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
The council, and AGMA, has
commissioned an Energy Study
which will provide guidance on the
approach towards renewable energy
in the LDF.

Comments made about Policy Direction 4 Water and Flooding
ID
37

Name Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 4 Water and Flooding
Council Response
Mr
United
The SFRA only contains minimal information about public sewer flood risk. If you
Comments noted. We will take up the
David
Utilities
consult United Utilities about our capacity to serve proposed development, we will, as offer of liaising with United Utilities
Hardman
part of our response advise on sewer flood risk.
regarding capacity to serve proposed
development and sewer flood risk in
taking forward the next stages of the
LDF.
130 Mr
National
The general approach set out here is supported; the role of SUDs is especially
Comments noted.
Alan
Trust
important, as has been demonstrated at Stamford Brook where such an approach has
Hubbard
been allied to river restoration work thereby reducing flood risk whilst simultaneously
enhancing nature conservation and landscape character. The opportunities to
minimise water use are important as it will become an increasingly precious resource
as climate change impacts become more pronounced.
207 Mr
Saddleworth Bullet point 3 concerning mitigation measures for protecting developments in flood
Comments noted. Any proposed
Tony
Parish
plain areas needs to be linked to the impact such measures will have on the built
mitigation measures would need to
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ID

Name
Marlor

285 Helen
Telfer

1127 Debra
Holroyd

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 4 Water and Flooding
Council
environment.

Council Response
determine the most appropriate
mitigation measures and demonstrate
that any residual risks can be safely
managed. The council has appointed
consultants to undertake a Level 2
strategic flood risk assessment, the
findings of which we will use to take
forward the next stages of the LDF.
Environment We support this policy direction and its aims with regards to flood risk within the
Comments noted. We will have regard
Agency
borough. With reference to the protection of flood defences there may be opportunities to these points in taking forward the
with the introduction of the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) to align funding to the next stages of the LDF.
improvements of flood defences in the borough. Some of the urban fringe areas along
core river valleys (E.g. Tame, Beal) have suffered from a legacy of poor and
inappropriate development which has left may sections of the river corridor in a highly
degraded state. With an emphasis on redeveloping along some river valley corridors,
there may be significant opportunities to rehabilitate and enhance these river corridors
to provide a multitude of benefits to landscape, amenity, biodiversity and flood risk.
There are a number of important Public Water Supply reservoirs that are within the
Borough. These reservoirs are an important source of water not only for public water
supply but act as the lifeblood for the river systems within the Borough and support
abstraction for industrial and amenity use as well. As part of this policy direction we
would expect that water efficiency plays a prominent role in achieving a sustainable
supply demand balance, with high standards of water efficiency in new homes, and
water-efficient products and technologies in existing buildings. For information, the
Water Framework Directive and the River Basin Management Plan process are
presently out for public consultation (www.environment-agency.gov.uk/wfd) with
regards to the North West River Basin District, to which consultation ends June 2009.
The NW River Basin Management Plan comes into effect in December 2009.
4NW
Wherever possible, new development should be located in areas where flood risk is
Comments noted. The council has
low and that measures are to be taken to minimise the risk of flooding. The core
appointed consultants to undertake the
strategy when developing policy on water and flooding must therefore make sure that Strategic Flood Risk Assessment. The
it takes account of the actual calculated risk of flooding and levels of mitigation in the findings of the assessments will inform
borough when deciding where development should and should not take place (please the next stages of the LDF.
see comments above on land at Foxdenton). Sequential tests / Strategic Flood Risk
Appraisal (SFRA) should highlight areas of flooding and the potential levels of risk in
terms of probability analysis. Development should be guided by the technical/support
document and the SFRA.
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Comments made about Policy Direction 5 Design
ID
50
71

Name
Mr
Brian
Lee
Mr
Carl
Banton

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 5 Design
A fine policy, but almost impossible to implement. Just look at recent permitted
and already approved development in the borough.

Council Response
Comments noted.

Coal
Authority

The Coal Authority considers that this policy should be clear in the need to
address legacy issues arising from former land uses including mining when
designing new development. At present the policy requirements of PPG14
regarding the need for the LPA to ensure ground stability are not reflected in any
way through this policy. A simple policy addition could address this issue as
follows: "Designing for Future Maintenance: designed so that quality can be
maintained over time, and that any legacy from former land uses is appropriately
addressed so that no future liability for future maintenance or public safety arises
." To comply with the guidance in PPG14 in relation to unstable land given the
presence of mining legacy issues across the Borough.
This approach is supported; it is noted that ‘enhancing identity and sense of
place' has a landscape character, as well as a built character, dimension. ‘Ease
of movement' should include in particular the ability to access
goods/services/open spaces/ countryside by a range of non-car modes of travel.
The design of development from a transport perspective will need to be
considered on both the local and strategic level. The opportunities presented by
Metrolink should be integrated in to design so as to ensure that such links are
capitalised upon in development. Car movements should be factored in to design
but greater weighting needs to be given to the interaction with public transport
connections to prioritise these movements where possible and appropriate.
General comments submitted - Has design been considered across all aspects
of place? How is design dealt with in the Core Strategy and has it been
communicated clearly? Has a design ethos been embedded in the strategy?
What priority has been placed on design issues? Is there recognition of local
design qualities? Is the strategy robust? Will it help deliver the aspirations for the
area? Are there hooks in the core strategy to other LDF documents (AAP's or
SPD's) that deal with strategic or detailed design issues? How will the policy be
implemented? Any quality monitoring or indicators required? Does it establish
standards or assessment criteria for design quality? Does this extend to both
urban design and building design standards? And how this will measured?
Paragraph 9.55 - The definitions of local distinctiveness need to be further

Comments noted. We will have regard
to this point in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

131 Mr
Alan
Hubbard

National
Trust

161 Lisa
Henderson

Highways
Agency

197 Charles
Wilson

CABE

208 Mr

Saddleworth

Comments noted. We will have regards
to these points when taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
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A
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D
Fisher
693 Mr
I
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694 Mr

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 5 Design
Parish
developed. Present design guides do not adequately address this. Also the
Council
importance of good design and materials in terms of creating civic pride and a
sense of place need to be further developed in the policies. Paragraph 9.57 - The
Design & Quality Strategy cited in 9.58 should also be applicable to private
developments in so far as possible. The design policy should also be linked to
density of development in terms of setting an upper limit on density where it
would have a deleterious effect on the character of local environment.

Council Response
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. Policy Direction
13 deals with the density of new
residential development. It proposes to
set out what the council will have regard
to when determining what an
appropriate density on a specific site
and includes the location and
characteristics of the site (such as
shape, topography,
landscape/biodiversity features,
surrounding uses and characteristics,
proximity to public transport options and
basic services).
Oldham
The general thrust of this policy direction is supported. As this policy is
Comments noted. We will have regard
Rochdale
developed it would be useful to consider how standards promoted by Building for to these points in taking forward the
Partners In
Life and Design and Quality Strategy (para. 9.57 and 9.58) could be incorporated next stages of the LDF. The Urban
Action HMR into the policy. The policy also needs to be flexible enough to take into account
Design SPD relates to the UDP and will
any subsequent changes to the Urban Design SPD should it be reviewed.
be superseded once the relevant part of
the LDF has been adopted, however the
policy direction seeks to take forward
the design principles into the core
strategy.
Natural
We welcome a policy direction for sustainable design and construction in all new Comment noted.
England
development.
Weir Caravan We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
Comment noted.
Park
environment.
c/o Chorlton
Planning

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural

Comment noted.
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P
Ward
695 Mr
J
Downs
696 Peter
Martin
697 Mr
S
Howarth
698 Mr
J
Lees
699 Mr
S
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Mercedes
701 John Dixon
Associates
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R.M.
Eglin
703 Mr
R
Thomas
704 Robert Scott
and Sons
705 Indo African
Exports Ltd
706 Splash
Properties

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 5 Design

Council Response

environment.
c/o Chorlton
Planning

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

P&D
Northern
Steels Ltd
c/o Chorlton
Planning

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

Design
Studio

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

Dronsfield
Mercedes c/o
Chorlton
Planning
John Dixon &
Associates
Ltd

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.
We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.
We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

Robert Scott
& Sons Ltd
Indo African
Exports Ltd
Splash
Properties

Comment noted.
Comment noted.
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L
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709 Mrs
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711 Mr
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R
Cocking
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J

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 5 Design
Sanderson
We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
Bros
environment.
Commercials

Council Response
Comment noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.
We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

Quantum
Star

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.
We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

c/o Taylor
and Wood
Estate
Agents

Comment noted.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

Comment noted.

c/o Roland
Gaskell

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.
We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

Comment noted.
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ID
720
721
722
723
724
1114

Name
Jaskolka
Mr
C.P.
Dawson
Mr
F
Winterbottom
Mr
J.
McLintock
Yorkshire
Mills Ltd
Mr
Walker
Judith
Nelson

1130 Debra
Holroyd

Organisation

Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

English
Heritage

4NW

Comments on Policy Direction 5 Design

Council Response

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.

Comment noted.

We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.
We fully support the promotion of high quality design in the built and rural
environment.
Whilst this policy direction is supported, the core strategy should also address
the need for a policy on tall buildings. I refer you to the English Heritage / CABE
Guidance on Tall Buildings which is endorsed by the government.

Comment noted.
Comment noted.

Comments noted. The ten principles
set out within Policy Direction 5 include
a level of flexibility allowing each
proposal to be assessed on its
individual merits and location.
There is also a need to ensure that within new development measures are taken Comments noted. We will have regard
to ensure we conserve energy and protect the natural environment, for example to these points and to the Regional
taking steps towards the Code for Sustainable homes. We are pleased to note
Spatial Strategy in taking forward the
that one of the key strategic objectives for the core strategy is the promotion of
next stages of the LDF.
high quality, well designed, carbon neutral homes to meet the needs of all
sectors of the communities. Policies EM5, EM15, EM16 and EM18 establish a
framework for sustainable design and construction, including water management,
energy efficiency and use of decentralised, renewable or low carbon energy. It is
important to ensure that the sustainable design measures are incorporated in the
development.

Comments made about Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
ID

Name

Organisation Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions

Council Response
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ID
7

Name
Wilkinson

52

Mr
Brian
Lee

96

Mr
Stephen
Connell

108 Rose
Freeman

132 Mr

Organisation
Jupiter
Investments
Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
Developer contributions are often nothing more than development taxes. They
are bureaucratic, time consuming to negotiate and a huge financial disincentive to
development. If Oldham wants to welcome and encourage regeneration and
development it should reject every form of developer contribution, section 106,
affordable housing or CIL. They are all variants of the same thing and are totally
anti-development.

Council Response
National guidance sets out the role,
function and purposes of developer
contributions. Oldham Council has
regard to this national advice in setting
out its policy on developer
contributions. The council's policy
does not abuse developers
contributions. The council will develop
its policy on infrastructure and
developer contributions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
Contributions may be required, but not at the reduction in quality of the original
National guidance sets out the role,
project.
function and purposes of developer
contributions. Oldham Council has
regard to this national advice in setting
out its policy on developer
contributions. The council will develop
its policy on infrastructure and
developer contributions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
Manchester We were pleased that in 9.59 the mention of developers being asked to contribute Comment noted.
Failsworth
to community facilities was included in the area of planning and would like to add
Congregation our support for this.
of Jehovah's
Witnesses
The Theatres We support a policy in the core strategy to show an overall approach to developer Comments noted. The council will
Trust
contributions with appropriate references to strategic sites and clear links to the
have regard to the points made in
developing its policy on infrastructure
details set out in an accompanying supplementary planning document. However
other policies (PD14, PD17 and PD26) include encouraging cultural industries, the and developer contributions during the
development of cultural facilities in town centres and providing support for theatres next stages of the LDF.
and museums. We suggest therefore for clarity that the word ‘cultural' is added to
this policy to read These may include: .... community and cultural facilities ... in
order to assist existing theatre owners in becoming more self-reliant and to obtain
better buildings by using the planning system and working with the private sector.
We are concerned that theatre buildings do not benefit appropriately under the
terms of S106 and other agreements and that it will increasingly be necessary to
unlock new sources of funding to help pay for significant improvements to them.
National
It is unclear if the list at the end of the second paragraph is meant to be a list of
Comment noted. The council will
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Name
Alan
Hubbard

162 Lisa
Henderson

167 Lisa
Henderson

185 Mr
Steven
Broomhead

Organisation Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
Trust
types of development to which the policy would apply, or a list of those features for
which contributions might be sought - it is assumed that it should be the latter, but
the final drafting should remove the present ambiguity.
Highways
The Agency has a general assumption against a ‘predict and provide' approach,
Agency
consequently it is important to reinforce that improvements to the Strategic Road
Network as a result of the impact of development should only be considered as a
last resort once all other mitigation measures have been exhausted. The focus
should be on sustainable site selection to reduce the requirement for
accommodating additional demand generated by inappropriate sites.
Highways
The council has discussed the need for a supporting integrated Infrastructure
Agency
Plan. The document is being prepared alongside the Core Strategy, it will need to
provide a clear outline of what transport investment is required and how this will
deliver the site allocations in a sustainable manner. The document will be a critical
component in the LDF process and should therefore be given appropriate
weighting alongside the evidence base which is being formulated. Oldham Council
must seek to show that sites are being delivered in locations which are
sustainable and identify any necessary measures to ensure there is not an undue
onus upon car travel. The Infrastructure appraisal will not only need to assess
where local networks exist but also what capacity is available and if this is
sufficient to accommodate development. The phasing of development will also be
critical to development and an over reliance on new schemes such as Metrolink
should be avoided, placing a requirement on an integrated public transport
network. The Agency is also keen to see opportunities explored such as Park and
Ride which has risen up the political agenda given the undertakings associated
with Metrolink. It would be good to see a clear commitment in the Core Strategy to
promoting such measures and investigating opportunities to address existing
constraints and address future demand. The Park and Ride facilities have been
shown on the ‘Key diagram' but there is minimal commentary in the supporting
text. The following news extract (figure 6.1) identifies that there is already work in
progress to bring forward such sites: Extract from Issue 2 / Winter 2009 - The
Link/2 - Metrolink news and developments from GMPTE. Figure 6.1 - Park and
Ride associated with Metrolink extension in Oldham
Northwest
The preamble to Policy Direction 6 helpfully raises the issue of the Community
Regional
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and the council's need to decide whether to adopt this
Development approach when the relevant statutory provisions come into force. This decision will
Agency
have a significant bearing on the scope and content of this policy within the Core
Strategy. The CIL route would require the preparation of a separate Charging
Schedule.

Council Response
develop its policy on infrastructure and
developer contributions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
Comment noted. The council will
develop its policy on infrastructure and
developer contributions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comment noted.
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209 Mr
Tony
Marlor

286 Helen
Telfer

310 Mr
Len
Harris
342 Arnis
Buklovskis

Organisation
Saddleworth
Parish
Council

Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
Paragraph 9.59 - Far too much use has been made of late of the alternative of
commuted sums in lieu of affordable housing and open space obligations. The
policies need to be strengthened so that this is genuinely a last resort rather than
the norm. Paragraph 9.61 - The principle of a CIL is supported where the levy
realistically reflects the cost of infrastructural improvements associated with new
developments. This is particularly welcome in areas such as Saddleworth where
high land and property prices would sustain a levy of this kind. The policy on low
value regeneration areas should not inhibit use of such a policy in other areas of
the borough. Paragraph 9.62 - Pooling of CIL is not supported as this would
weaken local control of developments and infrastructural improvements. Major
regional infrastructure improvements should be funded from central government.
Paragraph 9.63 - Strongly disagree with this approach. Local control of
development and infrastructure is essential to truly reflect local priorities and
needs. Paragraph 9.64 - We would not support CIL unless this was under tight
local control.
Environment Development should be located where there is spare capacity in the existing water
Agency
supply and waste water treatment, sewer and strategic surface water mains
capacity, in so far as this would be consistent with other planning objectives.
Where this is not possible development must be phased so that new infrastructure
capacity can be provided without environmental harm. The results from the SFRA
should inform the core strategy of potential surface water issues and the need to
ensure that there is adequate infrastructure in these areas. Potential uses of the
CIL of interest to the Agency include integrated flood risk schemes and also the
creation of new or enhanced open space corridors as part of funded Green
Infrastructure projects.
Oldham
The Pathfinder supports any approach that clarifies the circumstances in which
Rochdale
developer contributions are required and the nature of the contribution to be
Partners In
made. As this policy develops, at the appropriate time, we would like to discuss
Action HMR the implications for regeneration-led housing developments, particularly where
public subsidy is used to provide financial support.
Oldham MBC The second paragraph starts by making reference to specific types of
development. The second sentence then seems to mix types of development,
such as retail and leisure, which may require obligations/developer contributions,
with matters such as accessibility, transport, renewable energy, community
facilities, which may need to be addressed by such an obligation/contribution.
Types of development should be described in the first sentence and deleted from
the second. In light of the emerging public realm strategy for Oldham Town Centre
and the fact that any boroughwide open space policy would not readily apply in

Council Response
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will develop its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF and will have regard
to the points raised.

Comments noted. The council will
have regard to the points made in
developing its policy on infrastructure
and developer contributions during the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. The council will
have regard to the points made in
developing its policy on infrastructure
and developer contributions during the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. The council will
have regard to the points made in
developing its policy on infrastructure
and developer contributions during the
next stages of the LDF.
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D
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Organisation Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
the town centre, town centre public realm should be included as an additional
policy requirement.
GMPTE
This policy direction seems confused. It starts to list the types of developments
that may require planning obligations/developer contributions, but then also lists
what the contributions may be used to improve. There should be a clear
distinction made between the type of developments that may require developer
contributions and likely infrastructure, facilities or measures that a developer may
be asked to contribute towards in order to mitigate the impact of their
development.
Weir Caravan We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Park
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
c/o Chorlton We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Planning
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended

Council Response

Comments noted. The council will
have regard to the points made in
developing its policy on infrastructure
and developer contributions during the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
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Organisation Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 Developer Contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
c/o Chorlton We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Planning
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in

Council Response
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
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Organisation Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
P&D
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 Developer Contributions to
Northern
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
Steels Ltd
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
c/o Chorlton We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Planning
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
c/o Chorlton We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Planning
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more

Council Response
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
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Organisation Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
Design
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Studio
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
Dronsfield
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Mercedes c/o provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
Chorlton
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
Planning
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
John Dixon & We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Associates
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
Ltd
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible

Council Response
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
Mr
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
R.M.
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
Eglin
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
Mr
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
R
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
Thomas
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
Robert Scott Robert Scott We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
and Sons
& Sons Ltd
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
Indo African Indo African We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to

Council Response
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
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Organisation Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
Exports Ltd
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted
Splash
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Properties
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
Sanderson
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Bros
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
Commercials mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
c/o Chorlton We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Planning Ltd provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions

Council Response
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
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Organisation Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended

Council Response
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
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Organisation Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
c/o Chorlton We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Planning Ltd provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
Quantum
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Star
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in

Council Response
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
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Organisation Comments on Policy Direction 6 Infrastructure and Developer Contributions
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
c/o Taylor
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
and Wood
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
Estate
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
Agents
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
c/o Roland
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Gaskell
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more

Council Response
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
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simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
c/o Chorlton We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Planning
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
c/o Chorlton We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Planning
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible

Council Response
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
755 Mr
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
F
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
Winterbottom
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
756 Mr
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
J.
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
McLintock
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
757 Yorkshire
Yorkshire
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to
Mills Ltd
Mills Ltd
provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
758 Mr
We would caution against the reliance on section 106 developer contributions to

Council Response
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
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provide the range of facilities listed, especially for residential schemes. As
mentioned in paragraph 9.60 it is important to note that developer contributions
can affect the viability of proposals, particularly when the demands made on
developers have been increased over recent years. It is strongly recommended
that supplementary planning guidance on this issue should be reviewed and that
the development industry, including local developers, should be more included in
the process. Negotiations regarding section 106 developer contributions can
cause considerable delays in bringing sites forward for development. A more
simple, straight-forward system that is acceptable to the local development
industry should be drawn up and agreed by all stakeholders. The possible
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Level (CIL) is noted.
Quantum
The infrastructure and developer contributions policy direction identifies that
Services
housing will be covered by separate policies. However, the policy direction does
indicate that retail and leisure, design, construction, climate change / low
emissions / environmental technologies / renewable energy, green infrastructure,
built and historic environments and, crime and safety may be dealt with through
this policy. Unfortunately the policy does not identify how this may be undertaken
and therefore it is slightly unclear at this stage. Placing too heavier burden onto
proposals may render schemes commercially unviable, particularly where
redevelopment involves the retention and renovation of a listed building.

Council Response
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. National guidance
sets out the role, function and
purposes of developer contributions.
Oldham Council has regard to this
national advice in setting out its policy
on developer contributions. The
council will have regard to the points
made when developing its policy on
infrastructure and developer
contributions in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments made about Policy Direction 7 Gateways and Corridors
ID
Name
133 Mr
Alan
Hubbard

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 7 Gateways and Corridors
National
Specific support is given to an approach that will improve footpaths/public rights of
Trust
way and cycle routes - these are essential elements in improving access to
greenspaces (and also have the potential to address climate change adaptation
issues in other ways, e.g. with appropriate enhancements to the routes and their
boundaries to facilitate the migration of flora and fauna).
163 Lisa
Highways
Paragraph 9.72 discusses the need to consult with the Agency on any infrastructure
Henderson Agency
schemes which are likely to affect the operation of the Trunk Road Network. The
Agency welcomes these comments but would also reference the need to consult

Council Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted. All sites will be
appraised against a number of
criteria, including traffic implications.
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Organisation

GMPTE

Comments on Policy Direction 7 Gateways and Corridors
upon any development which may have a material impact on the Strategic Road
Network. It is however acknowledged that the policy direction is primarily focused
upon improvements to transport routes and networks in the borough. The cumulative
affects of development could also have implications for traffic on the M62 and this is
the subject of ongoing modelling exercises. It is also important that the policy
direction seeks to integrate the gateways and corridors to ensure a comprehensive
network to serve movements without barriers or lost connections.

Council Response
Work is currently underway on two
pieces of transport modelling for the
LDF evidence base. One is being
carried out at the AGMA level on the
Greater Manchester Strategy
Planning Model which is a key tool for
appraising transport and land use
schemes. The council is also liaising
with the Agency on a TIAT model
which will assess the impacts of
potential housing and employment
developments within Oldham on the
Strategic Road Network.
Comments noted. We will have regard
Paragraph 9.67 Metrolink - GMPTE would prefer this final sentence to read "but
following the rejection of the Transport Innovation Fund the delivery timescale is now to these points in taking forward the
unclear". Paragraph 9.68 Transport Infrastructure - This sentence should read "The next stages of the LDF. We will
amend the section regarding the
policy area identifies the future transport infrastructure for which land will be
Metrolink to reflect the current position
safeguarded". Paragraph 9.69 - GMPTE note the long term aspiration of Oldham
of the scheme and the duplication of
Council for a rail station at Diggle and that the route utilisation strategy does not
the former rail alignments will be
show sufficient benefits to justify a new station at present. Should Network Rail
corrected.
restore four tracks through the Standedge tunnels then a review of the present
situation would be of value. Paragraph 9.72 - There appears to be some duplication
of the former rail alignments listed. The whole of the Micklehurst loop line (Tameside
boundary to Standedge tunnels) should be included, not just to Butterhouse Lane.
Metrolink Final bullet point should read - "Shaw and Crompton (conversion existing
rail station and possible additional car parking) " The final sentence should read
"Land would also be safeguarded for existing proposals for the on-street extension of
Metrolink through the town centre in accordance with the Metrolink TWA. Protection
of disused railway lines "The policy may protect disused railway lines from
development that would prevent their reuse for any identified transport schemes".
GMPTE would prefer this sentence to read... "that would prevent their reuse for any
future transport schemes". Transport schemes typically have a long development
time period and there are difficulties involved in the formal identification of schemes.
For example: The Manchester Hub Rail Study is examining the future travel demand
between the North West and Yorkshire/Humberside/East Midlands/North East,
including the need for additional track capacity. The study is to take place during
2009-14. It is possible that the Micklehurst loop formation between Stalybridge and
Diggle could be considered for reinstatement to provide additional capacity (for local
or other services) on the Manchester-Leeds Transpennine route. However, there are
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no current proposals to re open the route and I am not aware of any investigations
into this. Nevertheless, it would be desirable to prevent further development on the
formation until the future infrastructure needs on the transpennine corridor have been
clarified. There is clearly an issue of how to protect alignments which have potential
for future transport use, but have not yet reached the stage where a scheme can be
included in the LTP or the LDF.
186 Mr
Northwest
We welcome and support the references in Policy Direction 7 on 'Gateways and
Steven
Regional
Corridors' to the extension of Metrolink in Oldham. This reflects Action 77 in the
Broomhead Development Regional Economic Strategy. However, the first part of the policy simply says that it
Agency
may support a number of Transport Strategies such as the Greater Manchester
LTP. Whilst the core strategy clearly needs to complement and support these wider
strategies, it should also be capable of being read as a freestanding document. We
therefore suggest that the policy should focus on specific transport priorities for
Oldham. More generalised statements of support for other strategies and plans
(which are likely to be reviewed and amended) are best confined to the supporting
text. With regard to implementation, we suggest that "LTP" is replaced with
appropriate delivery partners such as GMPTE and Network Rail.
210 Mr
Saddleworth Paragraph 9.66 - Far too much activity in the LTP lacks local accountability. More
Tony
Parish
policy needs to be devolved to a local level and reflected in the LDF. Paragraph 9.67
Marlor
Council
- Most of the statements in this paragraph in terms of the impact of Metrolink on the
regeneration of the town are unsubstantiated and questionable. A more measured
and factually based approach is required here. Paragraph 9.69 - A station at Diggle
would have significant benefits for the people of Saddleworth. The costs are minimal
in terms of the major benefits in a rural area starved of an attractive and convenient
public transport infrastructure. Paragraph 9.70 - The development of the greenfield
Knowles Lane site is not supported nor is the extension of Lees New Road.
Paragraph 9.72 - The descriptions of the disused railway lines are confused.
Uppermill to Delph is the same as Delph Donkey, Tame Valley is the same as
Borough boundary to Butterhouse Lane. Butterhouse Lane is in Dobcross ward not
Uppermill. Paragraph 9.73 - We would not support highway widening in Saddleworth
and would like to see this reflected in policy on QBCs. Paragraph 9.76 - More flexible
standards are required for new developments in Saddleworth villages where public
transport facilities are limited, also in Uppermill where resident parking is very limited.
Bullet point 9 - High quality rather than mediocre quality developments should be
encouraged along all routes in the borough not just gateways. Bullet points 10 and
11 - Are supported in terms of safeguarding of land. The route of Lees New Road
extension should be maintained open and undeveloped. The Protection of Disused
railway Lines is fully supported. Public Rights of Way and Pedestrian Route strategy
is fully supported The policy of significant freight movement is fully supported

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The
description of the disused railways will
be amended. In relation to car parking
standards, these are set at a regional
level in the Regional Spatial Strategy
which forms part of the borough's
development plan.
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Comments on Policy Direction 7 Gateways and Corridors
This policy direction is supported, particularly the reference to high quality
developments.

Council Response
Comments noted.

Our client is aware of the link between the completion of the extension of the Lees
New Road and the development of the Knowls Lane allocated housing site. Clearly
the sooner the housing site is phased for development then the sooner that the road
link will be completed.
We welcome a policy direction to secure improvements to the Public Rights of Way
network and routes for non-motorised travel.
Suggests that thought be given to creating a Metrolink development corridor
allocating a type of business which should be allocated within so many metres of a
Metrolink station. In Shaw and Crompton's case this would involve more quality
development rather than warehousing next to a station. Similar considerations could
apply to Werneth.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

The policy directions based on transport are generally in line with the key RSS
policies (both relevant DP and RT policies). There is a clear knowledge and
understanding of relevant regional and local transport planning policy and how this
relates to Oldham. Public transport has an important role within the preferred
options, this is reflected in policy direction 7 which promote gateways and corridors
for transport links including public transport (buses and trains), walking and cycling. It
is encouraging to see that there are proposals to improve pedestrian and cycle
access well as provide additional bus/train services. This will further encourage
sustainable travel in line with RSS policies DP5, RT3 and RT9.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. Paragraph 9.67
makes reference to the fact that
Metrolink will create attractive
economic regeneration opportunities.
This will be reflected in the policy at
the next stage of the LDF.
Comments noted.

Comments made about Policy Direction 8 Promoting Accessibility and Sustainable Transport Choices
ID

Name

114 Debra
Holroyd

Organisation
4NW

Comments on Policy Direction 8 Promoting Accessibility and Sustainable
Transport Choices
In terms of transport, we recognise that our comments made on the issues and
options consultation have been taken onboard and we can see progress on this
policy area has occurred due to the policy directions that are set out. The policy
directions based on transport are generally in line with the key RSS policies (both

Council Response
Comments noted.
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Comments on Policy Direction 8 Promoting Accessibility and Sustainable
Council Response
Transport Choices
relevant DP and RT policies). There is a clear knowledge and understanding of
relevant regional and local transport planning policy and how this relates to
Oldham. 4NW note that our previous comments on car parking standards and the
work completed by Mouchel consultants on revision to the standards and also work
on this within the RSS partial review have now been taken on board and are
mentioned in the document. Public transport has an important role within the
preferred options, this is reflected in policy direction 8 which promote gateways
and corridors for transport links including public transport (buses and trains),
walking and cycling. It is encouraging to see that there are proposals to improve
pedestrian and cycle access well as provide additional bus/train services. This will
further encourage sustainable travel in line with RSS policies DP5, RT3 and RT9.
The importance of Travel Planning and Travel Assessments within planning
applications is also acknowledged, 4NW encourage this; the inclusion of walking
and cycling to work will also be important modes to target.
The intentions set out here are supported.
Comments noted.
The report has indentified the key element of national government transport policy
as discussed in PPG13. The need for Travel Plans and Transport Assessments
has been identified as well as the appropriate guidance on thresholds. It is also
important to reiterate that whilst thresholds have been identified there may be a
need to accompany the figures with a caveat to state that sensitive or congested
location may also require Transport Assessments/Travel Plans even when the
identified thresholds are not reached. This would need to be agreed in consultation
with development control officers and any respective stakeholders on a site by site
basis.
This policy should make reference to the need for developer contributions towards
measures to improve accessibility by sustainable transport choices for
development sites which are not accessible. Alternatively, policy direction 6 should
be expanded to include greater detail. The classification to be used to assess the
transport accessibility of sites should make it clear that the 400m and 800m
distances quoted refer to walking distances rather than a straight line on a map as
this does not always represent a true measure of accessibility. There may also be
issues with using subjective wording in classification groups. Definitions of very
good, good, and basic accessibility may be open to challenge by developers, it may
be more appropriate to use High, Medium and Low.
Bullet Points 2 & 3 - should emphasize the need for promoting and improving

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. Policy Direction 6
refers to "transport/highways" which can
include "measures to improve
accessibility to public transport". We will
have regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
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Comments on Policy Direction 8 Promoting Accessibility and Sustainable
Transport Choices
commuter rail facilities in Saddleworth. Metrolink has no relevance to commuters
in Saddleworth in the absence of Park & Ride facilities.
This policy direction is supported as a part of developing sustainable communities.
As this policy develops, at the appropriate time, we would like to discuss the
implications of residential travel plans for regeneration-led housing developments,
particularly where public subsidy is used to provide financial support.
We support a policy direction to secure sustainable travel options within Oldham.

Council Response
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.

This policy direction continues the emphasis of sustainable modes of transport and Comments noted. We will have regard
sets out thresholds for Transport Assessments and Travel Plans. Quantum
to these points in taking forward the next
Services believe policies should be incorporated to direct new housing
stages of the LDF.
development to locations with good public transport accessibility.

Comments made about Policy Direction 9 Housing
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Comments on Policy Direction 9 Housing
The Oldham
It is difficult to comment on this section without a deeper knowledge of the
College
calculations used as the basis for setting out the volume of build. Can I refer back
to Cantle's recommendation on housing: (1) Oldham's approach to tackling
ingrained segregation in housing needs to go beyond the Housing Market Renewal
project. A long-term strategy should be developed founded on a positive and
compelling vision for the future of Oldham with more integrated communities. This
must cover all housing areas and will require widening the involvement of
Registered Social Landlords, private sector landlords and local estate agents.
United
If you consult United Utilities Water plc about proposed development sites, we will
Utilities
advise on our capacity to serve the sites with water and wastewater services.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Although the area of Lees and Saddleworth is the largest in Oldham, the actual
Comments noted. The potential
sites for new housing are not. With the already overdevelopment in some villages distribution of housing across the
and permissions granted for many more houses, any further housing development borough set out within the policy
is contradictory to the council's policies directions.
direction reflects the preferred spatial
strategy and is based on the identified
settlement hierarchy.
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4NW
4NW support the focus of housing development on Oldham town centre and local
town centres, regeneration areas and appropriate levels in sustainable locations in
built-up areas in line with RSS policy RDF1 which states that Oldham is included in
the list of towns / cities as a third priority for development. We also support the reuse of previously developed land and high quality design as stated in policy
directions 5 and 9. We note that paragraph 9.89 states that the RSS figures only
extends to 2021, however it is clearly stated in Policy L4 of the RSS that the
average annual requirement will continue beyond 2021 for the purposes of
producing LDF’s. The policy will have to set out how the core strategy will meet
RSS figures, although it should be noted that the annual average figure can be
exceeded or unmet in any one year in line with the plan, monitor, manage
approach. This is set out in paragraph 7.19 in the RSS.
National
The spatial approach as set out in the third paragraph is supported.
Trust
Northwest
Regional
Development
Agency

The Agency welcomes and supports the general thrust of Policy Directions 9 to 13
on housing. We would, however, welcome further clarification regarding the
calculation of the borough's housing requirement. Paragraph 9.88 refers to the
(net) RSS figure of 289 dwellings per annum, which equates to a total requirement
of 5,200 from 2003, to 2021. Paragraph 9.89 addresses to the need to extrapolate
the RSS figure beyond 2021 and suggests a requirement of 4,624 for the period to
2025/26. We are not clear how this can be less than the 5,200 required to 2021. As
the consultation paper does not provide a clearance figure for 2003 to 2009, we
are also unclear how the overall requirement of 6,986 dwellings from 2009/10 to
2025/26 has been derived. Policy Direction 9 indicates that the policy will seek to
focus development on brownfield land and the re-use of buildings. This seems to
us unnecessary given that the sequential approach set out in RSS Policy DP4
already forms part of the statutory development plan for Oldham.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points, including the need to
clarify the explanation regarding the
borough's housing requirement, in
taking forward the next stages of the
LDF. With regards to the points for
clarification the figure of 4,624
dwellings (net of clearances) relates
to those dwellings required over the
plan period (2010/11 to 2025/26)
which is a period of 16 years, whereas
the 5,200 figures relates to the period
2003 to 2021 which is a period of 18
years. As stated in paragraph 9.89
the council will also need to take
account of any surplus or shortfall in
completions between 2003 (start of
the RSS requirement) and adoption of
the Core Strategy. Clearance from
2003/04 to 2007/08 was 1093
dwellings with a clearance forecast of
44 dwellings for 2008/09, which have
been taken into account when
calculating past performance through
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Council Response
assessing gross completions and
clearance to provide a net
completions figure. The method for
calculating the borough's housing
requirement will be made clearer in
the next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
Saddleworth Paragraph 9.86 - "high quality replacement homes" implies that demolition of
to these points in taking forward the
Parish
existing housing stock is prioritised. This is not supported. Paragraph 9.90 - The
next stages of the LDF. In relation to
Council
brownfield policy should not be used to encourage development of gardens and
the SHLAA, Saddleworth Parish
employment land for housing. Paragraph 9.93 - The Parish Council have never
seen the SHLAA for comment. When and where was this issued? Paragraph 9.95 - Council was consulted on the SHLAA
at the same time as the Core Strategy
The clearance figures of 1844 are strongly opposed. Paragraph 9.98 - Phase II
Preferred Options. The definition of
housing land should be released as a last resort and be protected from the
Saddleworth refers to the built up
changing fortunes of the HMR programme. Housing targets for the HMR areas
areas.
should be separated from those for the rest of the borough. Paragraph 9.99 Saddleworth does not presently have wide access to local jobs, key services or
infrastructure, and therefore is not a suitable area for high levels of development.
Paragraph 9.100 - The 9.3% of total housing supply in Saddleworth & Lees needs
to be enforced if the excessive development levels of recent years are to be
avoided with the consequent negative impact on the character of the area.
Paragraph 9.104 - The fact that the long waiting lists for social housing have been
partially created by HMR clearance policy indicates the need for a re-assessment
of the HMR policies. Terraced housing in Oldham is fully occupied demonstrating
that it is meeting a market need. The large numbers of terraced houses should be
seen as an asset rather than a problem waiting to be solved. Paragraph 9.105 This paragraph is not very clear. The SHMA study results seem rather broad brush
as presented. Within the borough there are many different socio-economic areas
and groups. Presumably the 30% figure for social housing should be a minimum
not a maximum. Paragraph 9.115 - It is not clear what the definition of Saddleworth
villages includes. Are Springhead, Grotton and Uppermill included in relation to
these priorities? Paragraph 9.116 - As stated before some for of capping is needed
to ensure disproportionate numbers of dwellings are not built in particular areas.
(i.e. approx. 9% in Saddleworth & Lees).
Environment In respect to housing there is little or no mention of sustainable design. The
Comments noted. The core strategy
Agency
Agency would expect that the guiding principles set out in planning policy i.e.,
should be read as a whole and it is
PPS1 and ‘UK sustainable development strategy', is at the heart of any new
not appropriate to refer to 'sustainable
housing strategy in Oldham. For example. To ensure the provision of high quality design' within the housing policies as
housing in terms of both design and layout which improves the overall image of the it forms part of Policy Direction 5 on
borough, and apply stringent standards to ensure new development has reduced
Design. This policy will seek to
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carbon emissions to the point of all new development being carbon neutral by
2026. Ensure positive urban design to create and enhance urban greening which
contributes to climate change adaption, and helps minimise risk to the economy
and communities by promoting and/or enhancing natural management measures.

Council Response
encourage developments reflect a
series of design principles including
sustainability and good streets and
spaces, which is about creating
places with attractive outdoor spaces.
Likewise in relation to 'urban greening'
the Core Strategy includes a policy
direction on Green Infrastructure
which will seek to identify, protect and
enhance the multi-functional green
infrastructure within the borough.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

313 Mr
Len
Harris

Oldham
Rochdale
Partners In
Action HMR

335 Lord

c/o Smiths

The reference to good quality housing, choice and diversity is welcomed and
supported, although the term "balanced housing markets" needs defining
(paragraph 9.85). The reference to radically improving the quality and variety of
housing is similarly supported (paragraph 9.86). Although it is understood that the
Regional Spatial Strategy sets the level of housing requirement, it would be useful
to understand whether or not the 289 dwellings p.a. (net) is still appropriate in the
light of up-to-date demographic data. The avowed aim of the Preferred Option is to
ensure that local housing market needs are met and to ensure a "balanced and
sustainable housing market". As this policy direction is further defined, it will be
useful to understand how achieving this housing requirement will meet these aims.
The narrative on different needs set out in paras. 9.110 to 9.114 is welcomed,
although it is unclear how this analysis informs the overall strategy. The analysis of
the housing supply shows an apparently healthy position. However a significant
proportion of the current supply (with permission) is in the form of permission for
flatted developments. Given current circumstances in the market, there has to be a
question mark over the reasonableness of the assumption that these proposed
developments have a realistic chance of coming to fruition. Also, given current
economic circumstances, it may be useful to review assumptions made as part of
the SHLAA, particularly around five year supply availability and associated
timescales. The spatial distribution of the supply indicates a large percentage of
development will take place in the Oldham sub-district. This is broadly supported,
however there is a need to clearly explain how the spatial distribution supports the
Vision and key objectives - e.g. how is it "transformational"?, to what extent will it
meet housing needs and demands? The approach to defining a settlement
hierarchy and phasing (see also PD11) is broadly supported in principle but there
needs to be further clarity around how it will be implemented, especially in relation
to windfall sites.
The references to the need for choice and diversity, mix and quality and variety of Comments noted. We will have regard
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Gore
housing provision are noted and welcomed. Paragraph 9.116 also indicates that a
degree of flexibility of approach is necessary in the delivery of housing. Following
on from the comments made already it is not considered that the above needs will
be met unless a mix of brownfield and greenfield sites are brought forward for
housing development on a phased basis throughout the plan period. It is submitted
that the distribution proposed - particularly the 61% in Oldham itself - will not
provide for sufficient choice and diversity throughout the borough both in terms of
house types and locations. It is submitted that the final version of this policy should
make greater reference to the need for a variety of housing sites both brownfield
and greenfield to be made available throughout the plan period. It is also
considered that the distribution should be re-examined to increase the amount of
housing development to be located in areas such as Lees with a corresponding
reduction in the amount to be located in Oldham itself.
OMBC
9.87 - new housing strategy for 2009/12 will be approved in May 2009; follows
Economy
themes of quantity, quality and people. Net new build figures are beset with
Place and
difficulty as clearance levels vary so much from year to year. The continued
Skills
downturn in the market has led to a number of sites being mothballed with no
Directorate
foreseeable prospect of development in the short term. Sites with current planning
permission may be subject to change if they originally contained a large number of
apartments. This will affect densities and the final number of homes produced. We
consider that this will have the most marked effect on the ‘less than 5 years'
pipeline. The Greater Manchester SHMA was completed when the housing market
was at its height and as a result some outcomes might be undeliverable. There are
particular concerns around whether owner occupation levels can continue to
increase (as per the LDF) when the jobs market is in decline. In addition, the LDF
does not explicitly state that any such increases need to be sustainable in the
longer term. The effects of the credit crunch / downturn are likely to be around for
many years to come and should have greater prominence within the LDF. The
revised homelessness strategy now focuses on homelessness prevention and
minimising the use of temporary accommodation - the objectives listed in the LDF
reflect an earlier strategy and have been superseded. The economic viability
appraisal tool will be used to judge how much affordable housing should be
provided on site. The economic downturn is likely to lead to lower profits and will
thus restrict the level of affordable housing that can be provided. In a number of
cases, intermediate housing products have proved difficult to deliver. We will carry
out further work with the HCA to develop and promote more suitable products. The
LDF does not consider whether minimum densities need to be revised in the light
of the downturn and the lack of appetite for building apartments. Mixed income
developments may well be as important as mixed income schemes in the current

Council Response
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. Regarding the
net new build figures the borough's
housing requirement of 289 dwellings
per annum (net of clearance) is set
out within RSS. In relation to sites with
current planning permission that may
be subject to change, the five-year
supply is reviewed on an annual basis
to feed into the preparation of the
Annual Monitoring Report. As part of
this process a review is undertaken of
planning permissions granted during
the relevant financial year including
re-submissions and plot substitutions
and the five-year supply records are
then amended to reflect the mix.
Where intentions for revising the mix
of a proposed development is in the
public domain (such as a newspaper
article) these are also amended in the
five-year supply. This enables the
council to monitor changes to
schemes and the impact this has
densities and five-year supply.
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Comments on Policy Direction 9 Housing
economic climate this situation may well prevail for several years. Green
infrastructure - attention needs to be given to the management and maintenance of
these areas, together with the widest possible community ownership of the
resource. The churches listed are C of E, not Methodist. We agree with the need
for a local listings directory. The policy does not consider buildings which, whilst of
historical merit, are impossible to convert, e.g. Hartford Mill, Park Road warehouse.
These blight the wider area and in their present state, will make it considerably
harder to achieve regeneration in the surrounding areas. Vital to address crime,
neighbourhood management, street cleaning, etc. in order to maximise the benefits
of improving Oldham's housing offer.
We agree with the approach on spatial distribution (paragraph 9.100). The priority
for new residential development should be in suitable locations which offer a range
of community facilities and with good access to jobs, key services and
infrastructure in order to create sustainable communities. We note that Figure 4
shows that 60.9% of the potential housing land supply identified within the draft
SHLAA is in West and East Oldham, thus reflecting that much of this area falls
within the HMR area and includes many of the regeneration initiatives including
Hathershaw and Fitton Hill.
The direction discusses the spatial distribution of housing within the borough to
meet RSS annual requirement. The council are heavily reliant on sites being
developed in the short to medium term on those with planning permission and
existing allocations. There is no guarantee that sites will be developed at the
densities approved, particularly those where apartment schemes are major
components. The use of some greenfield sites will therefore be required to meet
the potential shortfall. Paragraph 3 should be changed as follows: `development on
brownfield land and the re-use of buildings together with some greenfield release
(where required) in accordance with a phased approach and a settlement hierarchy
based on...'
Policy Direction 9 states that policy may seek to ensure the effective use of land
through focusing development on brownfield land and the re-use of buildings in
accordance with a phased approach and a settlement hierarchy. It is considered
that the approach of utilising brownfield land in the first instance accords with
national policy guidance set out in Planning Policy Statement 3 (PPS3) and RSS
policy DP4. Money Controls New Coin Street site is situated in a highly sustainable
location in Royton and constitutes previously developed land in accordance with
Annex B of PPS3. As a result, in principle, we support the settlement hierarchy for
locating residential development as set out in Policy Direction 9. The draft policy
also proposes to set the likely spatial distribution of housing within the main areas

Council Response

Comments noted.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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Council Response
of the borough. It is considered that this approach does not provide sufficient
flexibility and is too rigid. Concerns are raised that should these quantum of
housing development be fulfilled in a particular area early in the plan process, that
highly sustainable brownfield sites which are both deliverable and developable in
line with guidance set out in PPS3 cannot come forward. As a result, it is
requested that these quantum of development are removed from the emerging
policy or added flexibility be applied.
Oldham MBC Paragraphs 8.1/9.115/PD9 - for town centre housing is some commentary needed Comments noted. We will have regard
Economy
to these points in taking forward the
on the mix and type of housing given the current market position? Are private
Place and
sector apartments the right thing for the town centre and if not what are?
next stages of the LDF.
Skills
Directorate
Weir Caravan It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Comments noted. We will have regard
Park
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
to these points in taking forward the
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land next stages of the LDF. The council
requirements as set out in RSS. However the potential housing sites identified as are currently reviewing the Strategic
part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham Town Centre and the built up Housing Land Availability Assessment
area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in Saddleworth and Lees. An overto April 2009.
concentration of housing in the town centres and former Oldham borough is
unlikely to lead to a wide range of housing sites, types and prices being available
throughout Oldham. A higher percentage of family and upper market housing, and
in turn affordable housing, is recommended for the areas outside the built up area
of Oldham.
c/o Chorlton It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Comments noted. We will have regard
Planning
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
to these points in taking forward the
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land next stages of the LDF. The council
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
are currently reviewing the Strategic
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Housing Land Availability Assessment
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
in light of comments received as part
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in of the consultation undertaken March
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in to April 2009.
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Comments noted. We will have regard
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
to these points in taking forward the
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Organisation

761 Mr
I
Corbett

762 Mr
P
Ward

763 Mr
J
Downs

c/o Chorlton
Planning
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indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential

Council Response
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
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Name

Organisation

764 Peter
Martin

P&D
Northern
Steels Ltd

765 Mr
S
Howarth

c/o Chorlton
Planning

766 Mr
J
Lees

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Policy Direction 9 Housing
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in

Council Response
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
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Name

767 Mr
S
Ingram

768 Dronsfield
Mercedes

769 John Dixon
Associates
Ltd

Organisation
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Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
Design
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Studio
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
Dronsfield
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Mercedes c/o been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
Chorlton
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
Planning
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
John Dixon & It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Associates
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
Ltd
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in

Council Response
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.
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Organisation

770 Mr
R.M.
Eglin

771 Mr
R
Thomas

772 Robert Scott Robert Scott
and Sons
& Sons Ltd
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the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.
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Name

773 Indo African
Exports Ltd

774 Splash
Properties

775 Mr
Samuel
Brian
Sanderson

Organisation
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percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
Indo African It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Exports Ltd
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
Splash
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Properties
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
Sanderson
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Bros
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
Commercials indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.
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776 Mr
L
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777 Mrs
P
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778 Charles
Lees

779 Mr
B.H.

Organisation
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c/o Chorlton It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Planning Ltd been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
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Name
Tomlinson

780 Mr
C
Taylor

781 Quantum
Star Ltd

782 Mr
J
Fitton

Organisation
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indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
c/o Chorlton It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Planning Ltd been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
Quantum
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
Star
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential

Council Response
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
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783 Mr
P
Wood

Organisation

c/o Taylor
and Wood
Estate
Agents

784 Peter
Sykes

785 Mr
S
Cox

c/o Roland
Gaskell
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housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in

Council Response
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
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ID

Name

Organisation

786 Mr
R
Cocking

c/o Chorlton
Planning

787 Mr
J
Jaskolka

c/o Chorlton
Planning

788 Mr
C.P.
Dawson

Comments on Policy Direction 9 Housing
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in

Council Response
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.
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ID

Name

Organisation

789 Mr
F
Winterbottom

790 Mr
J.
McLintock

791 Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 9 Housing
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.
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ID

Name

Organisation

792 Mr
Walker

1102 Unknown

Quantum
Services

Comments on Policy Direction 9 Housing
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
It is noted that a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has
been prepared as part of the LDF evidence base. The table in paragraph 9.94
indicates that over the LDF period Oldham can comfortably meet its housing land
requirements as set out in RSS. However as referred to earlier the potential
housing sites identified as part of the SHLAA rely heavily on sites within Oldham
Town Centre and the built up area of Oldham itself (61%) with only 11% in
Chadderton, 9% in Royton and Shaw, 9% in Failsworth and Hollinwood and 9% in
Saddleworth and Lees. As referred to earlier an over-concentration of housing in
the town centres and former Oldham borough is unlikely to lead to a wide range of
housing sites, types and prices being available throughout Oldham. A higher
percentage of family and upper market housing, and in turn affordable housing, is
recommended for the areas outside the built up area of Oldham.
The broad policy direction of ensuring the most effective use of land through
focusing on brownfield land and the re-use of buildings in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy is supported in principle by our client.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently reviewing the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment
in light of comments received as part
of the consultation undertaken March
to April 2009.

Comment noted.

Comments made about Policy Direction 10 Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople
ID
13

39

Name
Lars
Hansen

Mr
David
Hardman
121 Mr
Steve
Staines

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 10 Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople
Housing
With regard to travellers "facilities" should include an acknowledgement of the type
implementation of business with which travellers may be involved otherwise the "business" will
simply be conducted on an ad hoc basis and could lead to the sites being a mess.
There should therefore be consultation with travellers to ensure that "facilities" is
interpreted broadly to ensure that sites meet the needs of travellers.
United Utilities United Utilities supports the wording "it has access to, or can be linked to, facilities
and services that are required to meet the needs of the occupiers (including
facilities for sewage and waste disposal, water and power supplies and drainage".
Friends,
The preamble (paras 9.117-20) indicate a potential need for 26 pitches to 2015 for
Families and
Oldham. The interim RSS policy revision indicates a need for 45 residential pitches
Travellers
in Oldham to 2016 and also a need for transit provision (10 pitches minimum).
These figures are minima. FFT and TLRP are of the opinion that these new figures

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The figures for
pitch requirements quoted in the
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ID

Name

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 10 Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople
are close to the minima required. Hence the preamble will need to be altered to
take this into account and make clear that numbers are minima. FFT and TLRP
broadly agree with a policy which will set out the approach for the allocation of
sites and also by which to judge applications arising from unexpected demand.
This is in line with Government policy (Circular 1/2006 para 31). In our view more
pitches should be allocated than the minima indicated in the draft RSS policy to
cater for supply issues. The draft regional policy identifies a need for transit
provision and this should be specifically mentioned in Oldham's policy. Residential
sites should be capable of meeting the business needs of Gypsies and Travellers
who run their businesses from the same site where caravans are located. This
should be catered for in any further iteration of the policy. The policy should pay
due regard to varieties of tenure needed - paralleling that for private and affordable
housing. In our view the policy should lay out the mode of delivery of sites and a
timetable for clarity's sake. This parallels the councils planned approach to
housing land release.

Council Response

preamble were those available at the
time of writing. The figure of 26 pitches
relates to the Greater Manchester
Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation
Assessment. A partial review of the
RSS is currently underway and,
following consultation early 2009 on
the interim draft policy L6, 4NW are in
the process of preparing draft policies
for consultation in the summer. This
may or may not result in changes to
the pitch requirements. As required by
Circular 01/2006 the number of pitches
set out in RSS will be translated into
specific site allocations in the Site
Allocations Development Plan
Document that will form part of the
LDF. The borough's Unitary
Development Plan includes a criteria
based policy on gypsy and traveller
provision against which planning
applications can be assessed should
one come forward prior to adoption of
the Core Strategy.
National Trust Whilst the final ‘catch-all' is noted it is considered that specific reference should be Comments noted. We will have regard
made to a) green belt, and b) environmental resources - landscape character,
to these points in taking forward the
heritage features and their settings, and nature conservation resources.
next stages of the LDF.
Saddleworth
No specific comments.
Noted.
Parish Council

136 Mr
Alan
Hubbard
213 Mr
Tony
Marlor
1115 Mr
Northwest
Steven
Regional
Broomhead Development
Agency

The Agency welcomes and supports the general thrust of Policy Directions 9 to 13 Comments noted.
on housing.
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Comments made about Policy Direction 11 Managing the release of housing land
ID
8

Name
Wilkinson

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 11 Managing the release of housing land
Jupiter
I think there is no need for all this control and analysis. The land should be
Investments released all at once and if developers choose to build it all now then the result will
Ltd
be to the advantage of the community in the form of lower prices and faster and
earlier redevelopment. Releasing land slowly brings no advantage to the
community.

214 Mr
Tony
Marlor

Saddleworth
Parish
Council

314 Mr
Len
Harris

Oldham
Rochdale
Partners In
Action HMR
c/o Smiths
Gore

337 Lord
Mowbray

Paragraph 9.124 - The two phase 2 housing sites in Saddleworth (Knowls Lane
and Dumfries Farm) should be removed from the LDF as they are both greenfield
sites and do not meet the criteria listed in 9.124. Paragraph 9.126 - The approach
to housing land release should also take into account local circumstances. Where
levels of local development are taking place disproportionately compared with
other areas of the borough, a local cap should be placed on development to help
ensure that development takes place in targeted areas. Another bullet point should
be added to the list to incorporate this mechanism into the criteria for housing land
release. If disproportionate levels of housing development are to be avoided in
specific areas bullet point 3 of this Policy direction should be constrained by the
capping mechanism proposed above. Otherwise the consequence of
overdevelopment in Saddleworth arising from, for instance, a dramatic collapse of
the HMR programme would be a likely consequence. The term "settlement
hierarchy" needs to be explained in the glossary.
The approach to phasing is broadly supported in principle but there needs to be
further clarity around how the policy will be implemented, especially in relation to
maintaining a five year supply should regeneration sites not come forward within
the timescales currently envisaged.
It is acknowledged that the approach in this policy direction reflects government
advice and the contents of the RSS in regard to the priority to be given to the
development of brownfield land. In this respect the contents of the paragraph
9.124 are particularly welcomed. Once again it is submitted that the objective of
meeting the borough's housing needs cannot be met if the core strategy imposes

Council Response
Comments noted. The policy direction
reflects national guidance which
requires the LDF to set out
arrangements for managing the
release of land. Using the principles of
'plan, monitor and manage', local
authorities are expected to develop
policies and implementation strategies
to ensure that sufficient suitable land is
available to meet housing and
previously developed land objectives /
targets over the plan period.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. In relation to
the two Phase II sites at Knowls Lane
and Dumfries Farm, the Core Strategy
will not allocate housing sites, this will
be through the Site Allocations DPD
which will follow on after the adoption
of the Core Strategy.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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ID

Name

411 Unknown

418

425

444

793

Organisation

Grasscroft
Homes and
Property
Limited

Comments on Policy Direction 11 Managing the release of housing land
a rigid requirement for all brownfield sites to be delivered in advance of greenfield
sites.
The policy direction maintains that the priority is to achieve the RSS target for
housing development on Brownfield land. To achieve this, the policy discusses the
use of a ‘phased approach' and the council's ability to manage the release of
housing land to ensure there is at least a continuous five-year supply of
deliverable housing land and sets out the circumstances whereby applications will
be considered favourably. The use of greenfield sites can assist the council in
maintaining the supply and the policy direction should clearly state this. The RSS
target is not a ‘maximum' and the council's rolling five year supply should reflect
this. As written, new development will be prevented from coming forward.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
recognise that the annual average rate
of housing provision (net of clearance)
of 289 dwellings per annum set out in
RSS is not a maximum. The annual
average rate may be exceeded or not
achieved in any one year providing
that the total housing provision for
2003-2021 of 5,200 dwellings (net of
clearance) is achieved. The council
monitor housing development, starts
and completions and clearance on
annual basis through the Annual
Monitoring Report as part of their
'plan, monitor, manage' approach.
Money
HOW
It is noted that the council are proposing to include a policy which sets out the
Comments noted. We will have regard
Controls Ltd Planning Ltd approach to managing housing land release so as to ensure that it delivers
to these points in taking forward the
sufficient housing land to meet the boroughs housing requirements in line with the next stages of the LDF.
RSS target for housing development on brownfield land. As the draft policy does
not set any firm guidance as to how the release of housing land will be managed it
is difficult to consider this matter at this stage as a result of the level of information
provided.
John
Oldham MBC Paragraphs 8.1/9.115/PD9 - for town centre housing is some commentary needed Comments noted. We will have regard
Studholme
Economy
on the mix and type housing given the current market position. Are private sector to these points in taking forward the
Place and
apartments the right thing for the town centre and if not what are?
next stages of the LDF.
Skills
Directorate
Mr
Weir Caravan Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be Comments noted. We will have regard
D.
Park
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
to these points in taking forward the
Hind
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket
next stages of the LDF.
basis. For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of
the borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Mrs
c/o Chorlton Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be Comments noted. We will have regard
A
Planning
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
to these points in taking forward the
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ID

Name
Heathcote

Organisation

794 Mr
D
Fisher
795 Mr
I
Corbett
796 Mr
P
Ward
797 Mr
J
Downs

c/o Chorlton
Planning

798 Peter
Martin

P&D
Northern
Steels Ltd

799 Mr
S
Howarth

c/o Chorlton
Planning

800 Mr
J
Lees

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Policy Direction 11 Managing the release of housing land
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.

Council Response
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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ID
Name
801 Mr
S
Ingram

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

802

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

803

804

805

806

807

808

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 11 Managing the release of housing land
Design
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
Studio
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Dronsfield
Dronsfield
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
Mercedes
Mercedes c/o included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
Chorlton
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
Planning
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
John Dixon John Dixon & Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
Associates
Associates
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
Ltd
Ltd
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Mr
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
R.M.
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
Eglin
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Mr
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
R
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
Thomas
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Robert Scott Robert Scott Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
and Sons
& Sons Ltd
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Indo African Indo African Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
Exports Ltd Exports Ltd
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Splash
Splash
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
Properties
Properties
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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ID

Name

809 Mr
Samuel
Brian
Sanderson
810 Mr
L
Perrins
811 Mrs
P
Lutener
812 Charles
Lees

813 Mr
B.H.
Tomlinson
814 Mr
C
Taylor
815 Quantum
Star Ltd

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 11 Managing the release of housing land
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
Sanderson
Bros
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
Commercials different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
c/o Chorlton Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
Planning Ltd included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
c/o Chorlton Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
Planning Ltd included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Quantum
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
Star
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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ID
Name
816 Mr
J
Fitton

Organisation

817 Mr
P
Wood

c/o Taylor
and Wood
Estate
Agents

818 Peter
Sykes

819 Mr
S
Cox

c/o Roland
Gaskell

820 Mr
R
Cocking

c/o Chorlton
Planning

821 Mr
J
Jaskolka

c/o Chorlton
Planning

822 Mr
C.P.
Dawson
823 Mr
F
Winterbottom

Comments on Policy Direction 11 Managing the release of housing land
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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ID

Name

Organisation

824 Mr
J.
McLintock
825 Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

826 Mr
Walker

1116 Mr
Steven
Broomhead
1141 Debra
Holroyd

Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 11 Managing the release of housing land
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
Given the length of the plan period it is inevitable that a phasing policy should be
included. However it is requested that the phasing policy takes account of the
different geographical areas of Oldham and is not implemented on a blanket basis.
For example, it may be appropriate to release later phases in one area of the
borough whilst land in earlier phases elsewhere still remains undeveloped.
The Agency welcomes and supports the general thrust of Policy Directions 9 to 13
on housing.

Northwest
Regional
Development
Agency
4NW
We welcome the overall proposed direction of policy direction 11.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.

Comment noted.

Comments made about Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing
ID
9

Name
Wilkinson

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing
Jupiter
Affordable housing contributions are nothing more than a tax on development. As
Investments such they are a huge disincentive to development. The 10% figure proposed is
Ltd
equal to 100% of a developer's typical net profit and is extremely harmful. To
make the tax negotiable is to remove all incentive to develop. Why bother starting
the development process when the negotiation demonstrates there are profits to
be made and then they will be taxed away. The need for affordable housing is not
a problem of the housing industry, it is a problem of low incomes. House

Council Response
Comments noted. Research, in the
form of the Greater Manchester
Strategic Housing Market Assessment
and the Oldham Housing Needs and
Demand Study, suggests that there is
a net annual need of 343 and 321
dwellings respectively, over a five-year
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ID

26

Name

Ms
Anne
Falloon

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing
construction costs in Oldham are very close to the selling price of houses and
there is no economic room for this silly tax. If low income people need housing
then they should receive housing benefit or we should build council or housing
association houses for them. To tax housing development in this way will only
depress Oldham's economy and reduce regeneration and development and
further impoverish Oldham. I also question the values reported and the need for
affordable housing at the level quoted. £88,000 is given as a typical house price
in Oldham as an example of unaffordability. This is the wrong value to refer to.
There are a large number of houses for sale in Oldham around £50,000. If this
isn't an affordable house value then I don't know what is? Where else in the UK
can houses as cheap as this be bought? Why is there a need at all for affordable
housing in Oldham?

The Oldham
College

It is not clear to me how ambitious these plans are for dealing with what Cantle
described as a dysfunctional housing market. Is the target for affordable housing
challenging enough?

Council Response
period, for affordable housing within
the borough. Whilst it is not the only
mechanism, one way in which the
council can help to meet this need is
through the provision of affordable
housing as part of new residential
development. The policy direction
reflects national planning guidance
and the council are currently preparing
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment to support the
setting of targets and thresholds within
the LDF. The 10% currently set out in
the preferred options is a target and
the policy direction sets out factors that
will be taken into account by the
council when negotiating on the level
of affordable housing to be provided,
including economic viability.
Comments noted. Affordable housing
delivered through the LDF process is
just one of many mechanisms in which
the council is able to address the
affordable housing need within the
borough. The council are in the
process of preparing an Affordable
Housing Strategy, which will contain
the council's key priorities and actions
for the next three years, demonstrating
how we will improve the affordable
housing offer for Oldham's residents.
The target set out within the policy
direction is subject to the findings of an
Affordable Housing Economic Viability
Assessment that is currently being
prepared by the council, as whilst it is
important to seek affordable housing
from new residential development it is
also important to ensure that this does
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ID

215

267

315

419

Name

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
not undermine the viability of
development.
Mr
Saddleworth Paragraph 9.130 - The formula of 10% of total development sales value to be
Comments noted. We will have regard
Tony
Parish
raised for affordable housing on new developments is supported. However, this
to these points in taking forward the
Marlor
Council
should not be restricted necessarily to off-site provision and it should be used in
next stages of the LDF. The
many circumstances for on-site provision at the discretion of the local authority.
presumption is that affordable housing
Where off-site provision is chosen this should in the same locality as the new
will be provided on-site unless there
development to ensure availability of affordable housing in all parts of the borough. are exceptional circumstances that
This paragraph appears to contradict the policy statement for on-site/on-site
would justify off-site provision within
provision. Paragraph 9.133 - This paragraph is unclear. The word proportions is
the locality or the acceptance of a
not understood and economic viability assessment needs to be explained. Bullet financial contribution in lieu of on-site
point 2 needs to clarify whether the council will own the new affordable dwelling or provision.
the RSL. The rest of this policy is supported as proposed.
Jean
Campaign to There is no reference in this policy direction of the need for affordable rural
Comments noted. We will have regard
Johnson
Protect Rural housing, although the lack of such housing is a major problem in most local
to these points in taking forward the
England
authority areas. Is this because it is not a problem in Saddleworth?
next stages of the LDF. The council
(Lancashire
are currently preparing an Affordable
Branch)
Housing Economic Viability
Assessment, which will help to inform
preparation of the affordable housing
policy within the LDF including setting
targets and thresholds and whether a
borough-wide approach, as proposed,
is appropriate or if there are different
requirements for different parts of the
borough such as Saddleworth.
Mr
Oldham
The approach to affordable housing is broadly supported. As this policy direction is Comments noted. We will have regard
Len
Rochdale
developed it would be useful to discuss reference to HMR affordable housing
to these points in taking forward the
Harris
Partners In
policy and the strategic need to develop affordable housing to meet HMR
next stages of the LDF.
Action HMR objectives.
Money
HOW
Whilst it is recognised that affordable housing is an important issue for the
Comments noted. It is considered that
Controls Ltd Planning Ltd borough, any future affordable housing policies should have sufficient flexibility
the policy direction does offer
incorporated to allow for negotiations relating to the affordable housing provisions. flexibility, listing factors that the council
Furthermore, there should be some flexibility as to how developers should meet
will take into account when negotiating
these affordable housing needs. Applicants, landowners and developers should
on the level of affordable housing to
be able to make a contribution, either on site or in other ways, to meeting
provided. These include whether the
affordable housing requirements. Paragraph 29 of PPS3 demonstrates that where provision of affordable housing would
it can be robustly justified, off site provision or a financial contribution in lieu of on prejudice other planning objectives
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ID

Name

445 Mr
D.
Hind

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing
site provision (of broadly equivalent value) may be acceptable as long as the
agreed approach contributes to the creation of mixed communities in the local
area. The policy direction proposes to set a target for the provision of affordable
housing of at least 10% of the total development sales value to be delivered on
site in partnership with an RSL. If affordable housing requirements are onerous or
rigid, it may deter developers from promoting residential schemes within the
borough, especially considering current economic conditions. Furthermore,
proposals should be considered on a site by site basis as each site will have
differing constraints and economics. As a result, we recommend that emerging
affordable housing policies are not onerous and apply sufficient flexibility to enable
individual proposals to be considered on a site by site basis taking into account
individual and specific circumstances.

Council Response
with a higher priority and the economic
viability of site development. With
regards to the type of housing, whilst
the general presumption is for 80%
social rented and 20% intermediate
housing it is made clear that the policy
will seek to ensure that the type and
size of affordable housing delivered
reflects the housing needs and
demands of the specific locality,
thereby offering a degree of flexibility.
Further flexibility is provided in that offsite provision within the locality or a
financial contribution may be accepted
in lieu of on-site provision in
exceptional circumstances. The
council are currently preparing an
Affordable Housing Economic Viability
Assessment that will help to inform
further preparation of a policy on
affordable housing. Inevitably,
however, there are likely to be
instances where development
proposals will need to be considered
on a site by site basis where they are
negotiating upon the level of affordable
housing.
Weir Caravan The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
Park
affordable housing is noted, as is the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
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ID

Name

Organisation

827 Mr
D
Fisher

828 Mrs
A
Heathcote

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
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ID

Name

829 Mr
I
Corbett

830 Mr
P
Ward

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
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ID

Name

Organisation

831 Mr
J
Downs

c/o Chorlton
Planning

832 Peter
Martin

P&D
Northern
Steels Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
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ID

Name

Organisation

833 Mr
S
Howarth

c/o Chorlton
Planning

834 Mr
J
Lees

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
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ID

Name

835 Mr
S
Ingram

836 Dronsfield
Mercedes

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
Design
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
Studio
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
Dronsfield
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
Mercedes c/o affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
Chorlton
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
Planning
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
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ID

Name

837 John Dixon
Associates
Ltd

838 Mr
R.M.
Eglin

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
John Dixon & The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
Associates
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
Ltd
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
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ID

Name

Organisation

839 Mr
R
Thomas

840 Robert Scott Robert Scott
and Sons
& Sons Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
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ID

Name

Organisation

841 Indo African
Exports Ltd

Indo African
Exports Ltd

842 Splash
Properties

Splash
Properties

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
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ID

Name

843 Mr
Samuel
Brian
Sanderson

844 Mr
L
Perrins

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
Sanderson
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
Bros
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
Commercials contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
c/o Chorlton The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
Planning Ltd affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
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ID

Name

845 Mrs
P
Lutener

846 Charles
Lees

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.

Council Response
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
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ID

Name

Organisation

847 Mr
B.H.
Tomlinson

848 Mr

c/o Chorlton

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.

Council Response
capacity should take the form of
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
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ID

Name
C
Taylor

849 Quantum
Star Ltd

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing
Council Response
Planning Ltd affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
Quantum
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
Star
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
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ID
Name
850 Mr
J
Fitton

Organisation

851 Mr
P
Wood

c/o Taylor
and Wood
Estate
Agents

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.

Council Response
Comments noted. The general
presumption that 25% of the site
capacity should take the form of
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
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ID

Name

Organisation

852 Peter
Sykes

853 Mr
S
Cox

c/o Roland
Gaskell

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
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ID

Name

Organisation

854 Mr
R
Cocking

c/o Chorlton
Planning

855 Mr
J
Jaskolka

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
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ID

Name

856 Mr
C.P.
Dawson

857 Mr
F
Winterbottom

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
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ID

Name

Organisation

858 Mr
J.
McLintock

859 Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
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ID

Name

Organisation

860 Mr
Walker

1117 Mr
Steven
Broomhead
1142 Debra
Holroyd

1143 Unknown

Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing

Council Response
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The general presumption that 25% of the site capacity should take the form of
Comments noted. The general
affordable housing is noted, as it the method of calculating the affordable housing presumption that 25% of the site
contribution. It is assumed that the threshold for a scheme to provide affordable
capacity should take the form of
housing will remain at 15 dwelling houses.
affordable housing is referring to
current UDP policy. Policy Direction 12
proposes a target for the provision of
affordable housing of at least 10% of
the total development sales value
(comprised of developer contribution
and funding from an RSL) to be
delivered on site in partnership with an
RSL. This is subject to the findings of
an Affordable Housing Economic
Viability Assessment which the council
are currently preparing. Rather than
repeating national planning guidance
the policy direction proposes the
application of the minimum site
threshold set out in PPS3, which is
currently 15 dwellings.
The Agency welcomes and supports the general thrust of Policy Directions 9 to 13 Comments noted.
on housing.

Northwest
Regional
Development
Agency
4NW
We welcome the overall proposed direction of the policies however in relation to
Policy Direction 12 it may need to be further refined in light of emerging evidence,
particularly on economic viability. The policy will need to be flexible enough to
respond to changing market conditions over the plan period.

Quantum

The strategy identifies that at least 10% of the total development sales value will

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The council
are currently preparing an Affordable
Housing Economic Viability that will
support the preparation of the policy
and the setting of targets and
thresholds.
Comments noted. We will have regard
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ID

Name

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 12 Affordable Housing
Services
be sought for affordable housing. The split of 80% social rented and 20%
intermediate housing is also set out although this will remain flexible due to the
needs and demands changing throughout the lifetime of the plan. Whilst the need
to secure affordable housing is recognised by Quantum Services they consider it
important that the policy makes it clear that will be considered in the context of
other matters including financial viability, securing the long term future of a listed
building and other planning matters.

Council Response
to these points when taking forward
the next stages of the LDF. The
council are currently preparing an
Affordable Housing Economic Viability
Assessment that will help to inform
further preparation of a policy on
affordable housing. The policy
direction recognises the need for
flexibility setting out the factors that will
be taken into account when
negotiating on the level of affordable
housing to provided. These include
whether the provision of affordable
housing would prejudice other
planning objectives with a higher
priority and the economic viability of
site development.

Comments made about Policy Direction 13 Housing Density and Mix
ID
10

Name
Wilkinson

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 13 Housing Density and Mix
Jupiter
If flats are unviable then this policy will restrict development. If you leave it to the
Investments market then by and large you will get what is needed by the community.
Ltd

137 Mr
Alan
Hubbard

National
Trust

216 Mr
Tony

Saddleworth
Parish

Generally supported, but in the final main bullet point, first subsidiary bullet point,
specific consideration also needs to be given to heritage considerations, e.g. the
impact upon the character of Conservation Areas and the settings of Listed
Buildings.
Paragraph 9.135 - Significant damage to the character of Saddleworth has taken
place in recent years by high density development in the form of urban type flats.

Council Response
Comments noted. In line with national
planning guidance, the policy aims to
deliver a mix of house types, sizes and
tenure to meet the housing needs and
demands of all sections of the
community in order to contribution to
achievement of sustainable and mixed
communities.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We well have
regard to these points in taking
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ID

Name
Marlor

268 Jean
Johnson

316 Mr
Len
Harris
446 Mr
D.
Hind

861 Mrs
A
Heathcote

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 13 Housing Density and Mix
Council
County End on the Saddleworth/Lees boundary, Badgers Rake in Springhead and
the McCarthy Stone development in Uppermill are pertinent examples where this
policy has had a negative impact on the character of the local environment. There
should be a presumption against high density developments in Saddleworth and
Uppermill should be removed from the list of district centres where 50 dwellings
per hectare is the policy. Within the villages higher densities may be acceptable in
the form of terraced housing, on the periphery of the villages much lower densities
should be the norm. Bullet point 1 is far too prescriptive in terms of densities in
specific areas and contradicts the flexible approach in bullet point 3. This bullet
point should be omitted in favour of a more general statement on appropriate
densities.
Campaign to There is no reference in this policy direction to the provision of housing
Protect Rural accommodation by way of high rise towers, although the predicted housing
England
densities indicate that this is the probable plan. Nor is there a reference to the link,
(Lancashire highlighted in the spatial portrait, between high population density and poor health.
Branch)
Oldham
The broad thrust of this policy direction is supported. A key issue for Oldham's
Rochdale
housing market is the need to breakdown polarisation and support cohesion. As
Partners In
this policy direction is developed HMR would welcome further discussion on how
Action HMR this policy direction could be developed to address these issues and to create
genuine opportunities within the housing market for our communities.
Weir Caravan The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Park
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Council Response
forward the next stages of the LDF.
The policy sets out the minimum
densities expected depending on
location and access to public transport
and local services, whilst also
recognising that there may be
particular circumstances that mean
these requirements are not
appropriate and thereby providing the
necessary flexibility.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Comments noted. We will have regard
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types to these points in taking forward the
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
next stages of the LDF. The policy
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there recognises that there may be
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible particular circumstances where the
enough to allow this.
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
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ID

Name

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 13 Housing Density and Mix

862 Mr
D
Fisher

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

863 Mr
I
Corbett

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

864 Mr
P
Ward

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

865 Mr
J
Downs

c/o Chorlton
Planning

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

866 Peter

P&D

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may

Council Response
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
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ID

Name
Martin

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 13 Housing Density and Mix
Northern
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
Steels Ltd
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

867 Mr
S
Howarth

c/o Chorlton
Planning

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

868 Mr
J
Lees

c/o Chorlton
Planning

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

869 Mr
S
Ingram

Design
Studio

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

870 Dronsfield
Mercedes

Dronsfield
The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Mercedes c/o be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
Chorlton
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility

Council Response
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
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ID

Name

871 John Dixon
Associates
Ltd

872 Mr
R.M.
Eglin

873 Mr
R
Thomas

874 Mr
C
Taylor

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 13 Housing Density and Mix
Council Response
Planning
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there recognises that there may be
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible particular circumstances where the
enough to allow this.
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
John Dixon & The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Comments noted. We will have regard
Associates
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types to these points in taking forward the
Ltd
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
next stages of the LDF. The policy
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there recognises that there may be
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible particular circumstances where the
enough to allow this.
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Comments noted. We will have regard
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types to these points in taking forward the
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
next stages of the LDF. The policy
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there recognises that there may be
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible particular circumstances where the
enough to allow this.
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Comments noted. We will have regard
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types to these points in taking forward the
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
next stages of the LDF. The policy
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there recognises that there may be
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible particular circumstances where the
enough to allow this.
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
c/o Chorlton The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Comments noted. We will have regard
Planning Ltd be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types to these points in taking forward the
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
next stages of the LDF. The policy
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there recognises that there may be
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible particular circumstances where the
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ID

Name

875 Quantum
Star Ltd

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 13 Housing Density and Mix
enough to allow this.

Quantum
Star

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

876 Mr
J
Fitton

877 Mr
P
Wood

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

c/o Taylor
and Wood
Estate
Agents

878 Peter
Sykes

879 Mr

c/o Roland

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

Council Response
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.
The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Comments noted. We will have regard
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S
Cox
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Comments on Policy Direction 13 Housing Density and Mix
Gaskell
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

880 Mr
R
Cocking

c/o Chorlton
Planning

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

881 Mr
J
Jaskolka

c/o Chorlton
Planning

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

882 Mr
C.P.
Dawson

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

883 Mr
F
Winterbottom

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility

Council Response
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
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Comments on Policy Direction 13 Housing Density and Mix
Council Response
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there recognises that there may be
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible particular circumstances where the
enough to allow this.
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
884 Robert Scott Robert Scott The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Comments noted. We will have regard
and Sons
& Sons Ltd
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types to these points in taking forward the
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
next stages of the LDF. The policy
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there recognises that there may be
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible particular circumstances where the
enough to allow this.
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
885 Indo African Indo African The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Comments noted. We will have regard
Exports Ltd Exports Ltd
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types to these points in taking forward the
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
next stages of the LDF. The policy
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there recognises that there may be
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible particular circumstances where the
enough to allow this.
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
886 Splash
Splash
The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Comments noted. We will have regard
Properties
Properties
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types to these points in taking forward the
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
next stages of the LDF. The policy
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there recognises that there may be
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible particular circumstances where the
enough to allow this.
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
887 Mr
Sanderson
The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
Comments noted. We will have regard
Samuel
Bros
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types to these points in taking forward the
Brian
Commercials may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
next stages of the LDF. The policy
Sanderson
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there recognises that there may be
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible particular circumstances where the
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Name

888 Mr
L
Perrins

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 13 Housing Density and Mix
enough to allow this.

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

889 Mrs
P
Lutener

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

890 Charles
Lees

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

891 Mr
B.H.
Tomlinson

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

Council Response
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
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892 Mr
J.
McLintock

893 Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

894 Mr
Walker

1118 Mr
Steven
Broomhead
1144 Unknown

Comments on Policy Direction 13 Housing Density and Mix

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

The minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare is noted. The comment that there may
be circumstances were a lower or higher density or a particular mix of house types
may be appropriate is also noted. It is important to retain an element of flexibility
with regard to density. For example in some of the built up areas of Oldham there
is a need for large family houses with sizable gardens. The policy must be flexible
enough to allow this.

Northwest
Regional
Development
Agency
Quantum
Services

The Agency welcomes and supports the general thrust of Policy Directions 9 to 13
on housing.
Policies impose minimum density of 50 dwellings per hectare in Oldham Town
Centre and the borough's local town centres. Furthermore, policies promote a
healthy and balanced housing market through the provision of a range of different
types of properties. Quantum Services support this general approach.

Council Response
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The policy
recognises that there may be
particular circumstances where the
minimum densities set out are not
appropriate and provides the flexibility
to be able to respond to such
circumstances.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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ID

Name

27

Ms
Anne
Falloon

55

Mr
Brian
Lee

109 Rose
Freeman

116 Debra
Holroyd

Organisation
The Oldham
College

Comments on Policy Direction 14 Promoting Economic Regeneration,
Diversification, Growth & Prosperity
Promoting the suggested industries is good although is there an over emphasis on
services and culture at the expense of setting out a challenge for industries that
promote sustainable and environmentally friendly manufacture, or at least more
emphasis.
Does "Major Developed Site in the Green Belt" contravene Green Belt policies?

The Theatres Theatres are businesses and employment generators in their own right so we are
Trust
pleased to see that the creative and cultural industries are part of your policy to
promote a sustainable economy. Theatres are sources of direct and indirect
employment through not just the performers but stage-builders, programme
printers, costume manufacturers and catering facilities etc. Culture and the arts
enhances people's skills and help generate prosperity and makes a major
contribution to UK employment, especially in the growing creative industries which
now accounts for 8% of UK GDP.
4NW
The diversification of Oldham's current economic offer is a key issue for the core
strategy to tackle, and this is highlighted throughout the document. Oldham's
economy is largely based around the provision of manufacturing opportunities,
however paragraph 4.30 indicates that, "A key objective of the borough's
regeneration activities is to turn round the local economy by promoting and
securing the development of knowledge based and innovative technology and
industry, to provide quality jobs for local people." This proposed approach is
consistent with that outlined in policies W1 and MCR5 of the RSS. The document
recognises the importance of improving the borough's economic performance,
reducing unemployment levels, diversifying employment opportunities and
improving average weekly wages. This approach is supported by policy W1 of the
RSS where the overarching aim of the policy is to strengthen the economy of the
North West. The draft policy “Promoting Economic Regeneration, Diversification,
Growth and Prosperity" fits with the wider aspirations of policy W1 and MCR5. The

Council Response
Comments noted. We will regard to
these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
No. National planning policy guidance
on Green Belt recognises that it may
contain major developed sites and
enables local authorities to identify
such sites.
Comments noted.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. There is a
piece of work being undertaken on a
Greater Manchester-wide position
statement on employment land. It is
intended that this will be agreed by
each of the ten districts to serve as
part of an agreed evidence base for
their LDF’s. It will give an
understanding of the spatial
distribution of the overall Greater
Manchester portfolio of employment
land and how this fits with the RSS
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ID

Name

217 Mr
Tony
Marlor

269 Jean
Johnson

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 14 Promoting Economic Regeneration,
Diversification, Growth & Prosperity
policy does not provide a breakdown of the RSS employment land figures to
borough level. Oldham's Employment Land Supply indicates that there is a
shortfall of employment land across the plan period totalling 92.05 ha. The Core
Strategy outlines three broad mechanisms to address this land shortfall. It is
indicated that a number of employment sites allocated within the current UDP will
be deleted as considered appropriate so to provide a portfolio of sites that are of
the correct specifications to meet future employment demands. The release of
allocated sites should be carried out with consideration of policy W4 of the RSS.
Saddleworth Paragraph 9.137 - Presumably the GMFM needs revising in the light of the present
Parish
recession? Paragraph 9.138 - The wording of this paragraph needs qualifying to
Council
make it clear that the aim is the reducing of social exclusion. Paragraph 9.141 The importance of close access to motorway routes and other major routes applies
for manufacturing and warehousing industries, it does not necessarily apply with
high tech, services and professional industries where air and rail transport would
be more appropriate for many of these types of business. Saddleworth is
particularly well suited to these industries because of the attractive setting and life
style factors. Paragraph 9.142 - The ELR conclusions that Saddleworth is not
attractive to industry is totally refuted. Paragraph 9.143 - The analysis clearly
indicates the need to protect existing employment sites and for a strong policy in
this respect. Far too many sites in Saddleworth in the recent past have been
released for housing development. A strong policy of this kind should be enacted
before ANY LRFD is released. Paragraph 9.144 - See previous comments on
Hollinwood and Chadderton Technology Park. The lack of interest by the market,
particularly during the recent good economic times, in relation to these sites clearly
indicated the error in the present policies. Paragraph 9.145 - The percentage of
employment land in Saddleworth is not proportionate to the population. More land
should be reserved for employment and less for housing. The third bullet point
under "Promoting a sustainable economy" needs revising in the light of the
comments above. We agree Fletcher's Mill as a major development site in the
Green Belt should be looked at in terms of an employment opportunity.
Campaign to No matter how assiduously Oldham Council pursues employment opportunities it
Protect Rural is unlikely that any alternative industries will replace the cotton and engineering
England
industries of the past in employing Oldham's current workforce. There is likely to
(Lancashire be a problem of worklessness into the long-term future. Policies for dealing with
Branch)
this and preventing the creation of a permanent workless underclass must,
therefore, be a major priority. The cost of failing to do so has been referred to in
the core strategy.

Council Response
employment land requirements and
policies for the Manchester City
Region.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. The GMFM is
usually revised annually to take
account of the most recent market
conditions. The LDF is not proposing
to delete any of the primary
employment zones in Saddleworth.
Paragraph 9.142 does not make
reference to Saddleworth being
unattractive to industry. In the
Employment Land Review, the
appointed consultants (Donaldson's)
when reviewing employment sites in
the borough were of the view that sites
to the east of the built up area of
Oldham are significantly less attractive
to the market.

Comments noted. One of the key aims
of the LDF is to help transform the
local economy, improve skills and
provide high-quality and better paid
employment opportunities. We will
have regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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Name

317 Mr
Len
Harris

447 Mr
D.
Hind
895 Mrs
A
Heathcote
896 Mr
D
Fisher
897 Mr
I
Corbett
898 Mr
P
Ward
899 Mr
J
Downs

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 14 Promoting Economic Regeneration,
Diversification, Growth & Prosperity
Oldham
Economic regeneration policies and objectives need to be consistent with the
Rochdale
emerging ORESA Prospectus (and visa versa) in order to demonstrate a "joinedPartners In
up" approach. In terms of the reference to employment land there needs to be an
Action HMR appreciation of the global amount of employment land and premises in Oldham
and the amount/quality needed for the future to fully understand the strategic
direction Oldham wish to take. The Employment Land Review seeks to achieve
this, although it is clearly based on a range of assumptions and methodologies that
give a wide variety of "answers". In particular, it is difficult to reconcile the large
"shortfall" in employment land with the marked projected decline in manufacturing
based uses. In terms of further developing the policy direction it would be helpful to
develop a clear understanding of what is meant by "quality" employment land. As
previously stated, as this policy direction develops it will be necessary to evidence
that the type of businesses listed will be attracted to Oldham.
Weir Caravan The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Park
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
c/o Chorlton The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Planning
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
c/o Chorlton The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Planning
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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900

901

902

903

904

905

906

907

908

Name

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 14 Promoting Economic Regeneration,
Diversification, Growth & Prosperity
Peter
P&D
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Martin
Northern
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
Steels Ltd
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
Mr
c/o Chorlton The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
S
Planning
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
Howarth
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
Mr
c/o Chorlton The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
J
Planning
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
Lees
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
Mr
Design
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
S
Studio
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
Ingram
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
Dronsfield
Dronsfield
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Mercedes
Mercedes c/o areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
Chorlton
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
Planning
in the general regeneration of the area.
John Dixon John Dixon & The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Associates
Associates
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
Ltd
Ltd
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
Mr
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
R.M.
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
Eglin
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
Mr
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
R
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
Thomas
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
Robert Scott Robert Scott The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
and Sons
& Sons Ltd
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.

Council Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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909 Indo African
Exports Ltd
910 Splash
Properties
911 Mr
Samuel
Brian
Sanderson
912 Mr
L
Perrins
913 Mrs
P
Lutener
914 Charles
Lees
915 Mr
B.H.
Tomlinson
916 Mr
C
Taylor
917 Quantum
Star Ltd

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 14 Promoting Economic Regeneration,
Diversification, Growth & Prosperity
Indo African The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Exports Ltd
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
Splash
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Properties
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
Sanderson
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Bros
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
Commercials PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
c/o Chorlton The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Planning Ltd areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
c/o Chorlton The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Planning Ltd areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
Quantum
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
Star
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.

Council Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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918 Mr
J
Fitton
919 Mr
P
Wood

c/o Taylor
and Wood
Estate
Agents

920 Peter
Sykes
921 Mr
S
Cox

c/o Roland
Gaskell

922 Mr
R
Cocking

c/o Chorlton
Planning

923 Mr
J
Jaskolka

c/o Chorlton
Planning

924 Mr
C.P.
Dawson
925 Mr
F
Winterbottom
926 Mr
J.
McLintock

Comments on Policy Direction 14 Promoting Economic Regeneration,
Diversification, Growth & Prosperity
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.

Council Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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Council Response
Diversification, Growth & Prosperity
Yorkshire
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment Comments noted.
Mills Ltd
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
The policy direction is generally welcomed with a range of designated employment Comments noted.
areas spread throughout the borough. The de-designation of some of the existing
PEZ's is welcome. This will allow much more flexible development which will assist
in the general regeneration of the area.
Northwest
Paragraph 9.140 - Refers to the RSS requirement and says that "Greater
Comment noted.
Regional
Manchester should be providing 917 hectares of employment land up to 2021".
Development For clarification, we would point out that RSS requires the provision of an
Agency
additional 917 hectares of employment land across Greater Manchester. We are
pleased to note that work is underway to disaggregate this figure to district level.
This work will be important in helping to refine the employment land position as set
out in Table 5.

Comments made about Policy Direction 15 Employment Areas
ID
99
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Stephen
Connell
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Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 15 Employment Areas
Manchester
In section 9.146 an allowance for housing development is specified in land
Failsworth
previously allocated for industrial use. Could this be extended in such areas to
Congregation include community and religious buildings?
of Jehovah's
Witnesses

Highways
Agency

The sites discussed will be subject to a collective transport modelling exercise
which will need to appraise both the Strategic Sites and newly defined Business
or Employment Areas (BEAs).

Council Response
Comments noted. Section 9.146 of
the Preferred Options is describing
the current Primary Employment
Zones (PEZ's) policy within the UDP.
This policy does allow for community
buildings (including religious
buildings) within PEZ's in certain
circumstances.
Comments noted. All sites will be
appraised against a number of
criteria, including traffic implications.
Work is currently underway on two
pieces of transport modelling for the
LDF evidence base. One is being
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Council Response
carried out at the AGMA level on the
Greater Manchester Strategy
Planning Model which is a key tool for
appraising transport and land use
schemes. The council is also liaising
with the Highways Agency on a TAIT
Model which will assess the impacts
of potential housing and employment
developments within Oldham on the
strategic road network.
Northwest
Policy Direction 15 focuses on the borough's Employment Areas, which are
Comments noted. Point regarding the
Regional
currently designated as Primary Employment Zones (PEZs) in the UDP. It
'Business Employment Areas' (BEAs)
Development proposes that some of these are retained as either 'Business Employment Areas' and 'Saddleworth Employment Areas'
Agency
(BEAs) or 'Saddleworth Employment Areas' (SEAs), whilst others may be de(SEAs) policies being the same is
designated. As the proposed policy appears to treat BEAs and SEAs in exactly
accepted; as the policy evolves a
the same way it is unclear what purpose is served by giving them a different
distinction will be made between uses
nomenclature. The proposed policy appears to stray into site specific detail that
permitted within these areas. The
would be more appropriate to a land allocations DPD. We suggest that the core
council regards its approach towards
strategy should focus on the strategic employment sites. With regard to local
employment areas as a key element
employment sites, the core strategy could simply set out an intention to identify
of the core strategy. The need to set
BEAs and other allocated sites in its land allocations DPD.
out early the future direction for
employment areas is central to the
economic policies and objectives.
The employment areas that are
proposed for de-designation or
amendment may be key to the
delivery of other aspects of the core
strategy, for example housing or
education. For this reason, the
council feels it is appropriate to
identify BEA's and SEA's, including
any amendments or de-designations,
within the core strategy.
P&D Northern Our previous representations raised issues in relation to the continued
Comments noted. We will have
Steels Ltd
designation of land within Primary Employment Zone 22 in which P&D's site is
regard to these points in taking
located. In particular we argued that the area of the PEZ east of the railway line
forward the next stages of the LDF.
had become fragmented and no longer held the characteristics of a PEZ and that
there was little advantage in keeping the land designated under the strict PEZ
policy. The representations to the Call for Sites document also made
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Comments on Policy Direction 15 Employment Areas
recommendations that the P&D site and much of the land to the west of the
railway line be proposed for housing. Whilst we appreciate housing allocations will
be made as part of a separate DPD, having viewed the core strategy preferred
options we were disappointed to find that despite amendments to the boundaries
and deletions of a number of PEZ's no amendments have been made to PEZ22
west of the railway line. As such, we feel that we have no option other than to
object to Policy Direction 15 - Employment Areas in relation to Business and
Employment Area 9 - Shaw (formerly PEZ22). The BEA is already fragmented
and no longer physically represents an area that should be specifically protected
for employment uses given must of this part of the BEA has been lost to the new
Asda store and housing development. We advocate that the boundaries of BEA 9
(former PEZ 22) are reconfigured to exclude the entire area to the west of the
railway line as it now serves little purpose as part of the employment designation.
HMR support the de-designation of PEZs in principle, however it is unclear how
these de-designations fit in with the spatial strategy. It is noted that the Borough
Mill PEZ is to be deleted. This has serious implications for the objectives of the
programme HMR in as so far as they relate to this site as this removes the current
policy condition that housing development be allowed if HMR objectives are met.
As such this is not supported unless an alternative approach is developed that
conveys the meaning of the current policy. One way forward may be to designate
the Borough Mill Triangle as a strategic housing site and explain what the
designation conveys.

Council Response

Comments noted. Although the
Borough Mill PEZ is proposed for dedesignation, the policy direction 15
sets out circumstances where uses
other than employment generating
uses may be permitted. This applies
to Business and Employment Areas,
Saddleworth Employment Areas and
other employment sites. If the PEZ is
deleted it would fall into the 'other
employment sites' category and there
would still be a policy condition
relating to regeneration schemes,
including the HMR programme, that
developers may have to meet if they
were to develop the site for a non
employment generating use.
Oldham MBC Concern regarding "Other uses within BEA's, SEA's and other employment sites". Comments noted. National guidance
This Policy Direction would seek to permit exceptions, in circumstances to be
states that for core strategies to be
agreed, to those uses permitted within BEA's and SEA's. The current UDP policy effective they must be flexible. In
has raised hope value in certain PEZ's and may have inhibited appropriate PEZ
including the exceptions within the
uses coming forward. Since in paragraph 9.148 it is proposed to reduce the
BEA's and SEA's policy this ensures
number of current PEZ's, and as Policy Direction 14 seeks to identify new
that we are able to respond to things
industrial land, presumably to make up any shortfall in land supply in the borough, such as changing regeneration
is an exceptions policy necessary (particularly as it has caused difficulties of
priorities and market conditions.
interpretation)?
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The Casey
The Casey Group has an interest in a site at Ram Mill, Chadderton. This is of
Group
specific relevance as it is directly affected by policy changes proposed in the
document. The site is outside the Town Centre boundary and is allocated in the
Oldham Unitary Development Plan (UDP) for business and industrial use
(B1/B2/B8 uses) and also falls within a designated Primary Employment Zone
(PEZ 8). Therefore, possible changes to employment policies are of particular
interest to our client. Our client's site is allocated in the adopted UDP for
B1/B2/B8 use but also falls within PEZ 8. It is noted in paragraph 9.147 of the
Preferred Options Report that PEZ 8 is one of the 19 PEZs that will ‘continue to
have a valuable contribution to make to the borough's employment land portfolio
and therefore it is proposed that they will be retained as employment areas in the
LDF' The existing policy affecting the site is not entirely consistent, since PEZ 8
offers considerably more flexibility than the allocation under Policy B1.1.18.
Paragraph 22 of draft PPS4 says that "Local authorities should avoid designating
sites for single or restricted use classes wherever possible and avoid carrying
forward existing allocations where this cannot be justified." We believe that, in the
interest of regeneration and the promotion of economic development, a policy
approach which provides for the widest range of policy uses possible is
appropriate. Such flexibility is particularly important when higher quality and high
technology employment uses will be directed elsewhere towards the nearby
Chadderton Technology Park. Our client further notes that a planning application
(PA/049818/05) was granted in 2006 for the ‘demolition of existing Lidl store and
construction of a new store on the same site' in close proximity to the subject site
on land at Jardine Way, doubling the size of the original A1 retail store. Lidl was
able to demonstrate that there was a qualitative and quantitative need for the level
of convenience and comparison goods floorspace proposed in this location; there
were no sequentially preferable sites available that could accommodate the
proposal; and the impacts of the proposal on nearby Town and District Centres
and local shopping facilities were considered to be acceptable. Our client
generally supports Policy Direction 15 of the Core Strategy which proposes that
PEZ 8 is redesignated as a Business and Employment Area - BEA 3:
Greengate/Broadgate, Chadderton subject to there being no separate, more
limiting, site-specific allocation which we consider could not be justified. The list of
potential permitted uses in these newly designated BEAs generally does offer
appropriate flexibility in terms of type, but we do wish to raise the issue of the size
thresholds used in the suggested approach. For the ‘other uses' listed (housing,
education, community uses) there is no indication of any size limit if an adequate
justification can be made. However, under ‘uses permitted' leisure and retail are
restricted to 1,000 sq.m. and 500 sq.m. respectively. The policy does not address

Council Response
Comments noted. Draft PPS 4 is a
consultation document and policy
should not be based on a draft
document that is subject to change.
The Lidl site was not located within a
Primary Employment Zone and as
mentioned in the representation was
for a replacement store. The proposal
was judged against the requirements
of Planning Policy Statement 6 and
officers concluded the evidence
supplied was sufficient to satisfy
policy. In relation to there being 'no
separate, more limiting, site-specific
allocation' as mentioned in the
Preferred Options report Regional
Spatial Strategy (RSS) states that
Greater Manchester should be
providing 917 hectares of
employment land up to 2021. There is
a piece of work being undertaken on
a Greater Manchester-wide Position
Statement to disaggregate this
amount down to district level, it is
intended that this will be agreed by
each of the 10 districts to serve as
part of an agreed evidence base for
their Local Development Frameworks.
To be in accordance with RSS
Oldham needs to allocate sites for
employment land. The site in question
is currently allocated for business and
industry, any amendments to specific
allocations will be dealt with in a Site
Allocations DPD the preparation of
which will follow on from adoption of
the Core Strategy in 2011. Leisure
and retail developments have
thresholds applied in order to be
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the potential for applicants to seek larger scale developments and the criteria by
which they might be assessed. While we recognise that the site is located outside
of the boundary of Chadderton Town Centre and so must not compete with its
viability, the council's support of the Lidl store in the vicinity demonstrates that
circumstances can arise in which serious consideration must be given to
additional retail development in this location. Furthermore, there are uses which
do not lend themselves to a town centre location, such as showrooms or trade
counters with a retail component which might be regarded as beyond ‘ancillary',
which would be appropriate in locations such as the subject site.

364 Ms
Jane
Aspinall

Countryside
Properties

416 Money
Controls Ltd

HOW
Planning Ltd

We support the proposed omission of the former PEZ 14 - Copster Hill as a
Primary Employment Zone. We agree that removal of the PEZ status will not
affect any businesses currently located there and which still make a valuable
contribution to the borough's economy. An agreed masterplan will ensure that the
site is developed with a range of uses, and in a manner, that the Council are
happy to support. The decision will promote flexibility and allow us to better
respond to market influences.
Money Controls site at New Coin Street, Royton is currently located within a
Primary Employment Zone (PEZ). It is also partially allocated for Business and
Industry in its western portion under UDP Policy B1.1 with the remainder of the
site unallocated. Money Controls supports the Council's proposals to dedesignate PEZ20 at New Coin Street. It is noted that the council has to plan for
the future employment needs of the borough and we support the proposed
approach, as set out in the consultation document, of de-allocating sites situated
in poor employment locations, such as New Coin Street, and replacing them with
new sites which will better address modern occupier requirements. In addition to
the above, this approach follows guidance set out in Policies W3 and W4 of the
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS). Furthermore, the benefits which will be secured
if residential development is allowed at the site will be wide ranging including the
relocation of an established business within the borough, the retention of a
significant number of jobs as well as securing affordable housing provision. The
western portion of the site is also allocated for Business and Industry in the UDP.
The council's draft Employment Land Review, along with a study undertaken by
Donaldsons, identified that the Business and Industry allocation at New Coin
Street had no reasonable prospect of being taken up in the next 5-10 years and
recommended that site be de-allocated. Having reviewed the preferred options
consultation document, it is noted that there are no proposals to de-allocate the

Council Response
consistent with the Town Centre
policy direction and the Local
Services and Facilities policy direction
which recognise the role and benefits
that local shops and leisure facilities
provide for residents, in terms of
convenience, reducing the need to
travel and providing local jobs. Any
larger scale retail and leisure
developments should be directed
towards Oldham Town Centre and
the borough's local town centres.
Comments noted.

Comments noted. Any amendments
to specific allocations will be dealt
with in a Site Allocations DPD the
preparation of which will follow on
from adoption of the Core Strategy in
2011. The council have prepared a
Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA), which
identifies the Money Control site at
New Coin Street as having potential
for housing. The SHLAA has been
subject to consultation alongside the
core strategy preferred options and
the council are currently reviewing it
in light of comments received. Please
note that the identification of potential
housing sites, buildings or areas
within the SHLAA does not imply that
the council will necessarily grant
planning permission, or allocate a
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partial Business and Industry allocation. In light of the evidence base produced in
the Donaldson's Report, the Councils Draft Employment Land Review and WHR
on behalf of Money Controls, this parcel of land should be de-allocated and
considered for other uses such as housing in line with guidance set out in RSS.
As a result, it is requested that this matter is considered as part of the Preferred
Options consultation document and that the Business and Industry designation at
Money Controls New Coin Street site is de-allocated as part of the LDF.
Weir Caravan The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Park
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
c/o Chorlton The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Planning
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and

Council Response
site, for residential development.
Planning applications will continue to
be treated on their merits, against the
appropriate development plan policies
and other material planning
considerations.
Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
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noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
c/o Chorlton The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Planning
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
P&D Northern The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Steels Ltd
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A

Council Response
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
Design Studio The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
Dronsfield
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Mercedes c/o and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
Chorlton
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Planning
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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John Dixon & The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Associates
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
Ltd
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
Splash
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Properties
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
Sanderson
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Bros
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
Commercials noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
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noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A

Council Response
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
951 Quantum Star Quantum Star The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Ltd
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
952 Mr
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
J
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
Fitton
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
c/o Taylor and The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Wood Estate and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
Agents
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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c/o Roland
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Gaskell
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
956 Mr
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
F
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
Winterbottom
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
957 Mr
c/o Chorlton The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
R
Planning
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
Cocking
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
962 Mr
The change in designation from Primary Employment Areas (PEZ's) to Business
Walker
and Employment Areas (BEA's) and Saddleworth Employment Areas (SEA's) is
noted. The suggested permitted uses within BEA's and SEA's is noted.
Restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments and hot food takeaways could
well cause problems in some of the employment areas, especially into the late
evening. If these uses are to be accepted they will need to be carefully controlled
to ensure that they are compatible with other uses within the employment area. A
more flexible approach with regard to housing, education and community use is
welcomed. However it is recommended that a more appropriate system of testing,
whether or not employment premises or land are unlikely to be used for that
purpose, should be looked at, especially for employment sites outside the BEA
and SEA designations. In addition there will be cases where only a small part of
the employment area is to be used for residential, cultural purposes, etc. The
policy should be flexible enough to allow this. The introduction of other nonemployment uses into employment areas can assist in crime prevention and
passive surveillance, especially over-night. The policies should also be flexible
enough to allow live/work units to be established.
1106 Interurban
Interurban
We present representations to the local authority for the re allocation of the land
Developments Developments as enclosed in accordance with the regulations relating to planning policy. The
present site designation for business and industry is B1.2.5 and the adjacent land
railway cutting is referenced B1.2.3. It is unlikely this land can be brought forward
in the framework timescale as the Metrolink plans are for the continual use of the
line. Not for the abandonment of the railway line. The site is a GATEWAY site into
Oldham Town Centre on an important road intersection. As such, the site should
be developed in a way that would promote Oldham and its town centre. To
provide this it is suggested that a new allocation of the site is obtained for: A
mixed use scheme Offices Commercial Leisure Residential Interurban has
attempted to develop the site over a number of years but there has been very little
demand due to the restrictions of the uses. The facts are that should the existing
allocation remain it is unlikely to be financially practical to develop the site that
would provide jobs in the use of business and office allocation. It is therefore
essential to retain as much employment on the site and provide for regeneration,
that a more flexible planning allocation for "mixed use” is obtained.
1107 Mr
Sanderson
Our previous representations raised issues in relation to the continued
Samuel
Bros
designation of land within Primary Employment Zone 22 in which SBC Ltd's site is
Brian
Commercials located. In particular we argued that the area of the PEZ east of the railway line

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. The site in question
is currently allocated for business and
industry, any amendments to specific
allocations will be dealt with in a Site
Allocations DPD the preparation of
which will follow on from adoption of
the Core Strategy in 2011.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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Sanderson

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 15 Employment Areas
had become fragmented and no longer held the characteristics of a PEZ and that
there was little advantage in keeping the land designated under the strict PEZ
policy. The representations to the Call for Sites document also made
recommendations that the SBC Ltd site be proposed for housing. Whilst we
appreciate housing allocations will be made as part of a separate Development
Plan Document, having viewed the core strategy preferred options document we
were disappointed to find that despite amendments to the boundaries and
deletions of a number of the Primary Employment Zones across the borough no
amendments have been made to designation PEZ22 west of the railway line. As
such, we feel that we have no option other than to object to Policy Direction 15 Employment Areas in relation to Business and Employment Area 9 - Shaw
(formerly PEZ22). The overall Business and Employment Area 9 (BEA 9)
comprises of a wider employment area, which straddles the railway line running
through Shaw. The larger part of the BEA is located to the east of the railway line,
and incorporates old and new employment premises which accommodate large
and active businesses including JD Williams. SBC Ltd's site is located to the west
of the railway line in a smaller and more fragmented part of the BEA. The BEA is
already fragmented and no longer physically represents an area that should be
specifically protected for employment uses given much of this part of the BEA has
been lost to the new Asda store and housing development. Indeed, the area to
the west, which includes a large 19th century mill and a few smaller businesses,
including SBC Ltd, has become increasingly fragmented and underused in terms
of providing a vital, primary employment function. Indeed, the BEA to the west of
the railway line encapsulates historic residential streets (Mosshey Street and Wild
Street), and new residential properties on Refuge Street, which sit cheek by jowl
with the surrounding industrial uses. Access to the SBC Ltd site and smaller
neighbouring sites has to be gained past the existing residential properties on
Mosshey Street and Wild Street. Notwithstanding this, parts of the historical
industrial area have been lost to new residential development on Refuge Street
located to the south of the old mill building. In addition, one of the old mills and
surrounding land has now been developed for the new Asda store, to the north.
Clearly the Asda store has provided a large number of employment opportunities,
but these changes continue to highlight that this area of the BEA has been
significantly reduced and diluted, with the SBC Ltd site, the adjacent businesses
and the remaining mill building to the west of the railway line. Bearing in mind the
residential properties on Mosshey Road and Wild Street separate these two
remaining elements of the BEA to the west of the railway line, it is highly
questionable as to whether it still represents a 'primary employment zone' in terms
of its importance and geographical relationship with the surrounding area. The

Council Response
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1123 Mr
Tony
Marlor
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Saddleworth
Parish
Council

Comments on Policy Direction 15 Employment Areas
railway line prevents any direct link to the larger BEA area to the east and we feel
the remaining industrial land to the west cannot be considered to reflect the
characteristics of a 'primary employment area' worthy of continued protection and
a policy base that promoted continued employment uses. We would therefore
advocate that the boundaries of BEA 9 (former PEZ22) are reconfigured to
exclude the entire area to the west of the railway line as it now serves little
purpose as part of the employment designation. There is clearly no advantage in
applying employment based policies to the housing and food retail uses as this
would simply represent an anomaly with the emerging LDF.
9.146 - What is the UDP Review - we have no knowledge of this. 9.147 - There is
no explanation given as to why Saddleworth Employment Areas are differentiated
from Business or Employment Areas. What is the rationale for this distinction?
9.149 - See earlier comments on the wisdom of designated the Hollinwood and
Chadderton sites as strategic sites. The policy direction needs to be more
evidence based. There needs to be a review of proposed strategic sites in the
light of evidence of the type of job envisaged and where potential employees will
live. The concept of integrating an employment area into the local community
where local residents will live within a reasonable distance of where they work is a
desirable feature and is environmentally sustainable. Policy needs to reflect this.
Why is category A2 financial and professional services included in PEZ definition?
Circumstances listed for permitting other uses in PEZ need to be more robust.
The present proposals provide little protection in reality and negate the concept of
protected employment sites. Many recent examples can be quoted of the ease
with which employment use can be the overturned at whim. A minimum of ten
years should apply before a change of use is considered.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
The UDP Review was carried out
between 2000 and 2006 and there
were various stages of public
consultation involved. Point regarding
the 'Business Employment Areas'
(BEAs) and 'Saddleworth
Employment Areas' (SEAs) policies
being the same is accepted; as the
policy evolves a distinction will be
made between uses permitted within
these areas. A2 financial and
professional services have not been
included within the policy direction.
The circumstances listed for
permitting other uses within BEA's,
SEA's and other employment areas is
to allow flexibility within the policy.
National guidance states that for core
strategies to be effective they must be
flexible to changing circumstances.

Comments made about Policy Direction 16 Supporting the Local Economy
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Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 16 Supporting the Local Economy
Saddleworth The planning gain achieved recently on major developments has been insignificant.
Benefits to the community need to be more substantial. The community sum
Parish
Council
approach should not be permitted. Benefits to the immediate community should be
tangible and measurable.
Oldham
As this policy direction is developed, it would be useful to define the measures
Rochdale
referred to and understand the cost implications for schemes that may have
Partners In
marginal viability or require public sector financial support to be achievable.
Action HMR
Weir Caravan The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
Park
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF

c/o Chorlton
Planning

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises, etc.

Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises, etc.

Comments noted.

P&D
Northern
Steels Ltd
c/o Chorlton
Planning

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises, etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises, etc.

Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises, etc.

Comments noted.

Design
Studio

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises, etc.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.
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Dronsfield
Mercedes c/o
Chorlton
Planning
John Dixon &
Associates
Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 16 Supporting the Local Economy

Council Response

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

Robert Scott
& Sons Ltd
Indo African
Exports Ltd
Splash
Properties
Sanderson
Bros
Commercials

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.
The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.
The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.
The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning Ltd

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.
The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and

Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton

Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 16 Supporting the Local Economy
Planning Ltd grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.
Quantum
Star

Council Response

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.
The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

c/o Roland
Gaskell

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.
The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises, etc.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises, etc.

Comments noted.

c/o Chorlton
Planning

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.
The policy in general is supported, in particular the reference to live/work units and
grants to assist business to improve their premises etc.

Comments noted.

c/o Taylor
and Wood
Estate
Agents

Yorkshire
Mills Ltd

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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ID
Name
28 Ms
Anne
Falloon
110 Rose
Freeman

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 17 Town Centres
The Oldham I support these proposals although the 'regeneration through education' alongside
College
the cultural quarter in the town centre seems to have been lost

The Theatres We are pleased to note that cultural facilities will be developed in Oldham town
Trust
centre and other local centres and that a cultural quarter is being developed in
Oldham. Designation, development and management of cultural quarters can help
address the need for affordable workspace for creative industries, providing flexible
live/work space, encouraging clusters of activity and affording a trigger for local
regeneration. Your theatrical venues form a prized part of any community and their
significance (both architecturally and culturally) has a local dimension in that they
are popular places where families go and therefore are a focal point for cultural
activity and the community. As such they immediately connect with the current
debate around place making and sustainable communities. People care about their
local environment because it gives greater depth to places, and theatres in
particular, provide a basis for personal sense of place and belonging. We note and
welcome the proposal to create a new Coliseum Theatre in the New West End and
would like to be kept informed of future plans for the current theatre.
189 Mr
Northwest
Policy Directions 17 and 18 deal with Town Centres and Local Service Centres.
Steven
Regional
Policy Direction 17, as drafted, refers only to retail and leisure developments. We
Broomhead Development suggest that both policies should provide clear policy guidance on town centre office
Agency
development, having particular regard to the proposed West End and Mumps
strategic sites.
219 Mr
Saddleworth Paragraph 9.151 - Uppermill is not a town centre and should stop being referred to
Tony
Parish
as such. The viability of other Saddleworth villages is at risk by policies aimed at
Marlor
Council
concentrating all facilities in Uppermill. The special dispersed character of
Saddleworth and its villages needs to be recognised. Present policies are failing in
this respect. Paragraph 9.152 - Delph, Greenfield, Springhead and Grotton should
be defined as Local Centres. The policy direction should read: "A policy that
promotes the vitality and viability of Oldham Town centre and the borough's local
town centres and Saddleworth villages, and that outlines the approach towards
major retail and leisure developments outside the town centres". Bullet point six
needs to be reviewed to ensure it does not have a detrimental effect in the case of
the Saddleworth villages.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. It should be
noted that "town centres" is a generic
planning term that can encompass city
centres, town centres, district centres,
centres within rural areas, local centres
and neighbourhood centres.
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Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 17 Town Centres
Turley
Sainsbury's support Policy Direction 17 and the council's aspiration to support the
Associates
vitality and viability of centres. In addition a policy should be included within the core
strategy to allow local centres to continue to serve the retail needs of local
communities.
344 Arnis
Oldham MBC Fourth bullet point - In light of the emerging debate on A5 uses, the reference to
Buklovskis
permissible types of development should also be extended to secondary frontages.
Seventh bullet point - For clarity, after "Provide guidance on public realm" insert and
related development contributions and planning obligations. Current UDP policy
relates to open space requirements that have little relevance in the town centre and
do not relate to public realm. This should be clearly addressed in the policy.
Eighth bullet point - No reference is made to leisure provision, particularly family
related provision or the need to improve the wider evening economy. Limited
provision is identified in work carried out by Grimleys. This issue needs to be
addressed by the policy.

Council Response
Comments noted. Policy Direction 18
sets out the proposed approach
towards local shopping parades and
groups of shops.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments made about Policy Direction 18 Local Services and Facilities
ID
56

Name
Mr
Brian
Lee
220 Mr
Tony
Marlor

Organisation

Comments made about Policy Direction 18 Local Services and Facilities
In reality, small shops and businesses are closing down, unable to compete with
large multi-stores.

Council Response
Comments noted.

Saddleworth
Parish
Council

This section appears largely to contradict the statements in Policy Direction 17.
The two policy directions should be combined.

There is no contradiction. Policy
Direction 18 deals with local services
and facilities that will serve local needs
outside of defined `town centres`.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

1120 Mr
Northwest
Steven
Regional
Broomhead Development
Agency

Policy Directions 17 and 18 deal with Town Centres and Local Service Centres.
Policy Direction 17, as drafted, refers only to retail and leisure developments. We
suggest that both policies should provide clear policy guidance on town centre
office development, having particular regard to the proposed West End and Mumps
strategic sites.
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Comments made about Policy Direction 19 Green Infrastructure
ID
Name Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 19 Green Infrastructure
104 Stephen Sport
Sport England welcomes the aspiration and content of this policy area, and consider that it
Hughes England
will make a fundamental contribution to realising a more attractive, healthier and ultimately
more sustainable borough. Cross-reference to the Open Space, Sport and Recreation
SPD (assuming that this document is to be carried forward to accompany the core strategy)
would be helpful in order to demonstrate how policy can be delivered in a co-ordinated
fashion.

115 Debra
4NW
Holroyd

138 Mr
National
Alan
Trust
Hubbard

The text within the preferred options document is positive in terms of the natural
environment but there is a need to ensure this is continued throughout the future
preparation of the core strategy. There are a number of RSS policies which would offer
further support to the document, in particular policy DP1, DP7, EM1 and EM3. We welcome
the inclusion of Policy Direction 19 which will identify, protect and enhance a multifunctional green infrastructure network within the borough and that consideration is to be
given to the Green Infrastructure Guide [1] for the North West which provides a detailed
definition of green infrastructure, as outlined in Policy EM3 of the RSS. [1]
http://www.greeninfrastructurenw.co.uk/resources/GIguide.pdf
Strongly supported. The particular reference to the relationship with the Peak District
National Park is important and welcomed, especially the recognition of the views into and
out from the National Park, and the need to respect its valued characteristics (which
include its role, together with adjacent land in Oldham as part of a wider catchment, in
managing water, soil, air and carbon store resources, as well as being key in the approach
to adapting to climate change impacts, not least the migration of species over wide areas).
The policy direction would be enhanced by encapsulating the multi-functional benefits of
greenspaces (as referred to at paragraph 9.161) in the final policy itself. The various pieces
of work on landscape character, including for the adjacent Peak District National Park, are
supported by the National Trust and it is important that the outcomes from this work are
fully utilised in developing the policy not only in the core strategy but also in subsequent
documents. In particular it is crucial to ensure that new development is informed by the
landscape character work and that opportunities are taken to enhance and reinforce the

Council Response
Comments noted. It is not the
council's intention to carry forward
the Open Space, Sport and
Recreation SPD as that relates to
the current UDP policies. The key
principals of the SPD however
would be reflected in the local
need assessment and audit. The
open space standards will be
based on the PPG17 local needs
assessment and audit which sets
out the local quantity, quality and
accessibility standards and is
updated each year.
Comments noted. We will regard
to these points in taking forward
the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will include
reference to the multi-functional
benefits of greenspaces within the
core strategy, although this may
be in the reasoned justification text
rather than the policy itself. We
will have regard to landscape
character in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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Comments on Policy Direction 19 Green Infrastructure
distinctive elements of the landscapes of the Borough and its surroundings.
Paragraph 9.160 - The list needs to recognise the special character of the Saddleworth
landscape, it is more than generic farmland and has an historic and cultural dimension.
Paragraph 9.162 - Improvement of the Saddleworth landscape such as repairing and
preserving traditional stone walls needs to be included. Canal enhancement schemes need
to be sympathetic to their industrial past. Paragraph 9.163 - It is quite appropriate that the
woodland cover in the borough is below average as large proportions are moorland and
Pennine open hillsides. Percentages should relate to those areas where tree cover is
appropriate. Paragraph 9.169 - The borough should support the extension of the SAC and
SPA to include Denshaw Moor and Cudworth Pasture and Castleshaw Moor in
Castleshaw. Paragraph 9.173 - The character assessment should assign values to different
landscape types. Landscapes need conserving as much as the built environment. The old
designation "Special Landscape Value" recognised this fact. Paragraph 9.174 Improvement implies a value basis as does the comment positive aspects in the policy
direction bullet point 6. The bullet point covering open spaces needs to clarify the
importance of private as well as public open space, particularly in relation to brownfield site
policies.

221 Mr
Tony
Marlor

Saddleworth
Parish
Council

288 Helen
Telfer

Environment The Environment Agency recognises the importance of Green Infrastructure (GI) and
Agency
supports the development of GI networks. These can help deliver a range of Environment
Agency objectives including Water Framework Directive, as well as wider community
benefits. It is recommended as part of this GI policy that key habitat corridors are mapped.
GI Mapping Projects will not only improve the understanding of local biodiversity, but also
enable identification of how different habitat patches are linked (or more importantly

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the
LDF. The statutory nature
conservation agencies in the UK
have the role of identification of a
series of sites, including Special
Areas of Conservation (SACs) and
Special Protection Areas (SPAs).
Natural England is one of the
statutory agencies, alongside the
Countryside Council for Wales,
Scottish Natural Heritage and
Northern Ireland Environment
Agency. This is co-ordinated
through the Joint Nature
Conservation Committee (JNCC).
The council appointed consultants
to carry out a Landscape
Character Assessment of the open
areas of the borough. It describes
the elements that make a place
distinctive. It does not assign
values to landscapes. The policy
intends to ensure that new
development reinforces the
positive aspects of the local
landscape by respecting the local
distinctiveness and therefore
assigning values is not necessary
or allowed under national
guidance.
Comments noted. We will consider
including a map of the key habitat
corridors and have regard to these
points in the next stages of the
LDF. We will have regard to the
findings of the SFRA when
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401 Janet
Natural
Belfield England

1121 Mr
Andy
Pepper

British
Waterways

1132 Barbara OMBC

Comments on Policy Direction 19 Green Infrastructure
isolated). In order for biodiversity to adapt to a changing climate, it is important that species
are allowed to migrate to more hospitable climate spaces. It is hoped this will form part of
the core strategy, identifying key areas for habitat creation or restoration and improve GI
linkage, and plan growth accordingly. Identifying land as GI where there is a high level of
flood risk (i.e. functional floodplain) will provide opportunities to mitigate against flooding
and provision of additional compensatory flood storage. This may reduce flood risk at a
strategic level and enable development to take place elsewhere. We would recommend
that as part of this policy direction that the findings of the SFRA are used to inform the
issue of flood risk and GI.
We welcome a policy direction for green infrastructure to secure a planned network of
green spaces providing wide ranging benefits for the borough. We welcome the inclusion of
biodiversity (sites and species), geodiversity, landscape character, and recreation in this
policy and the links to local plans and projects including the emerging Greater Manchester
Local Geodiversity Action Plan. We are also pleased to see positive links to work with the
Peak District National Park whose planning functions cover part of Oldham.
British Waterways is pleased to note that the canal network is recognised as valuable,
multi-functional Green Infrastructure within the area and generally supports the aims of
Policy Direction 19, to provide a framework for the implementation of projects, including
canal enhancement schemes. BW is keen to work with the council on these regeneration
projects. We would, however, comment that this ‘green' role of the canal corridor as part of
a Green Infrastructure is only one of a number of roles. The canal is truly a unique multifunctional asset for the city. Those functions as set out by central Government in
‘Waterways for Tomorrow' (DETR 2000) are: • A leisure, recreation and tourism resource; •
A source of water and an integral part of the land drainage system; • A catalyst for
economic and social regeneration of both urban and rural areas; • A sustainable transport
route; • A freight transport facility; and • An important heritage and ecological resource.
Although we recognise the importance of the mostly green routeway the canal offers, BW is
keen to ensure that this does not prejudice the potential for the regeneration and
development of the land adjacent to the canal itself, nor sterilise or limit activity along the
corridor. Central Government has given BW a clear role of unlocking the social, economic
and environmental potential of its inland waterways. The network makes a major
contribution to the national economy as it attracts over 300 million visits per annum which
equates to approximately £917 million visitor spend per annum. Against this context, we
believe that the unique nature of the canal could be best embraced and addressed through
a specific label such as ‘blue infrastructure' to avoid any misinterpretation, with a general
aim being to protect, develop and enhance that infrastructure and optimise the benefits the
canal can generate to all sectors of the community.
Attention needs to be given to the management and maintenance of these areas, together

Council Response
developing the Green
Infrastructure policy and Water
and Flooding policy.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the
LDF.

Comment noted. We will have
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Comments on Policy Direction 19 Green Infrastructure
Neville Economy
with the widest possible community ownership of the resource.
Place and
Skills
Directorate

Council Response
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the
LDF.

Comments made about Policy Direction 20 Protecting Natural Environmental Assets
ID
93

Name Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 20 Protecting Natural Environmental Assets
Mr
British
BW is pleased to see reference within the policy direction to the need to protect canal
Andy
Waterways
corridors from development that would act as an obstacle to canal maintenance and
Pepper
its operations for leisure, navigation for leisure or freight purposes and public access
to towpaths, but reiterates the point made previously about not prejudicing the
potential for canalside regeneration.
139 Mr
National
As per Policy Direction 19 the intentions here are similarly supported by the National
Alan
Trust
Trust.
Hubbard
222 Mr
Saddleworth Bullet point 5 is out of place as this does not relate to the Natural Environment.
Tony
Parish
Marlor Council

289 Helen
Telfer

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to canalside regeneration in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.

Comment noted. The Landscape
Character Assessment describes the
evolution of the borough's rural
landscape and draws on both the
natural and cultural features of the
area. Section 4 describes both the
natural evolution and man made
evolution of the local landscape.
Environment The policy direction identifies specific habitats (woodland, canals) but seems to ignore Comments noted. The policy direction
Agency
other key habitats, and priority BAP habitats the borough supports i.e. peatlands,
makes reference to species protected
rivers, ponds and lodges etc. We would seek any such policy encompass all such key by law, or other species identified in the
wildlife habitats, and seek to actively protect and preferably enhance these as part of Greater Manchester Biodiversity Action
the core strategy. In respect to Oldham's rivers, there may be significant opportunity to Plan and the Oldham Biodiversity
Action Plan. We will consider identifying
open up and enhance existing culverted or channelised watercourse as part of any
what those key habitats are in taking
regeneration proposal, this would provide valuable new assets for Oldham's future
forward the next stages of the LDF.
residents and wildlife alike as well as reducing flood risk. We would seek where the
opportunity arises the removal of existing buildings that currently encroach right up to This may be most appropriate within
the supporting text. We will have regard
bank top of watercourses, which detract from the river corridor, prevent access and
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Natural
Belfield England

1125 Debra
4NW
Holroyd

Comments on Policy Direction 20 Protecting Natural Environmental Assets
degrade habitat value. Along the borough's rivers there could be opportunities for the
creation of new fish passes at existing large weir's, creating new and interesting
features for amenity as well as improving biodiversity value.
We welcome the policy direction and the links to green infrastructure; protecting and
enhancing features of nature conservation value (or where not possible ensure full
mitigation); protecting and promoting woodland; securing no harm to protected and
key local species; ensuring development has regard to local landscape character
(although we would also wish to see local character conserved and enhanced); and
protecting canal corridors for transport and recreation (we would also wish to see
them protected for their value as a biodiversity resource).
The text within the preferred options document is positive in terms of the natural
environment but there is a need to ensure this is continued throughout the future
preparation of the core strategy. There are a number of RSS policies which would
offer further support to the document, in particular policy DP1, DP7, EM1 and EM3. In
terms of the natural environment, there is a need to ensure that growth has a limited
impact on biodiversity, green areas, including open space and green belt. We are
pleased to note that the core strategy encourages the promotion of a more integrated
approach to delivering a better environment within the borough.

Council Response
to the comments made on
watercourses in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments made about Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
ID
Name
140 Mr
Alan
Hubbard

223 Mr
Tony
Marlor

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
National
The approach is supported. It is noted that in respect of much of the borough's
Trust
green belt land that in addition to fulfilling the specific functions and objectives set
out in PPG2 it also has additional qualities that reinforce the need to safeguard it
(and also mean that improvements should be encouraged where practical). These
in particular include the landscape character of these areas, and also the role of a
significant area in being part of the wider setting of the Peak District National Park.
Saddleworth Paragraph 9.177 - OPOL sites are essential in Saddleworth to preserve the rural
Parish
nature and the need for green open space. New OPOL sites should be created to
Council
protect existing greenfield sites and to protect open green space. See Annex 1 for
a full list. Land presently designated H.1.2.11, H1.2.10, B.1.1.26, CF1.1.2. In
addition OPOL13 should be extended to include the area of Stonebreaks quarry

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. Policy Direction 1
proposed that some OPOL land be
released to allow the borough to meet
its development needs, but also
identified that the council may look to
identify further OPOL sites. We will
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ID

Name

299 Mr
Raymond
Cocking

414 Unknown

450 Mr
D.
Hind

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land

Council Response
have regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
Our concern relates to land at Haven Lane (see plan attached). We believe this
The core strategy proposes the
land should be allocated for residential development, taking account: i) Proximity to release of Land Reserved for Future
HMR at Derker ii) Sustainable shops, schools, health centre all in close proximity. Development at Haven Lane
(including LR8) for housing
development. LR8 is also identified as
part of the potential housing land
supply within the council's Strategic
Housing Land Availability
Assessment. Given its greenfield
status it is considered that residential
development may be achievable in the
long term (16+ years). Please note the
identification of potential housing
sites, buildings or areas within the
SHLAA does not imply that the council
will necessarily grant planning
permission or allocate the site,
building or area, for residential
development.
Grasscroft
Grasscroft support paragraph 9.179 which proposes the release of land identified Comments noted.
Homes and as LRFD and OPOL to be released to meet the development needs of the council.
Property
Land at Haven Lane is located in a highly sustainable location and have the ability
Limited
to meet any future housing needs in the short, medium and long term. Sites LR7
and LR8 are of a size and nature (circa 30-40 dwellings per site) that their
development will not detrimentally harm the overriding town centre development
and regeneration initiatives set out in the core strategy preferred options. The
development of LR7 and LR8 would still allow the council to achieve 80% of new
homes on previously developed land elsewhere in the borough.
Weir Caravan The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
Comments noted. We will have
Park
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
regard to the points made in relation
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a to conversions and extensions in
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and taking forward the next stages of the
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
LDF. PPS12 states that plan policies
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached should be consistent with national
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
policy and therefore it is unlikely that
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and the policy will be able to support the
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ID

Name

997 Mrs
A
Heathcote

998 Mr
D
Fisher

Organisation

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is

Council Response
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will consider
amending the second paragraph to
refer to national guidance relating to
green belt. We will have regard to the
points made in relation to conversions
and extensions in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. Planning
Policy 12 (PPS12) states that local
plan policies should be consistent with
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ID

Name

999 Mr
I
Corbett

1000 Mr
P
Ward

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again

Council Response
national policy and therefore it is
unlikely that plan policy will be able to
support the development of additional
dwellings within the green belt as
requested. We will have regard to the
comments made on OPOL in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
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Name

Organisation

1001 Mr
J
Downs

c/o Chorlton
Planning

1002 Peter
Martin

P&D
Northern
Steels Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but

Council Response
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
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Name

Organisation

1003 Mr
S
Howarth

c/o Chorlton
Planning

1004 Mr
J
Lees

c/o Chorlton
Planning

Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where

Council Response
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
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Name

1005 Mr
S
Ingram

1006 Dronsfield
Mercedes

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
Design
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
Studio
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
Dronsfield
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
Mercedes c/o policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
Chorlton
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
Planning
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this

Council Response
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
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1007 John Dixon
Associates
Ltd

1008 Mr
R.M.
Eglin

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
John Dixon & The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
Associates
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
Ltd
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we

Council Response
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
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1009 Mr
R
Thomas

1010 Robert Scott Robert Scott
and Sons
& Sons Ltd

Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would

Council Response
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
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1012 Splash
Properties

Splash
Properties

Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other

Council Response
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
Sanderson
Bros
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
Commercials and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
c/o Chorlton The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
Planning Ltd policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
c/o Chorlton The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
Planning Ltd policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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Quantum
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
Star
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
c/o Taylor
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
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and Wood
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
Estate
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
Agents
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
c/o Roland
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
Gaskell
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated

Council Response
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
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and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a

Council Response
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
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way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and

Council Response
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
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extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing

Council Response
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
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Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
The wording of the policy direction is noted. It is accepted that LDF green belt
policies are to a large extent governed by PPG2. PPG2 is now somewhat dated
and is likely to be revised in the near future. The policy should be worded in such a
way that it can take on board future changes to PPG2. In addition conversions and
extensions in the green belt can significantly add to the upper market housing
stock without detriment to the open landscape. It is requested that criteria attached
to green belt development should not be too restrictive but have a fair degree of
flexibility built in. In addition there is merit in adding additional dwellings within and
to existing small hamlets and settlements in the green belt where infrastructure is
in place and there will be no detriment to the openness of the landscape. Again
these dwelling units could significantly add to the upper market housing stock but
more importantly could provide lower cost dwellings for younger people where
parents/relatives already own land within the settlements. It is appreciated that this
is difficult giving the current restrictions of PPG2. However it is something that we
feel should be seriously considered. In Saddleworth in particular it would
significantly help a number of young people to own their first house. At the other
end of the scale provision of granny flats, or independent small units for elderly
relatives, could also help local families, without having to move house. The above
provisions are also requested for OPOL.
Environment Lancaster Sports Club - LR5 The Moston Brook corridor suffers from significant
Agency
pollution (contaminated land etc) and extensive modification (culverts etc)
problems. There is a restoration strategy in place for Moston Brook Corridor and
we would recommend that any future redevelopment of this site has regard to the
objectives of this strategy. If this site is taken forward as a development site, then
the impacts of any additional surface water on flooding and the surrounding

Council Response
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to the points made in relation to
conversions and extensions in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
PPS12 states that plan policies should
be consistent with national policy and
therefore it is unlikely that the policy
will be able to support the
development of additional dwellings
(as opposed to sub-division of existing
dwellings, replacement dwellings or
re-use of existing buildings) within the
green belt as requested. We will have
regard to the comments made on
OPOL in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points when taking forward
the next stages of the LDF. The core
strategy proposes the potential
release of Lancaster Sports Club
(LR5) for sports development. It is
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Comments on Policy Direction 21 Protecting Open Land
watercourse will need to be considered.

Council Response
recognised that any development of
LR5 would need to take account of the
masterplan prepared for the Moston
Brook Corridor.

Comments made about Policy Direction 22 Open Spaces and Sports
ID
11
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Comments on Policy Direction 22 Open Spaces and Sports
Jupiter
The current calculation of the local provision of POS is seriously flawed in so far
Investments as it excludes the large urban parks such as Tandle Hill and Alexandra park. This
Ltd
has the result that there is deemed to be a shortage of space and there is really a
surplus. This mistake should be rectified. Oldham is surrounded by open
countryside in close proximity. This reduces the need for POS and should be
taken into account also. There should be no developer requirement to pay POS
contributions. They are a tax on and a disincentive to much needed development.
Sport
The attention paid to this topic is welcomed. In particular, Sport England note: the
England
preparation of PPG17 Assessment, the setting of local standards in respect of the
quantity, quality and accessibility standards for open space and facility provision
and reference to the opportunities for using planning obligations to enhance
provision as part of new development. These are all important foundations for a
robust policy. Cross-reference to the Open Space, Sport and Recreation SPD
would be a useful addition to this policy area.
National
It is considered important that as part of this approach to these greenspaces that
Trust
consideration is given not only to quantitative provision but also the quality of the
spaces and in particular the contribution that they make to the multi-functional
benefits of greenspaces. For example, ensuring that outdoor sports pitches do not
solely provide for active recreation (important and primary though this is) but that
their design includes other considerations such as the provision on new wildlife
corridors for species migration and foraging, perhaps by the provision of new
native hedgerows along the boundaries.
Saddleworth
Parish

Council Response
Comments noted. Large parks have
been excluded from quantity figures as
they provide a boroughwide
function. We will have regard to the
PPG17 study findings in taking forward
the next stage of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to theses points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF. It is not the
council's intention to carry forward the
Open Space, Sport and Recreation
SPD as this relates to the current UDP
policies.
Comments noted. Policy Direction 22
proposes to assess quality, quantity
and accessibility of open space. The
quality of open space has been
measured using the Green Flag Park
assessment of which attention to
wildlife and fauna is a key criteria. We
will therefore have regard to the points
raised in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Paragraph 9.182 - The meaning of the last sentence is obscure. The present
The policy directions relate to the
policies are not being implemented in practice. There are two conflicting policies in proposed future policies of the LDF
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Comments on Policy Direction 22 Open Spaces and Sports
Council
terms of housing density and the provision of on-site green space. Clarity needs to
be given in the new LDF as to how these two policies should sit side by side. The
present situation where on-site provision is being replaced by a commuted sum is
unsatisfactory in terms of the aims of this policy direction and PPG17 and open
green space is being lost. Paragraph 9.183 - The Local Needs Assessment and
Audit of 2006 never went out to public consultation, nor have any of the up-dates.
This important document needs to be subject to public consultation before its
conclusions are incorporated into policy. Do the open space standards include
OPOL and Green Belt? The local standards section does not make clear whether
the figures in each category are targets or actual figures across the borough. What
are the national standards? It needs to be made clear whether each category is
under provided or over provided against target standards. No indication is given of
the amount of land that does not meet the 70% and how much of this could be
upgraded to the better than 70%.
Oldham MBC If a policy is developed in relation to town centre public realm and related
developer contributions, should there be an exception for open space policy
requirements for residential development in the town centre.
Natural
We support a policy direction to conserve and enhance open spaces and secure
England
appropriate provision and maintenance through developer contributions. We are
pleased to see a clear link quoted with policy direction 19 (green infrastructure).
Weir Caravan The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Park
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
c/o Chorlton The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Planning
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be

Council Response
rather than the current UDP policies.
The LDF should be read as a whole
and policies should complement each
other. The Preferred Options includes
policy directions on Protecting Open
Land and Green Belt. The Local
Needs Assessment and Audit of 2006
is available for public viewing. The
findings of the Local Needs
Assessment have informed the Open
Space, Sport and Recreation Provision
SPD which went out to public
consultation prior to its adoption. The
figures in Policy Direction 22 are
standards which we would seek to
achieve.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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Comments on Policy Direction 22 Open Spaces and Sports
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

1040

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

1041
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1043

1044

1045

Organisation
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Design
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Studio
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
Dronsfield
Dronsfield
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Mercedes
Mercedes c/o towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
Chorlton
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
Planning
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
John Dixon John Dixon & The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Associates
Associates
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
Ltd
Ltd
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
Mr
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
R.M.
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
Eglin
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
Mr
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
R
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
Thomas
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
Robert Scott Robert Scott The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
and Sons
& Sons Ltd
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
Indo African Indo African The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Exports Ltd Exports Ltd
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
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policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
Splash
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Properties
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
Sanderson
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Bros
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
Commercials policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
c/o Chorlton The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Planning Ltd towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be

Council Response
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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Comments on Policy Direction 22 Open Spaces and Sports
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
c/o Chorlton The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Planning Ltd towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
Quantum
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Star
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
c/o Taylor
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
and Wood
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
Estate
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
Agents
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
Yorkshire
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Mills Ltd
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.

Council Response

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
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c/o Roland
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Gaskell
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
1059 Mr
c/o Chorlton The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
R
Planning
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
Cocking
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
1060 Mr
c/o Chorlton The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
J
Planning
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
Jaskolka
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
1061 Mr
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
C.P.
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
Dawson
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
1062 Mr
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
F
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
Winterbottom
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
1063 Mr
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
J.
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current
McLintock
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.
1064 Mr
The use of section 106 Agreements requiring housing developers to contribute
Walker
towards recreation or public open space is noted. It is similar to the current

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
findings in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the PPG17 study
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ID

Name

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 22 Open Spaces and Sports
Council Response
policies in the UDP. At present the system is complicated, time consuming and
findings in taking forward the next
inequitable. A flat rate per residential unit would be far preferable. This could be
stages of the LDF.
agreed in advance with the development industry. It could differ from area to area
but the same rate would apply to all residential units within each particular area.

Comments made about Policy Direction 23 Heritage
ID
12

58

Name Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 23 Heritage
Wilkinson Jupiter
It is of some value to preserve perhaps one or two valuable Victorian multi storey
Investments mills with chimney and steam engine. Please do not over preserve buildings and
Ltd
restrict progress. There is a way of thinking which says: "it is old, so it is important
and worth preserving". Do not succumb to this way of thinking because it is
backward looking, sentimental and wrong headed. We preserve far too many poor
quality buildings in this country.
Mr
Oldham already has a heritage policy which has been ineffectual, how is this policy
Brian
direction going to make a difference?
Lee

142 Mr
Alan
Hubbard

National
Trust

225 Mr
Tony
Marlor

Saddleworth
Parish
Council

Generally this intention has much to commend it and is supported. However, it is
noted that in respect of Scheduled Monuments that their wider settings need to be
safeguarded (PPG16) and that there are other heritage resources, in particular
Registered Historic Parks and Gardens, which need to be considered. It is also
considered that the first bullet point requires some amendment as it is the features,
not the designations, that need to be ‘protected conserved and enhanced'. Having
regard to these matters a more suitable wording might be: "protect, conserve and
enhance the borough's existing designated heritage designations assets including
their wider settings , and have regard to changes that arise from future reviews."
Paragraph 9.187 - The villages were a product of the industrial revolution and led to
the death of the domestic woollen industry. Weavers' cottages are on the hillsides
not generally in the villages. The paragraph is misleading. Paragraph 9.188 - Bullet
point one referring to weavers' cottage windows is not a recognised architectural

Council Response
Comments noted. Will have regard to
these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.

Policy Direction 23 relates to the future
policy of the LDF. We will have regard
to the findings of HMR Heritage
Assessments and the emerging Greater
Manchester urban historic landscape
characterisation study in taking forward
the next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points and the findings of the
HMR heritage assessments and
emerging Greater Manchester urban
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ID

Name

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 23 Heritage
term. The windows have a horizontal characteristic divided by mullions with
individual vertical elements. This paragraph is unsatisfactory in terms of a general
description of the distinctive Saddleworth vernacular. This needs reworking to the
standard of the HMR assessment of Oldham distinctiveness. Paragraph 8.189 - The
characteristics listed are not specific to Delph. There are general characteristics
across Saddleworth, these differ by period and whether the buildings are in the
villages or on the hillsides. Villages were about trade, retail and commerce, the
hillsides reflect an early economic pattern of small scale farming and domestic
textile production. Paragraph 9.192 - The penultimate sentence in this paragraph
mixes up Anglican churches with Methodism. The churches listed are all C of E. St
Thomas is Werneth not Primrose Bank. The HMR assessment was an excellent
piece of work but as so far failed to find its way into any local policies. Paragraph
9.196 - Other historic cemeteries across the borough should be added to this list. A
list should be drawn up for inclusion into the Historic Parks and Gardens category.
There is currently no landscape protection and this needs to be rectified. Dry stone
walls, walling patterns, gateposts, sunken lanes, old packhorse routes and other
historic earthworks need to be included. This is an important part of Saddleworth's
local distinctiveness. We fully support the aims of the policy direction.
320 Mr
Oldham
This policy direction is supported where protecting local heritage serves a
Len
Rochdale
regeneration purpose, although in some circumstances redevelopment may be
Harris
Partners In
appropriate. As such it would be useful to discuss how this policy will be used to
Action HMR address such a situation. The reference to the series of heritage assessments within
the Pathfinder is welcomed
346 Arnis
Oldham MBC 7th bullet point - After " ... designated buildings", insert and structures. Reason: The
Buklovskis
Local List may include structures, such as bridges, canal locks, milestones, etc.
1108 Judith
Nelson

English
Heritage

1124 Debra
Holroyd

4NW

As described in the report Oldham has a significant amount of heritage assets both
statutorily designated and locally important. The Policy Direction 23 set out in the
report is supported and it will be important for the strategic approach to the
management of the historic environment to have influence throughout the
development and implementation of the whole of the core strategy. We note the
very high level of support in the borough for the protection and enhancement of
heritage assets revealed in your survey work.
There are a number of RSS policies which would offer further support to the
document, in particular policy DP1, DP7, EM1 and EM3. 4NW would like
emphasise the importance of protecting, conserving and enhancing the historic
assets of the borough and that growth should have a positive impact on these
assets. However, we are encouraged to note that maximum use will be made of

Council Response
historic landscape characterisation
study in taking forward the next stages
of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
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ID

Name

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 23 Heritage
previously developed land and buildings and that Policy 23 will seek to protect,
conserve and enhance the Oldham's historic environment.

Council Response

Comments made about Policy Direction 24 Waste Management
ID
41

Name Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 24 Waste Management
Miss
The proposed policy direction seems to be in line with the approach set out within both
Alethea
national and regional planning policy. As a result the policy direction fits well with the
Faulkner
current direction of the Greater Manchester Joint Waste DPD. However, in line with
government guidance, it may be necessary to ensure the policy is `spatial`. This may
mean the identification of broad areas where waste developments may be suitable.
This should not duplicate the site allocations work within the JWDPD, rather set the
context for the types of locations likely to be suitable for waste management/disposal.
143 Mr
National
The Trust supports the policy direction.
Alan
Trust
Hubbard
226 Mr
Saddleworth We have no general issues with this section, however in bullet point two the term
Tony
Parish
"appropriate locations" should take full of account of the proximity to residential
Marlor Council
properties, the nature of the waste and traffic issues associated with access to the site.
1131 Debra
4NW
4NW's stance on sustainable waste management is a mix of policy which is set out in
Holroyd
the RSS and also Regional Waste Strategy for the North West (RWS). The approach
contained within these strategies should be viewed as a whole. 4NW would agree that
the core strategy preferred options paper has correctly highlighted the key issues
facing Oldham with regards to sustainable waste management, including dealing with
its own and imported waste arisings, ensuring sufficient provision of waste
management facilities and identifying suitable sites for new or enhanced waste
management facilities.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
The council will work with the GMGU
to ensure the core strategy and
JWDPD are consistent with each
other.
Comments noted.
Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted.

Comments made about Policy Direction 25 Minerals
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ID Name Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 25 Minerals
42 Miss
A proposal for a Joint Minerals Development Plan Document has been approved by
Alethea
the AGMA Planning and Housing Chief Executives and will be taken to the AGMA
Faulkner
Chief Executives for approval. It is anticipated that work could begin on a JMDPD in
January 2010.
68 Mr
Carl
Banton

Coal
Authority

144 Mr
National
Alan
Trust
Hubbard

Council Response
The formal decision on setting up the
working arrangements for the
preparation of this will be taken by the
Full Councils of the ten AGMA local
authorities during the summer/autumn.
Comments noted. We will have regard to
The Coal Authority whilst broadly supporting the thrust of the policy on minerals,
these points in taking forward the next
consider the policy deficient in relation to the safeguarding of known mineral
resources. The Coal Authority considers that a Mineral Safeguarding Area will need to stages of the LDF. It should be noted
that the AGMA authorities are working
be identified for all of the coal resource within the borough should be safeguarded in
towards the preparation of a joint
accordance with the advice set out in MPS1, MPS1 Companion Guide, the BGS
document and MPG3. This is necessary to prevent the unnecessary sterilisation of a minerals DPD across Greater
resource which has a defined clear role to play in future energy supply and the energy Manchester. The formal decision on
security of the UK. As the energy market is rapidly changing it is vital that appropriate setting up the working arrangements for
the preparation of this will be taken by
safeguarding of energy minerals is undertaken to retain the flexibility required to
the Full Councils of the ten AGMA local
respond to the future energy needs of the country over the plan period. The Coal
authorities during the summer/autumn.
Authority considers that mineral safeguarding should be undertaken based upon the
geological resource information available from the BGS and other public bodies such
as The Coal Authority. It should then be undertaken in accordance with the policy
advice set out in MPS1, the MPS1 Companion Guide and should follow the best
practice guidance set out in the BGS document 'A Guide to Mineral Safeguarding'. It is
unclear how the MPA propose to undertake mineral safeguarding and the definition of
MSA's in this case, indeed it appears at present that no MSA's are being identified on
the Key Diagram which is a policy omission, the Core Strategy must set out at least
the context for safeguarding the extensive coal resources present across the district.
Further policy clarity is required. To comply with the guidance set out in MPS1
Paragraph 13 with regard to the need to define a Mineral Safeguarding Area for the
proven surface coal resource to ensure that it is not needlessly sterilised by nonmineral development. Also to reflect the guidance set out in the MPS1 Companion
Guide in paragraph 32.
Mostly supported, but either in the policy or the related text there needs to be explicit Comments noted. We will have regard to
recognition of the wider sustainable development objectives including the need to
these points in taking forward the next
safeguard and enhance environmental assets.
stages of the LDF. It should be noted
that the AGMA authorities are working
towards the preparation of a joint
minerals DPD across Greater
Manchester. The formal decision on
setting up the working arrangements for
the preparation of this will be taken by
the Full Councils of the ten AGMA local
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ID

Name Organisation

227 Mr
Tony
Marlor

Saddleworth
Parish
Council

270 Jean
Campaign to
Johnson Protect Rural
England
(Lancashire
Branch)

290 Helen
Telfer

Comments on Policy Direction 25 Minerals
Paragraph 9.206 - More emphasis and promotion needs to be given to the recycling of
mineral waste in the plan. The second sentence on recycling needs to be given priority
over the extraction of new aggregate and new stone. Targets and sites for recycling
need to be included in the plan. A large percentage of landfill is building materials. The
term "sustainable" in relation to transport is being misused, all conventional transport
in non-sustainable in terms of its consumption of irreplaceable natural materials.

Paragraph 9.205 - anticipates that the core strategy will consist of "a criteria-based
policy framework for determining (minerals) planning applications". Included amongst
the criteria in this policy should be a reference to the need for a safe and adequate
traffic access route to and from the extraction site in order to protect the amenity of
residents living on or adjacent to the traffic access route.

Environment In respect to promoting sensitive restoration, quarry sites can offer significant nature
Agency
conservation possibilities after extraction, but frequently these opportunities are lost or
not pursued.

Council Response
authorities during the summer/autumn.
Comments noted. We will have regard to
these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. It should be noted
that the AGMA authorities are working
towards the preparation of a joint
minerals DPD across Greater
Manchester. The formal decision on
setting up the working arrangements for
the preparation of this will be taken by
the Full Councils of the ten AGMA local
authorities during the summer/autumn.
Comments noted. We will have regard to
these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. It should be noted
that the AGMA authorities are working
towards the preparation of a joint
minerals DPD across Greater
Manchester. The formal decision on
setting up the working arrangements for
the preparation of this will be taken by
the Full Councils of the ten AGMA local
authorities during the summer/autumn.
Comments noted. We will have regard to
these points in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF. It should be noted
that the AGMA authorities are working
towards the preparation of a joint
minerals DPD across Greater
Manchester. The formal decision on
setting up the working arrangements for
the preparation of this will be taken by
the Full Councils of the ten AGMA local
authorities during the summer/autumn.
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Comments made about Policy Direction 26 Communities
ID Name
97 Mr
Stephen
Connell

Organisation
Manchester
Failsworth
Congregation
of Jehovah's
Witnesses

Comments on Policy Direction 26 Communities
Under the heading of Communities (page 104) we feel it would be good to specifically
include faith groups, community buildings and places of worship. For example,
'community facilities include education facilities, places of worship, health and well
being centres' etc. We were also pleased that in Policy Direction 26, the LDF
encourages support for proposals for new and improved community facilities and in
fact does here specify religious buildings. We would again like to add our support for
this.
111 Rose
The Theatres We support this policy as it specifically includes your main cultural facilities - libraries,
Freeman Trust
arts centres, museums and theatres. Because it is cumbersome to have long lists of
themes and topics defined as community facilities we suggest a more compact
description of the term - community facilities provide for the health, welfare, social,
educational, spiritual, leisure and cultural needs of the community.
174 Mr
GMPTE
The policy direction could also include the following bullet point: Ensure that new,
Richard
redeveloped or extended community facilities are accessible to the communities they
Clowes
are intended to serve by sustainable modes including walking, cycling and public
transport.
228 Mr
Saddleworth Paragraph 9.207 - See comments already made above in terms of describing
Tony
Parish
Uppermill as a local town centre and the importance of sustaining community facilities
Marlor
Council
in the Saddleworth villages. Paragraph 9.209 - "Modern, high quality, sustainable and
flexible" are all subjective terms and should be avoided in the plan. They are certainly
open to contradiction and challenge. The LIFT centres have been criticised for their
poor quality design and lack of local distinctiveness and sympathy with their
environments. This section is largely propaganda for present policies and does not
strike an objective tone. Paragraph 9.211 - The term "transform" is also very imprecise
and subjective and should be avoided. Paragraph 9.212 - The comments on the term
"transformation" also apply to this paragraph. This paragraph makes a number of
claims for the benefits of community centres which are not obvious. The general
statement defining this policy is largely jargon and has no clear meaning. A better
description would be: `A policy that aims to improve community, educational and health
facilities across the borough, and which recognises the diverse nature of the its
different communities and promotes social integration, improved health and general
well being of all people in the borough.` Bullet point one should replace community
cohesion with social integration The reference to HM prison service should be removed
as prisons are not community facilities but are run by national government. Prisoners
cannot be regarded as part of the local community. Again the word `transformation`

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to this point in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. See previous
response about `town centres`. The
LDF has to incorporate the plans and
programmes of key partners and
agencies, therefore this includes the
LIFT proposals that have been agreed
by, amongst others, the Department of
Health and Oldham PCT. `Community
cohesion` is an accepted term. Prisons
forms part of the definition of
`community facilities` used in the UDP
that has been accepted by an
independent planning inspector and the
Secretary of State.
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Name

Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 26 Communities
Council Response
should be avoided in the policy statement.
271 Jean
Campaign to Many of the community facilities projected to be provided in this policy will clearly not
Comments noted. We will have regard
Johnson Protect Rural be deliverable in the current economic climate so contingency plans to deal with priority to this point in taking forward the next
England
projects, for example the repair of school buildings, should be included in this policy.
stages of the LDF.
(Lancashire
Branch)
321 Mr
Oldham
This policy direction is supported in principle. As this policy direction is developed we
Comments noted. We will have regard
Len
Rochdale
would like to discuss how the planning system can ensure that new developments do to these points in taking forward the
Harris
Partners In
not undermine community cohesion. "Community cohesion" itself needs to be clearly
next stages of the LDF.
Action HMR defined within the context of the policy if it is to be of value.

Comments made about Policy Direction 27 Local Environmental Quality and Amenity
ID
Name
145 Mr
Alan
Hubbard
229 Mr
Tony
Marlor

Organisation
Comments on Policy Direction 27 Local Environmental Quality and Amenity
National
Supported, but the first bullet point should be widened to encompass leisure
Trust
users/visitors and greenspaces.
Saddleworth
Parish
Council

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
Paragraph 9.215 - The importance of high speed broadband in rural areas needs to be Comments noted. We will have regard
mentioned. Present speeds are inadequate and provide an impediment to the growth to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.
of high tech and knowledge based industries in areas like Saddleworth which
otherwise are ideally suited in this respect. Mobile phone coverage is also patchy and
would benefit from collaboration between service providers in terms of infrastructure.
Paragraph 9.216 - The point has already been made above that a clear distinction
needs to be made in the terminology used to describe the town of Oldham and
Oldham Borough. "Oldham Town" and "the Borough" would be better terms that would
avoid possible confusion. Paragraph 9.128 - Although possibly justified on security
grounds, gated communities, and the fencing off of public buildings such as schools
have a negative impact on social cohesion. Policies should make it clear that a
balance between these factors needs to be considered. This also applies to the
widespread introduction of alley gating. A high security risk should need to be
demonstrated before planning permission is given for such schemes. Paragraph 9.129
- A balance also needs to be struck in the area of road safety. Intrusive traffic
management schemes have a negative impact on the quality of the environment and
can lead to inconvenience and difficulty for road users. These factors need to be
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Name Organisation

Comments on Policy Direction 27 Local Environmental Quality and Amenity
weighed against measurable incremental safety improvements. The policy direction
should reflect the above balancing factors.
272 Jean
Campaign to The policies to protect the quality of the local environment and amenity are fully
Johnson Protect Rural supported as set out.
England
(Lancashire
Branch)
404 Janet
Natural
We would welcome this policy on local environmental quality and amenity being linked
Belfield England
to policy direction 20 concerning local landscape (and townscape) character, in
particular relating to assessment of visual amenity.
1128 Debra
4NW
The text within the preferred options document is positive in terms of the natural
Holroyd
environment but there is a need to ensure this is continued throughout the future
preparation of the core strategy. There are a number of RSS policies which would
offer further support to the document, in particular policy DP1, DP7, EM1 and EM3. In
terms of air pollution and energy issues, Oldham should ensure that the borough
supports sustainable development; if the population can access jobs and services near
to their homes then this has a positive affect on climate change.

Council Response

Comments noted.

Comments noted. We will have regard
to this point in taking forward the next
stages of the LDF.
Comments noted. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF.

Comments in response to the Monitoring and Implementation chapter
ID
40

Name
Mr
David
Hardman

61

Mr
Brian
Lee

Organisation
Comments on Monitoring and Implementation chapter
United
If you consult United Utilities Water plc about proposed development sites, we will
Utilities
advise on our capacity to serve the sites with water and wastewater services. (You
should be aware that we sold our electricity distribution network to 'Electricity North
West' in December 2007 and United Utilities Water plc does not provide them with
a planning liaison service. They can be contacted through 0800 195 1452).
Should not Monitoring Reports be prepared on each policy direction and made
public to enable ratepayers to see what progress is being made and whether the
content of the policies are being implemented?

88

John

Royton

If implemented OK.

Council Response
Comment noted.

The council already prepares and
publishes an Annual Monitoring
Report every December. It shows
how the borough's planning policies
are being implemented and measures
their effectiveness against a range of
monitoring indicators.
Comment noted.
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ID

Name
Earnshaw
106 Stephen
Hughes

230 Mr
Tony
Marlor

244 Lyn
James
258 C
Moorhouse
294 Helen
Telfer

Organisation
Comments on Monitoring and Implementation chapter
Happy Circle
Sport
Specification of the following monitoring indicators for the Core Strategy is
England
welcomed: 39. Amount of eligible open spaces managed to Green Flag award
standard. 40. Number of new/improved outdoor sports facilities and playing fields
completed. 42. i) Adult participation in sport and ii) Children and young people's
participation in high quality PE and sport Indicator 42 should be referenced in
Policy Direction 22 alongside indicators 39 and 40.
Saddleworth Implementation is a rather misleading term as the council cannot directly manage
Parish
delivery of the plan. This will be determined by the market and the commercial
Council
interests of private developers. Contingency planning would be a better term.
Indicators 6 and 7 - The employment land statistics outlined in these indicators
should be broken down by district. Certainly we would wish to have this
information monitored for Saddleworth & Lees. Indicator 11 - The housing statistics
outlined in this indicator should be broken down by district. Certainly we would
wish to have this information monitored for Saddleworth & Lees. Indicator 22 - Add
to the list under these indicator, iv) the number of listed buildings within the
borough deemed to be at risk, v) the number of conservation areas for which
character appraisals have been conducted or updated within the last five years, vi)
the number of conservation areas for which a conservation area plan has been
produced or updated in the last five years. Indicator 23 - Does this indicator relate
to the CABE measure for transport and local amenities accessibility? Libraries
need to be included in the list. The national guidelines on library accessibility
(distance of % of population from fixed library) should be included in the list.
Indicator 31 - Need to clarify whether the numbers are installed capacity or actual
output. In the latter case where is this measured? Indicators 39, 40, 41 and 44 Needs to be clear what targets these figures are being monitored against.
Infrastructure - This needs to be scrutinised thoroughly in draft before publication.
Local stakeholders such as the Saddleworth & Lees district partnership and
statutory bodies like the Saddleworth Parish Council should be consulted at an
early stage.
See original letter for general comments.
See original letter for general comments.
Environment There does not seem to be any indicators for waste recycled and the current waste
Agency
indicators 34 and 35 do not best represent this. We would recommend that a
clearer local indicator for waste recycled is used, for example waste by financial
destination in addition to management type, this would allow improved monitoring.

Council Response
Comments noted. We will have
regard to the final point in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Comments noted. We will have
regard to these points in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.

Noted.
Noted.
Indicators 34 and 35 are core national
indicators which are monitored in the
Annual Monitoring Report. We will
have regard to the comment about an
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ID

Name

406 Janet
Belfield
452 Mr
D.
Hind

1065 Mrs
A
Heathcote

1066 Mr
D
Fisher

1067 Mr
I
Corbett

1068 Mr
P
Ward

1069 Mr
J
Downs

Organisation

Comments on Monitoring and Implementation chapter

Natural
We have no comments to make on this section.
England
Weir Caravan We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Park
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
c/o Chorlton We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Planning
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
c/o Chorlton We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Planning
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not

Council Response
additional local indicator in taking
forward the next stages of the LDF.
Noted.
Comment noted.

Comment noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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ID

Name

1070 Peter
Martin

1071 Mr
S
Howarth

1072 Mr
J
Lees

1073 Mr
S
Ingram

1074 Dronsfield
Mercedes

1075 John Dixon
Associates
Ltd

Organisation

Comments on Monitoring and Implementation chapter
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
P&D
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Northern
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
Steels Ltd
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
c/o Chorlton We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Planning
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
c/o Chorlton We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Planning
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
Design
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Studio
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
Dronsfield
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Mercedes c/o be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
Chorlton
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
Planning
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
John Dixon & We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Associates
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
Ltd
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.

Council Response

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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ID
Name
1076 Mr
R.M.
Eglin

Organisation

Comments on Monitoring and Implementation chapter
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
1077 Mr
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
R
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
Thomas
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
1078 Robert Scott Robert Scott We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
and Sons
& Sons Ltd
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
1079 Indo African Indo African We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Exports Ltd Exports Ltd
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
1080 Splash
Splash
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Properties
Properties
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
1081 Mr
Sanderson
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Samuel
Bros
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
Brian
Commercials taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
Sanderson
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
1082 Mr
c/o Chorlton We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
L
Planning Ltd be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also

Council Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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ID

Name
Perrins

1083 Mrs
P
Lutener

1084 Charles
Lees

1085 Mr
B.H.
Tomlinson

1086 Mr
C
Taylor

1087 Quantum
Star Ltd

1088 Mr
J
Fitton

Organisation

Comments on Monitoring and Implementation chapter
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
c/o Chorlton We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Planning Ltd be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
Quantum
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Star
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not

Council Response

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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ID

Name

1089 Mr
P
Wood

Organisation

c/o Taylor
and Wood
Estate
Agents

1090 Peter
Sykes

1091 Mr
S
Cox

c/o Roland
Gaskell

1092 Mr
R
Cocking

c/o Chorlton
Planning

1093 Mr
J
Jaskolka

c/o Chorlton
Planning

1094 Mr
C.P.
Dawson

Comments on Monitoring and Implementation chapter
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.

Council Response

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.
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ID
Name
Organisation
Comments on Monitoring and Implementation chapter
1095 Mr
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
F
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
Winterbottom
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
1096 Mr
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
J.
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
McLintock
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
1097 Yorkshire
Yorkshire
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Mills Ltd
Mills Ltd
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.
1098 Mr
We have no comments on this section. An annual monitoring report would seem to
Walker
be the best way of keeping a check on the implementation of the LDF and also
taking into account new legislation, government advice and changes in the market
situation. It would also help to identify potential development sites that are not
being taken up. The reasons for this need to be investigated and appropriate
action taken.

Council Response
Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Comments on the Sustainability Appraisal
ID
Name
4
John
Earnshaw
5
Mr
Alan
Hubbard

Organisation
Royton Happy
Circle
National Trust

Sounds good.

Comments on Sustainability Appraisal

Council Response
Comment noted.

Generally satisfactory, but in indicator 22 ii) it is suggested that it is not simply
the number of Conservation Areas that is important but also the proportion that
have up to date appraisals (less than 5 years old) and the proportion that have
a management plan. (Allied to this in respect of 22 iii) it would be exceptional

Comments noted. The council is
currently undertaking conservation
appraisals across the borough. We
will have regard to these points in
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ID

7
8
9

Name

Lyn
James
C
Moorhouse
Janet
Belfield

10 Judith
Nelson

Organisation

Comments on Sustainability Appraisal
for a Conservation Area to be ‘lost', with the preceding change it is suggested
that this indicator could simply refer to Listed Buildings).

Council Response
taking forward the LDF.

It is unclear how landscape character is to be monitored. It might be worthwhile
discussing with Natural England how this has been addressed elsewhere,
especially in the context of its work on ‘Tracking Change in Landscape
Character'
See original letter for general comments.
Noted.
See original letter for general comments.
Natural England

English Heritage

Noted.

Comment noted. The council
welcomes suggestions from Natural
England for a landscape character
indicator. We will have regard to
We would welcome further work on indicators as we do not consider that the
these points in taking forward the
indicators fully reflect the breadth of the objectives. For instance we would
welcome an indicator for landscape and better link for the biodiversity indicators next stages of the LDF.
to the local Biodiversity Action Plan.
We are pleased to see that our comments made at scoping stage have been
acted upon and that this has resulted in positive changes to the objectives.

We are pleased to see Appendix 1 highlight potential sources of conflict
between plan objectives and sustainability objectives, and that the council will
need to pay particular attention to these in further stages of core strategy
development.
Five strategic sites are identified in the report. Whilst English Heritage does not
have access to the full range of information about the historic environment in
these areas I do note that there are a number of listed buildings in and around
these sites. Whilst the description of each site includes information about the
natural environment there is no corresponding information about the historic
environment. It will be important to consult the Greater Manchester
Archaeological Unit in the same way that you have information from the GMEU.
Information on locally important buildings in addition to designated assets
together with an area characterisation will help in planning the high quality
development sought in the Borough. For example the Foxdenton site includes
the grade II listed building Foxdenton Farmhouse and surrounds the II*
Foxdenton Hall, the site and setting of these assets will need to be protected.
The SA report includes a minimal amount of commentary and nothing on
mitigation. It is not therefore very helpful in understanding and mitigating any
impacts upon cultural heritage as for example at Foxdenton. I enclose for your

Comments noted. We are gathering
evidence on the historic environment
for each strategic site, including the
listed buildings. Strategic sites will
only be taken forward subject to
satisfying a number of policy
considerations. We will have regard
to these points in taking forward the
next stages of the LDF, including the
SA.
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ID

Name

Organisation

Comments on Sustainability Appraisal
information an extract from our guidance SEA SA and the historic environment
relating to the Environmental Report.

Council Response

Comments on the Habitats Regulations Assessment
ID
Name
2 John
Earnshaw
3 Mr
Alan
Hubbard
4 Lyn
James
5 Janet
Belfield

Organisation
Royton Happy
Circle
National Trust

Natural England

Comments on Habitats Regulations Assessment
Could be better.

Council Response
Comment noted.

No specific comments to make.

Noted.

See original letter for general comments.

Noted.

We were consulted directly by GMEU on a draft version of this Habitats
Comments noted. Council officers
Regulations Assessment Screening Report in November 2008, and a copy of our met with Natural England and
Greater Manchester Ecology Unit to
reply is attached. Our comments now follow on from that previous consultation.
address the comments made.
Greater Manchester Ecology Unit
1. Introduction
agreed the changes that would be
made to the HRA in line with the
We are pleased that the introduction to the document clearly explains the
requirement for Habitats Regulations Assessment in terms of the legislation, and next stages of the LDF.

that the purpose of the report is described.
2. Brief Description of the Plan

We acknowledge that at this stage the precise boundaries to the Broad Locations
are not known and therefore cannot be shown in detail on a plan. We do
welcome identification of all the Broad Locations on one plan, i.e. Figure 1, but
still consider that this plan would be better located within the main body of the
report and not 'lost' at the rear.
3. Identification of European Sites
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ID

Name

Organisation

Comments on Habitats Regulations Assessment
We still consider that the points made in our earlier letter are relevant. In relation
to the criteria used for European site selection, the RSS is a good point at which
to start, but the criteria used to select particular European sites for this HRA
screening report should be related to the pathways/impacts of the plan as well as
distance. We acknowledge that the three European sites included in the shortlist
all lie or partly lie within Oldham, however, justification for screening out other
sites should be linked to pathways and not just distances. We do not consider
that the report fully justifies the excluded sites. We would still welcome an
additional column in the Table at Appendix 1 to show potential pathways and
provide an additional justification for excluding sites outside the borough.

Council Response

4. Consideration of ‘In Combination' Effects
We do not consider that any action has been undertaken in reference to our
previous comments concerning 'in-combination effects'. We are still of the opinion
that the consideration of in-combination effects has not adequately been
addressed in the report. We acknowledge that the Oldham Core Strategy is at an
early stage of development, as are many other plans which may have the
potential to contribute to an in-combination effect, and welcome consideration of
in-combination effects at a later stage in the assessment process. The list that
appears in Appendix 3 is of plans and strategies that have been considered for
‘in combination' effects on this plan but there is no explanation of the criteria used
to select these plans/strategies, it is without any supporting data to provide
evidence of assessment to support the outcome or why you have concluded that
there will be no significant impacts in combination. We would also like to see
explicit reference in the text to the data in this appendix. The report should
explore possible in combination effects with plans and strategies of neighbouring
authorities. A glaring omission is that GMEU have failed to explore outside
Greater Manchester, Oldham lies at the very edge of the North West and the
report should explore beyond that boundary.
5. Description of European sites
We do not consider that our previous comments have been fully taken into
account and repeat as follows. We are satisfied with the description of the
European sites although it would be very useful to include the size of the physical
area covered by them and perhaps a little more detail on the conservation
objectives in terms of attributes and targets. We welcome consideration of
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ID

Name

Organisation

Comments on Habitats Regulations Assessment
operations that may damage the special interest of the site as a basis for
identifying potential impacts of the plan, and also advise that the
sensitivity/vulnerability of each site to the identified potential impacts is described
in this section. This information could be included in the tables in Section 6. We
welcome inclusion of English species names alongside the Latin. We would also
ask for clarification of the percentage contribution of notified species to the
European population as the report refers to percentage population in Great
Britain. Information on this is available from both the JNCC and the BTO web
sites.

Council Response

6. Screening Opinions
It is still our opinion that the possible impacts of the Plan on the European sites
have not been fully addressed in the Screening Report. We would advise
considering any likely effect, direct, indirect, or secondary impacts of the plan,
either alone or in combination with other plans on the designated site(s); e.g. size
and scale, land-take, distance from the designated sites and key features of the
sites, resource requirements (water abstraction etc); emissions (disposal to water
or air), excavation requirements, duration of construction, decommissioning, or
recreation, etc. You may find it helpful to think about the source, pathway, and
receptor relationships between the proposal and the European site(s). We
suggest that the screening summary tables be expanded to include site
sensitivity to particular impacts, pathways for these impacts and in-combination
effects (but see our comment above), we acknowledge that table 6.1 has been
amended to include water abstraction.
We acknowledge that the notes on the screening process in section 6.3 have
been amended to refer to both South Pennine Moors and Rochdale Canal.
7. Summary of the Screening Opinions
We advise that this section is amended to take in to consideration any additional
conclusions arising from our comments above.
8. Assessment of Potential Impacts
While we welcome early consideration of the need for Appropriate Assessment in
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ID

Name

Organisation

Comments on Habitats Regulations Assessment
respect of the impacts identified as having the potential to have a likely significant
effect, we advise that this be deferred to the next stage of the plan, to ensure that
satisfactory mitigating plans, policies are implemented appropriately. This section
is useful, however, in guiding the progress of the six Broad Locations as they are
further developed as part of the Core Strategy.

Council Response

9. Summary and Recommendations
We concur with the necessity to ensure that any policy direction safeguards the
interests of the European sites, but further screening will be required to ensure
that this happens. We note the comment in 9.6 concerning changes to the
boundaries of the Broad Locations, but although we have requested detailed
plans of those areas it has not been included in the report. We consider that a
further screening stage of the HRA process should be continued into the next
stage of the Core Strategy.
We note that the HRA screening report only considers the 'Broad Locations' and
does not to relate to the whole of the preferred options report. We acknowledge
the need for further screening and look forward to consultation as the Core
Strategy progresses.

Comments on the Equalities Impact Assessment
ID
Name
2 John
Earnshaw
3 Mr
Alan
Hubbard
4 Lyn
James
5 Janet
Belfield

Organisation
Royton Happy
Circle
National Trust

Natural England

Comments on Equalities Impact Assessment
They don't lack application.

Council Response:
Noted.

No specific comments to make.

Noted.

Oldham is totally unequal if you are white British.

Noted.

We have no comments to make about the equalities impact assessment.

Noted.
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Appendix B Comments from The Oldham College students
This appendix comprises of two sections.
The first is a questionnaire which was sent to The Oldham College. This list was
used by The Oldham College to design an online questionnaire which was made
available to students via an intranet.
The second part of the Appendix reports the results from the online questionnaire (as
completed by students of The Oldham College in relation to the Preferred Options
document).
Note that the online questionnaire also included questions relating to equalities
monitoring. These questions and responses have been removed from this appendix.
The council will have regard to the points raised in preparing the next stages of the
LDF.
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What kind of place do you want
Oldham to be?
We need your views
The council is preparing a new plan for the borough. This is called the Local
Development Framework (LDF) which will guide future development across
Oldham.
We are currently preparing the Core Strategy - the most important part of the
LDF. We are now on the second stage of this called “Preferred Options”.
If you would like to read the full Preferred Options document or a summary
bulletin you can visit our website at http://oldhamconsult.limehouse.co.uk/portal or the council’s website at
www.oldham.gov.uk`. If you have any questions about the LDF, please ring
0161 770 4151 or 4163 or 1672.
Please fill in this short questionnaire by 17 April 2009.

Vision:
“Oldham will be a borough transformed by economic diversification, growth
and prosperity, regeneration, sustainable development and community
cohesion.”
A borough of safer and stronger urban and rural communities - from
Chadderton, Failsworth, Lees, Oldham, Royton and Shaw to the Saddleworth
villages - where:
•
•

•
•

Its local housing market needs are met, including the need for
affordable, low cost and high-value market housing;
Its thriving low-carbon economy offers high-quality employment
opportunities for local residents, based on high technology, innovation,
knowledge and creative industries and environmental technologies,
with a focus on the key strategic locations at Oldham Town Centre,
Hollinwood Business District and Chadderton Technology Park;
Its modern, integrated public transport system, including the Metrolink
extension from Hollinwood through Oldham and on to Shaw, has good
regional and national connectivity;
Its natural, built and historic environments, green infrastructure,
biodiversity, geodiversity and landscapes are valued, protected,
conserved and enhanced and the positive features and characteristics
of its places maintained;

•
•

Its residents lead healthy, active and longer lives and have access to
key health services and facilities and
Its children and young people are well educated and highly skilled.

1. a Do you support this vision?
Yes

No

Not sure

1.b Do you have any comments on the vision:
Comments box

Housing
•
•
•
•

We have over 90,000 dwellings in Oldham, most of which are privately
owned and 7% is overcrowded.
Oldham has low proportions of detached properties and very high
proportions of terraced properties.
Housing plays an important role in our quality of life. The quality of
Oldham’s housing needs to be improved, and the number of empty
houses needs to be reduced.
We need to build more new houses that people can afford. These new
homes need to be well designed, of good quality, in safe and attractive
neighbourhoods. This will encourage people to stay living in the
Borough. It will also attract new people to the area who can help
improve our economy.

The council has been looking at where Oldham’s future housing should be
built. Based on these findings the distribution will be as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

approximately 61% in inner Oldham
approximately 11% in Chadderton
approximately 9% in Shaw & Royton
approximately 9% in Failsworth & Hollinwood
approximately 9% in Saddleworth and Lees

2. a Do you agree with this distribution?
Yes

No

Not sure

2.b Where do you think new houses should be built?
Comments box

2.c Do you think we need to provide more affordable houses in some
parts of the Borough rather than other parts?
Yes

No

Maybe

Economy
•

•
•
•
•
•

One in five of Oldham’s employees work in manufacturing compared
with 1 in 10 nationally. Average wages in Oldham are lower than in the
North West and United Kingdom. Unemployment is above the Greater
Manchester, regional and national averages.
Oldham has a limited supply of good quality employment land.
Oldham’s future economy needs businesses to grow to provide more
and better paid jobs for local people. We need to encourage
investment in modern industries and provide a highly skilled workforce.
We need enough land and buildings to create new jobs. Places like
Oldham Town Centre and Hollinwood will have a key role to play in the
economy.
We need better shops for residents, workers and visitors to Oldham.
Jobs should be easy to get to without the need to use private cars. We
also need to consider access to jobs outside Oldham, such as at
Kingsway in Rochdale and Ashton Moss in Tameside.

3.a Where do you think new jobs should be located?
Comments box

3.b Do you think we need to allocate new employment land locally here
in Oldham or do you think we should rely heavily on sub-regional sites
such as Kingsway in Rochdale, Ashton Moss in Tameside and
Manchester City Centre? Please tick one of the following options:
New employment sites
Rely on sub-regional sites
• Combination of both
• Not sure
•
•

Strategic sites
A strategic site is a site that is seen as being critical to the transformation of
Oldham.
Encouraging new high technology and innovative industries is key to
transforming Oldham’s economy. A number of strategic sites are proposed.
The proposals for these areas will be very much about implementing the
aspirations set out in the local masterplans, where appropriate.
Hollinwood Business District:
The Hollinwood Business District masterplan vision is: “a new business led
district for Oldham - that meets Oldham’s needs for good quality
business space in an efficient and attractive environment to support a
growing and productive local economy”. Hollinwood Business District has
good access to the M60, bus and rail links to Manchester City Centre, there is
also a proposed Metrolink stop. It has many locational advantages as a business
environment that will attract high quality technology developments and
commercial uses, and it will project a strong image for Oldham.

3.c Do you support Hollinwood Business District as a strategic site?
Yes

No

Not sure

Chadderton Technology Park:
An urban technology park is proposed for Chadderton. A masterplan has been
prepared. The proposed technology park aims to attract investment to create high
quality modern floor space and new jobs away from the existing manufacturing
base.

3.d Do you support Chadderton Technology Park as a strategic site?
Yes

No

Not sure

In and around Oldham Town Centre
Masterplans for the New West End and wider Mumps areas in and around
Oldham Town Centre have been prepared. The New West End masterplan aims
to develop the higher and further education facilities in the area, and the Mumps
masterplan proposes the development of commercial office space, creative
industries workspace, and residential units.

3.e Do you support Oldham Town Centre as a strategic site?
Yes

No

Not sure

Foxdenton
Research has identified that Oldham’s existing employment land offer is not
particularly attractive, in that there are no large sites generally available for major
new inward investments. Foxdenton (Chadderton), as a large site which is
adjacent to the existing Broadway Business Park, offers the potential to provide
an attractive opportunity for employment-led mixed-use development.

3.f Do you support Foxdenton as a strategic site?
Yes

No

Not sure

3.g What kind of developments or different types of employment do you
think we should be encouraging within our strategic sites?
Comments box

The Local Development Framework may also encourage the following
industries within other employment areas
•
•
•
•
•
•

ICT/digital and communications;
manufacturing;
financial and professional services;
media industries;
creative industries; and
cultural industries.

3.h Do you think these are the right type of industries to be supporting?
Yes

No

Not sure

3.i Are there are other type of industries you think we should be
encouraging?
Comments box

Oldham town centre and the local town centres
Oldham town centre and the local town centres of Chadderton, Failsworth,
Huddersfield Road (“Hill Stores”), Lees, Royton, Shaw and Uppermill make
significant contributions to the identity of the Borough.
The key objectives for Oldham town centre and the local town centres are to
promote their vitality and viability by planning for new development and a wide
range of services including shopping, leisure and cultural activities.
4. a What type of developments do you think we need to promote in
Oldham town centre and the local town centres?

Comments box

Thank you for your comments. Your comments will help us prepare the final
submission stage of the Core Strategy. This is due to be out for final
consultation in early 2010.

Oldham Consultation

Eligible Respondents 905
Total Respondents
21 (2.32%)
Q18. Do you support this vision?

Yes
No
Not sure?
Number of Respondents 21 (100%)

%
18 85.71
0 0.00
3 14.29

Q19. Please make any comments that you may have
Oldham has for a long time suffered economic and social depression, this new policy
will help to raise the profile of Oldham and make it a better place to live and work.
When giving permission to new builds, please consider sufficient playing space
within view of the home (ie gardens, yards, large communal playing space). Adults
whose children have grown up, don't want to have to repair the damage from other
people's children kicking balls etc at their property or gardens. Also, the existing
guidance for car spaces for new builds should not be per dwelling, but per bedroom
(ie a 4 or 5 bedroomed dwelling will probably need more car parking space than a 1 or
2 bedroomed dwelling)
Work is needed to integrate the communities.
Everyone from all backgrounds should be encouraged/ forced to take pride in the
surroundings and encourage their children to do the same.
Number of Respondents 4 (19.05%)
Q20. Do you agree with this distribution?

Yes
No
Not sure?
Number of Respondents 21 (100%)

%
6 28.57
3 14.29
12 57.14

Q21. Where do you think new houses should be built?
New housing should be built in areas of derelict and declining standards, if Oldham is
to build new areas of housing, then these old areas need to be flattened and re-built.
As stated at 19, it isn't just building houses. You should be looking at developing
communities. Communities develop when both old and young can enjoy their
environment together. Children need space to play and build relationships. The older
generation need to feel safe. When youths congregate in large numbers, the older
generation feel threatened. When looking at land, you need to think of the community
going into the new build as well as the community already there. You write about

'more affordable houses' - what exactly do you consider as 'more affordable? Wages
are relatively low in Oldham, so are you looking at 2/3 bedroomed houses under
£100,000?
I work in Oldham, but do not live here so I don't believe I have any comment on this
area
New houses should be built where the need is greatest. However, before building
commences, there must be a cohesive strategy. For example, assurances must be
sought and proven that the infrastructure is in place to support the new domesticities,
including sufficient school places, sufficient medical facilities, sufficient public
transport and sufficient employment. There is no point attracting people to the area
with new build, affordable housing if there are no local jobs for them so that,
consequently, they need to claim benefits. It must also be bourne in mind, that it isn’t'
just a case of building houses wherever there is space/spare land, but consideration
must be given to the communities that already dwell in that location. Also,
consideration must be given to families with children. All too often, housing estates
are built without any safe playing areas for children that are in sight of their
parents'/guardians' homes. Consequently, children are forced to play in the street/road
- or out of sight of their homes - leading to friction with neighbours and/or, worse,
accidents.
Across all areas of Oldham.
In area's that need regeneration such as the HMR Pathfinder areas.
Knock down slums and rebuilt suitable housing for all
Nowhere! There is already too many houses being built on open land. Oldham is too
overcrowded.
Number of Respondents 8 (38.1%)
Q22. Do you think we need to provide more affordable houses in some parts of
the Borough rather than other parts?

Yes
No
Maybe
Number of Respondents 21 (100%)

%
8 38.10
2 9.52
11 52.38

Q23. Where do you think new jobs should be located?
I don't yet know the area well enough to be able to make a good suggestion.
New jobs should be located as near to the motorway network as possible, there is
plenty of industrial land around the area and this should be used to it's full potential.
You write about Kingsway in Rochdale and Ashton Moss in Tameside. Aren't these
just shopping places. There is a limited amount of money that can be spent on retail
items. Tradesmen's jobs in general need to be kept. This would mean that we would
have places for apprentices, who eventually become tradesmen etc. Not only that, but
we would be producing items that go on to be something we use, rather than buying in
from abroad. One of the reasons we became 'Great' Britain was because of our
inventions. We do have to import certain things because of the weather or certain fine
furniture etc, but we should be trying to build up our own workmanship and make
Britain 'Great' again. What about looking at building up on the Moors?
Any available "Brown Field sites" which have the necessary infrastructure links in

place.
In empty/unused units. Thought also needs to be given to the type of jobs we are
creating. We should be attracting investment in sustainable jobs i.e. manufacturing,
trades, new technology not just retail as, without manufacturing, trades etc., retail
could not exist.
Depends on the type of jobs and industries you are trying to attract to Oldham. There
is a large portion of leisure, shopping or service industry but could there be more
manufacturing or are we too costly now?
NHS and Education
All over the borough
Near the town centre Chadderton and Failsworth
Places that are easy to access. i.e. where there is good public transport in place.
Locally
Town centre
I don't know the area well enough
In the empty buildings, already purpose built. There is no need to use up valuable
empty spaces, eg car parks!!
Slightly out of Oldham Town Centre to ease congestion
Number of Respondents 16 (76.19%)
Q24. Do you think we need to allocate new employment land locally here in
Oldham or do you think we should rely heavily on sub-regional sites such as
Kingsway in Rochdale, Ashton Moss in Tameside and Manchester City
Centre?

New employment sites
Rely on sub-regional sites
Combination of both
Not sure
Number of Respondents 21 (100%)

1
1
14
5

%
4.76
4.76
66.67
23.81

Q25. Do you support Hollinwood Business District as a strategic site?

Yes
No
Not sure?
Number of Respondents 21 (100%)

%
10 47.62
1 4.76
10 47.62

Q26. Do you support Chadderton Technology Park as a strategic site?

Yes
No
Not sure?
Number of Respondents 21 (100%)

%
14 66.67
0 0.00
7 33.33

Q27. Do you support Oldham Town Centre as a strategic site?

Yes
No
Not sure?
Number of Respondents 21 (100%)

%
16 76.19
0 0.00
5 23.81

Q28. Do you support Foxdenton as a strategic site?

Yes
No
Not sure?
Number of Respondents 21 (100%)

%
12 57.14
2 9.52
7 33.33

Q29. What kind of developments or different types of employment do you think
we should be encouraging within our strategic sites?
Entrepreneurs cinema
We need to support small businesses within the area, low cost buildings with low cost
rental are, in my view essential, this will allow the type of business in the area to be
diverse.
Look at 23
New technology Manufacturing Trades, i.e. construction, engineering Science
Manufacturing and media services
More jobs for school/college leavers and more apprenticeships
Skilled services
Mixed
Number of Respondents 8 (38.1%)
Q30. Do you think these are the right type of industries to be supporting?

Yes
No
Not sure?
Number of Respondents 21 (100%)

%
15 71.43
0 0.00
6 28.57

Q31. Are there are other type of industries you think we should be encouraging?
I think we should also be supporting the construction and engineering industries.
You write about 'Manufacturing' but manufacturing what? You previously ask us to
vote on items that, other than the educational one around Mumps, I know nothing
about. There is insufficient information to enable me to vote. Maybe a link to the
information for each request, would have allowed me to vote responsibly. You
mention Foxdenton site being adjacent to the Broadway Business Park. I am unsure
which 'adjacent' you mean. A link to a map identifying exactly where you mean,
would have assisted.

Renewable/Sustainable technologies developments.
Service and retail industries
See 29.
Micro (Home) generation, insulation RFID
Number of Respondents 6 (28.57%)
Q32. What type of developments do you think we need to promote in Oldham
town centre and the local town centres?
Cinema other cultural activities
Better retail facilities, the developer's should look at sites such as Bury, this is by far a
better retail centre than Oldham, the better the facility, the higher quality retailer you
attract. There is also a definite need to improve leisure facilities in the area, and also I
believe that the council should consider improving links with the towns football club,
this will also help to provide a higher profile for the town.
Any
Previously, it was suggested that the site near B&Q was to be an ice rink and cinema,
but this later changed to be a car showroom and hotel. Might I suggest that you look
at your previous thoughts of enabling young and old alike to have free (or cheap) fun.
We already have an art gallery and theatre. Might I suggest something on the lines of
an ice rink and/or bowling alley?
Cheaper car parking
Small business and entrepreneurs. These will be the real winners post-recession and
these sort of developments make a difference to a community both in terms of being
involved and having passion for their local area and employing local people.
I don't think we need any more supermarkets - they have a monopoly, ruin small
businesses and the local community shopping. I also don't think we need any more
fast food outlets. With regard to shopping, in my opinion, Oldham town centre is a
waste of time. The only large department store is Debenhams - where is John Lewis,
Marks and Spencer etc? As someone who has a reasonable amount of disposable
income, very little is spent in Oldham. If I didn't work in Oldham, I would NEVER go
to Oldham town centre to shop. Most of my family live closer to Oldham town centre
than to Manchester, but none of them ever go to Oldham to shop or for any other
reason. With regard to leisure - there have been many articles in the local news/press
regarding the problems occurring in Oldham at the weekend. Until these problems are
solved, I would be reluctant to go into Oldham for an evening's leisure. In order to
promote Oldham town centre - I'm sorry to say, it needs to clean up it's act, attract
more big retail names and stop canvassers harassing people as to whether they've had
an accident that wasn't their fault in the last 3 months!
More sporting facilities, cinema department stores, leisure complex
Leisure / entertainment activities e.g. a cinema.
A good market. A large range of shops and specialist retailers.
Decent quality shops not just cheap
Leisure and entertainment. Ice skating, roller skating, horse riding,
Number of Respondents 12 (57.14%)

